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INTRODUCTION 
 

The NAR (New Apostolic Reformation) loves to talk of 

downloads, hearing from Heaven. I wonder if they allow for 

anti-NAR downloads. I wonder if I am allowed to disagree with 

them, especially in written form such as this. Is it still a 

download if I hear that the NAR is in serious error? Will they 

accuse me of getting an upload from hell? 

 

This book is not about the NAR only. It is about deception in 

many forms that has hit the church over the last one hundred 

plus years.  

 

I personally spent forty-nine of those years in Pentecostal/ 

charismatic/NAR fellowship. This is my year of jubilee. Year 

fifty.  I must be free. And I must speak about what I have seen, 

and what the Scriptures say about it all. NAR/charismatic 

“revelations” are contradicting the original revelations that 

came to the Bible’s apostles. I hope to contradict those 

revelations that have tried to replace the Scriptures. 

 

A new way of doing church has come upon us. It is not full-

blown yet, but if NAR has its way, the day will come to us soon.  

The way early twenty-first century Christians — at least in the 

West — assemble, and what they do when they get together, is 

on the way out. 
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I shall talk about worship. Not all worship of all time. I can only 

share what my own history has taught me, and bring out some 

accompanying Scriptures. 

 

Closely related to worship is music. Some want to say they are 

one and the same. Not true. I’ll look at the “worship” service, 

though I have had trouble locating such a thing in Scripture. 

(Give me time to explain. You’ll understand.) 

 

And then there’s the growing movement of the “mystical” and 

the ecstatic and the unexplained, if not unexplainable.  

 

I am actually describing the dumbing down, what John 

Macarthur refers to as the “juvenilization”, of the church. We 

live in shallow times. But deep waters. We need deliverance 

from those who trouble us. 

 

My work here posits a question in the church of 2018 and 

beyond: Can an un-persecuted people be holy? Have Western 

Christians had too much for too long to see the cross of Jesus 

any longer? Can we really relate, for example, to a North 

Korean Christian? 

 

“Come out of her, my people.” That was God speaking to Israel, 

to come out of a literal Babylon and be His special prizes. Paul 

applies the passage to believers in our own day who are 

unequally yoked to unbelievers, whether in business or 

marriage or church affiliation.  
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A huge percent of today’s Christendom needs to be 

abandoned. Left behind. The way Jesus gave us is still narrow. 

The writing before you now is a call for an exodus of God’s 

people from all that is unholy around us in the church. What 

that will look like I am not sure, but I am sure we cannot be 

comfortable spiritually in the Babylon that the church — so 

called — has created. 

 

I would like you to look with me at worship, music, the “gifts”, 

apostles — true and false — and more. I would like to call you 

back to the Word of God in all these areas. May God use these 

words to stir up hunger for communion with a holy God, and 

creation of a holy church. 

 

A couple of production notes, and we begin. 

 

1. Oh my, this book is in no way exhaustive! Please check 

out my resources, then start searching on your own for 

the growing body of literature/media that addresses the 

concerns I have chronicled. 

2. I have used some blogs of church watchmen, but have 

left them “as is”. I am aware that some proofreading 

could have been done, but that exactness in style is not 

my aim here. 
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1. WORSHIP 
 

When I began to study worship, as it exists in the church today, 

and as a need in my own life, I came across very quickly the 

actual meaning of the word, both in Hebrew and in Greek. My 

discovery reminded me of Josiah’s discovery of the scrolls (2 

Chronicles 34). If this simple finding is true, woe is me and all of 

us. 

 

Both the Hebrew shawkhaw and the Greek proskuneo, the two 

main words for worship in your Bible, carry the idea of 

prostration. That’s not just bowing, it’s lying flat out on your 

face before God. 

 

Bible words can sometimes be generic, even created for a 

purpose by well-meaning translators. I have long spoken of the 

word “baptize” as an example of this. The Greek baptidzo is not 

subject to a long list of interpretations. It can only mean 

“immerse.” But the church of the famed King James’s day 

practiced a whole array of water activities when dealing with 

one of Christ’s commands. They sprinkled people with a bit of 

water. They poured water over the head, as Hollywood loves to 

depict the act in its Bible movies, with no authority from 

Scripture. And they dunked people. 

 

What were the King James translators to do? They invented a 

word based on the sound of the Greek word, “baptize”, and the 
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church went merrily on in its oblivion. Today “baptize” can 

mean anything you want it to mean.  

 

So with “worship,” I fear. A man sitting in a chair, coldly singing 

from an old hymnbook, is said to be worshiping. People running 

around a room speaking in ecstatic utterances is also a 

worshiper. Raised hands are considered worshipful hands. 

Music is the essence of modern worship. Contemporary music, 

that is, with the new ritual that must include a very expensive 

set of drums, with a shield blocking the deafening sounds from 

the congregation; a keyboard; electric guitars… you know the 

drill. 

 

But the Hebrew and Greek words I found early on defy all of 

that. It’s to your knees, to your face, aware of Who He is! 

 

I’ve seldom seen this in a church “worship service” but I have 

seen it, via video, in the Muslim mosque. That’s a telling fact, is 

it not? Believers in the false god Allah seemingly revering their 

deity more than the Christians do theirs? That’s not the whole 

truth, but it is a fact to be considered when looking at Christian 

worship. 

 

So, what is the whole truth? Best here to look at several 

passages of Scripture on the subject. God has told us what 

makes Him happy, what He is looking for. I trace the concept 

through the Bible. 
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Genesis. Cain and Abel. We all know the story. Cain’s garden 

variety of offerings, maybe even the best of his crop, given to 

God. But God wasn’t looking for that. Abel gave something that 

cost a life. Bloodshed. Sacrifice. This hurts.  

 

That’s the first clue about offerings given to God. It hurts. But it 

is given in joy at the same time. Here, God, take my best. Let 

the blood speak to you of my love. 

 

Noah wanted to give a similar offering when the ark travels 

were finished, and life was beginning anew on the planet. His 

burnt offerings were so pleasing to God that He promised never 

to destroy every living thing again. Powerful worship when God 

is pleased in this way.  

 

So, clue two. Offer to God when He is not specifically asking for 

something. Do it just because you want to give to Him. You 

have no idea how far such a sacrifice will resonate in Heaven. 

 

Genesis 22 tells the famous story of the patriarch Abraham 

under his most severe of trials, the demand for the sacrifice of 

his own son. Perhaps the very essence of worship is here 

described. Abraham tells the men who traveled up that hill with 

him that he is going up yonder hill to worship. And here all the 

conventional descriptions of the word fall off, even the ones I 

have insisted come from the Hebrew and Greek. Here is true 

worship. 
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What are the elements visible? A heart devoted to God. A 

heart-rending demand to be obeyed. No bowing or prostrating 

here. The body position isn’t everything. Abraham’s heart 

forever lies prostrate before his God. The evidence is his 

obedience. Yes, the attitude of the heart is shown by the 

position of the body, we get it. But see the position of 

Abraham’s body, his hand poised above his son’s throat, every 

nerve and muscle taut and determined. Soon the hand will 

move downward. Are these positions not acceptable worship? 

Was not Abraham worshiping in this position? 

Every worship time with God demands a new searching of the 

heart and positioning of the body. God cannot stand vain 

repetitions in body or words. His mercies are new every 

morning and so must be our worship. And you will note I am 

not yet speaking of corporate worship, which had not yet 

developed. 

I see worship in Abraham’s servant, Genesis 24. When he 

realized his mission had been accomplished in the providence 

of God, his reaction, probably learned from his master, was to  

bow down his head and worship. Notice carefully what the 

Scripture is calling worship here. Is it the bowing of the head, 

that shows the reverence to be involved?  Is it the words that 

flowed from the servant’s grateful heart? Listen: 
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“Blessed be the Lord God of my master Abraham, who has not 

forsaken His mercy and His truth toward my master…” 

A combination, I think. Pure gratitude reverentially offered to a 

powerful merciful God. That’s worship! 

In Exodus 24:1 is the narrative of the seventy-four men called 

up to the heights of Sinai. First, they are to “worship from afar.” 

The next verses tell of various sacrifices and offerings given to 

God. Outward worship with rituals attending, when they are 

commanded, do indeed please God. But at best all of this is 

“from afar.” Soon they will be called up to see the God of Israel. 

Such splendors they viewed! Then Joshua and Moses are to 

move on even farther for a more intense look from within a 

cloud of glory. We can only imagine the trembling worship 

which Moses offered. 

More clues. Bring an offering to God. Bring yourself. Stay in 

worship until He calls you up higher? Not everyone is a Moses, 

not everyone has the same call, but do you and I stay in His 

Presence long enough to see if there is more that He wants to 

reveal to us?  

When we see Joshua in the book by his name (5:14) worshiping 

God, it is on his face. No one is ruling out body compliance in all 

the talk of the special men and events of the Old Testament 
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and New. You are talking to the Lord of all the universe. Show 

respect, reverence, awe. 

Worship experiences continue through the history of Israel, 

usually connected to animal sacrifice. But unfortunately, it is 

predicable that outward forms will eventually replace the true 

worship for which Jesus longs, and with which He is pleased. 

David reminds us in the Psalms to worship the Lord “in the 

beauty of holiness” (Psalm 29:2). His holiness? Ours? Whatever 

way you see it, holiness is a part of true worship. New 

Testament believers are admonished to lift up holy hands when 

worshiping. All other worship is vain and insulting to a holy 

God. Dirty hands must be cleansed in the blood before being 

lifted up.  

David also tells us to worship in fear. Where is this taught 

today, in the extravagant showy spectacles being called 

worship by our generation? Fear? More like fun in our time. 

Feel-good stuff. Brilliant music. Incredibly expensive sound and 

lighting systems, with smoke thrown in to keep up with the 

world’s ways. Makes me happy. How about You, holy Lord? 

Does it make You happy? Perhaps this can only be answered on 

an individual basis. Those truly worshiping at the event please 

Him. The event itself, maybe not. 
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And David continues the exhortation to bow down, in 95:6. Tell 

your body what’s going on. This can easily be carried out in 

private worship, as can all the Psalms. No one is suggesting that 

in every meeting, people are all laid out on the floor, that all 

are bowing and physically humbling themselves. Yet, why not? 

Would such displays be wrong? Out of order? 

The problem with the displays that are taking place today is 

that they are connected to the music of the world and the rock 

concert atmosphere. It seems to be a practice of the young, the 

ones who know least about God’s Word and the deep truths 

there.   

Do the lights have to be dimmed? Does the music have to 

threaten everyone’s hearing capacities? Is there no way for us 

to humble ourselves before the Lord without replicating the 

world? 

I hate to mention them again, but in fact the Muslims do 

spread out before Allah. They do bow before him, some of 

them I am sure being quite sincere. But nothing of Western 

heavy metal or deafening drum is brought in. I can only imagine 

the contempt they have for a people who are forever following 

the culture, instead of demanding that the culture follow them.  

Just for the record, Isaiah also mentions how false worshipers 

lie prostrate before their false gods. So does Daniel. 
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Nebuchadnezzar demands that all are to fall before his statue. 

There is no body function, including “tongues”, that is not, 

somewhere in the world,  done by unbelievers. Unbelievers 

know how to worship. Those actions themselves are not proof 

of a true allegiance to the living God. But neither is their 

absence a thing to be praised. 

The New Testament is a bit unclear, at first glance,  when 

dealing with the subject of worship. Pagan astronomers come 

to worship Jesus. We remember their gifts. Do we remember 

also that they fell down? Not passed out. Deliberately took the 

knee, and probably more, to adore this new King. Worship is 

falling down, in heart, yes, but also in body. 

This is the worship Satan wanted of Christ in the wilderness. 

The common thread continues. Just fall down and worship me. 

The two ideas are one. Fall down. Worship. 

Paul says that those who hear a genuine interpretation of a 

foreign language, given by one who has never learned that 

language, will fall down on their face and worship God! That’s 

supposed to be the instinct of one who confronts the Reality of 

Heaven. Fall down. Worship.  

1 Corinthians is packed with clues about public worship. At 

least, we see what the church in Corinth had become. Not sure 
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that all of this was supposed to be in every church, but the 

example is here before us, so let’s take a look. 

1 Corinthians 14:26 talks of the things that happened in a 

church meeting. Note first that everyone who wanted to could 

participate. This was no study in the performing arts. This was 

fellowship. People wanted to share what was on their hearts.  

Paul restricts certain utterances and sets in order the way of 

their being manifested, but the general idea of communal 

sharing is not rebuked. One person might have a psalm, one 

might teach, one might manifest a miraculous gift. Keep it 

orderly, says Paul. 

So that’s what church looked like? At least, at Corinth.  

The book of Revelation is packed with worship. The very words 

spoken in Heaven are given to us to utter on earth. Jesus, in 

speaking to His church in Philadelphia announces that those 

professing to be God’s people mistakenly, will be directed to 

come and worship at the feet of true believers.  

Not that they would worship the believers, but that they will be 

forced to acknowledge that the true God of Heaven is in these 

people. And how does one arrive at another’s feet? Fall down.  
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Twenty-four elders, modeling plurality of eldership in the 

visible church, sit with Christ in Heaven. That is, when they are 

not worshiping Him. How? Falling down, casting crowns before 

Him.  

So engrained is the habit of falling down in Biblical worship and 

in that first century, that John actually falls down twice in 

worship to an angel that is speaking to him. He is quickly 

corrected. But you get the point. Worship is a humbling 

reverential experience. Where is it being practiced today? I 

hear the noise. Where is the awe? I mean awe of Him, not awe 

for the music band.  

We cannot leave the Scriptures without pointing out perhaps 

the most crucial aspect of what is to be our worship 

experience: the Spirit of God. Paul claims in Philippians 3:3 that 

we are those who worship “in the Spirit.”   

And then there is the classic fourth chapter of John. The 

woman at the well. 

We know well the story of a woman convicted of her sin and 

confronted with the very Messiah of Israel. We know of her 

evangelistic efforts, and how a whole town turned out to hear 

Jesus. 
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But hidden in that passage is a truth that we still desire and 

need to discover. God is looking for a group of people. When 

He finds them, He is pleased. Jesus tells us their general 

description, but we are left on our own to track down His 

meaning. 

The woman was a Samaritan. Samaritans were despised by 

“true” Jews because their religion had been compromised over 

the years. First, when the Kingdom was divided into Judah and 

Israel, Israel became eventually a headquarters of false 

worship. Wrong place. Wrong sacrifices. Then things got worse, 

as Israel sank into idolatry, worshiping the gods of their 

neighbors, in the ways those neighbors worshiped. Finally, they 

were taken captive by the Assyrians, who sent their own people 

to live in the land which had yielded its population to the 

conquerors. There was a return eventually, but the mix was 

never resolved: Assyrian religion, mixed with a backslidden 

form of Judaism. 

The woman, however, had been raised to believe that 

Samaritan ways were best. Aren’t we all subject to that 

syndrome?  

Samaritans probably were taught that they were more open. 

More liberal. Ecumenism, you know. She was wrong to think 
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Mt. Gerizim was the proper place of worship, and Jesus even 

told her so. “You don’t know what you worship!”  

Yes, it had gotten that bad. Do the young know what they 

worship today, or are they merely caught up in a musical 

euphoria? 

One thing she knew though. Messiah would come and set 

things in order. Her faith in Messiah suddenly paid off! But 

Jesus added some more to His revelations on that day. He told 

her that, even though Jewish worship was superior to 

Samaritan worship at the moment, soon there would be a 

sweeping away of all such geographically-oriented worship and 

something new would stand in its place. 

He explained to her that God was interested, even now, for 

people to worship Him from inside, from the spirit. He thereby 

suggested that the outward form of worship was not the issue 

at all. He further told her that a true worshiper would have to 

be one who worshiped the true God. “You know not what you 

worship” won’t do any more. You must know Whom you 

worship. And not just any “Whom” will do. There is only One 

Who is called the Truth. You must worship Him. 

Worshiping Jesus from the inside. Such a revelation. Such a 

change from worshiping an unknown god with external 

ceremonies.  
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Worship then is to be spiritual first, then physical. Worship is to 

be located within, not in a specific location. Beyond this, no 

rules are given, no format. At least, not here. 

We see how slowly over time this mandate for pure inward 

worship disintegrated and became a Roman priesthood 

following rigid regulations, suffocating the life out of worship, 

then claiming that this was the only worship allowed by the 

church. 

Such suffocations eventually produce reformation. It happened 

in the form of Luther and Calvin and the rest. So much better. 

Rules remained, and rules still excluded. But the improvement 

was so marked that no one noticed for the longest time that 

ritual still governed worship.  

The slowly evolving evangelical churches brought more relaxing 

of traditional rules. And yet more bondage in some ways. It 

isn’t long before a church or a denomination, whether yours or 

mine, the best of them,  begins to feel that their order is the 

order when Jesus has called for no particular order. 

I did not just say that there should be no order in the church. 

Each church must maintain the holy decorum demanded by its 

profession of commitment to a holy orderly God. If we have 

viewed the creation lately, we all must be aware of how orderly 

things are, and how order is not a bad word after all. 
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Pentecostals and charismatics declared war on some of the 

remaining issues of legalistic worship rules, but alas, they also 

created some rules of their own, equally exclusive. 

For example, now there was to be a separate class of believers: 

the Spirit-filled. Their “utterances” were to be held in awe and 

set the “utterers” apart as a holy club that could hear from 

God. A new priesthood, if you will. Like all priesthoods, it 

divided. And in some ways, it turned the progress of the church 

in the wrong direction. For these people, the Scriptures often 

were not the final say. Rather, experience began its unhealthy 

rule in Christendom. 

Offshoots of the Pentecostals were the charismatics, who could 

be found in every major denomination, and all the minor ones 

too. The movement caught hold, for better or worse.  

But alas, it  went even further into negative territory. A new 

offshoot, summed up today in the initials NAR. Now, worship 

could mean anything the “experienced” desired. Falling down 

in a faint was one treasured addition. Walking and running 

around the building, carefully stepping over the “slain”, that 

was in. Utterances of persons speaking out of their own spirits 

multiplied. Barking like dogs. Laughing like hyenas. Feigned 

drunkenness. And of course the growing power of music to 

control crowds. 
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Was all of this, worship?  

I find it interesting, don’t you, that the New Testament never 

mentions a “worship service.” The first Christians “continued 

steadfastly in the apostles’ doctrine, fellowship, the breaking of 

bread, and prayer.” Did they not continue in worship? Is that 

included in the “prayer” part? 

Just asking. But it seems to me, looking at “worship services” 

through the centuries, that perhaps Jesus is looking for those —

individuals — who will worship Him in Spirit (or spirit) and 

truth. Alone, you can feel free to do whatever you want in 

praising God. 

Just sayin’. Something to think about. Public worship is so 

varied, so regimented. Can you find a “worship service” that 

obeys Jesus’ basic mandates: reverence, falling down 

(voluntarily), giving gifts etc. Without being disorderly, of 

course.  

Order is enjoined upon us because public meetings attract 

visitors, who, as Paul said in another but similar context, will be 

watching, and calling you mad if you behave as madmen. We 

must not  turn them off to the Gospel on their first visit! Yet we 

should not sit as dead men either. 

So we’ve been through the Bible… 
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But wait. Did we leave out the Book of Acts? Is this not the 

definitive description of what church ought to look like? Was 

not worship the central part of every meeting recorded in that 

history? Let’s see. 

1. The first meeting. The arrival of the Holy Spirit. Some 

say it started as a prayer meeting of about 120.  That’s 

not as easy to prove as you might think. There is a 

moving back and forth about who was present from 

time to time in the first two chapters of Acts. Acts 1 

talks first of the remaining eleven disciples, their final 

encounter with Jesus and angels, their return to the 

upper room.  

Was the upper room a rented banquet hall or just a 

room upstairs, large enough to have a final meal with 

Jesus, and house the waiting apostles? 

We aren’t told. But you would think that we were told.  

What is stated is that these apostles stayed in 

fellowship with about 120 other followers of Jesus. 

Where they all met together is quite probably at 

another location, not the apostles’ temporary 

apartment! 
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At one of their regular meetings, Matthias was selected 

as Judas’ replacement. But the chapter ends speaking of 

the eleven.  

And the next verse (2:1) talks about how they (who?) 

were in one accord when the Spirit fell. The common 

assumption is that 120 were gathered together, 

squeezed into an upper room. But that is not stated.  

“They” (and the antecedent is “the eleven”) were in one 

place (unspecified) when the Spirit fell. This is the Spirit 

that Jesus had often promised the disciples when He 

walked with them. It would seem that they would be 

the only ones who could truly know what was 

happening. Peter certainly did. 

The Holy Spirit descended, and people began to speak. 

That’s what we know. Miraculously, they spoke in the 

languages of all the people present! There was a 

broadcasting of the wonderful works of God. Then it 

seems that everything pointed to a clear message (the 

apostles’ teaching) outlining the plan of salvation, 

followed by a response, and a 3000- person addition to 

the church via water baptism.  That was church on Day 

one. Not meant to be “prescriptive”, the pattern for all 

time, but “descriptive”, a telling of history. Glorious 
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history, our history, but history. God would never 

repeat His original outpouring. The Spirit had arrived 

and everyone knew it.  

The first worship service then, was a miraculous 

outpouring, a proclamation of the Gospel in many 

languages to all the foreigners present, and a further 

proclamation of that Gospel in the language of the day.  

That’s as far as God went. Why have we tried to go so 

much further?  Church is about the Word. The Spirit 

brings the Word. Church is not about musical 

extravaganzas, or weirdness. The Church edifies by 

speaking truths from Heaven, words now recorded in 

your Bible. 

2. As to the next meetings: We are told of the striking 

dead of a man and his wife, for lying to the Spirit. 

Church discipline, totally lacking in today’s movement.  

The Word is established by miracles of healing. The 

community practically lives together, shares fully with 

each other, prays. But no word yet of a formal worship 

service with strict rules.  

3. The first Gentile meeting. A group of family and friends 

of Cornelius are meeting in expectation of something 
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they know nothing of. They know how to worship, 

though, and begin to do obeisance to Peter.  

They are people of prayer. Peter comes and preaches 

Jesus to them. The Spirit falls again, and the people 

begin to praise God. Another baptismal service, but still 

no formal worship outline. 

4. A prayer meeting. Peter is in jail for preaching the 

Gospel. The church meets together to pray. Peter is 

freed and shows up at the meeting. This is the church at 

its finest, but no official worship service here. 

5. Another prayer meeting. These seem rather common 

for the time. Lydia is part of an outdoor Jewish prayer 

group when Paul joins her and leads her to the Lord. 

Not a church service here. 

6. Breaking bread. It seems that the habit of meeting on 

the first day of the week has begun, and a communion 

service is established. No rules are given, no formalities. 

Jesus’ institution of the Supper was likewise simple and 

free. We all know what happened to that simple meal. 

7. In prison. Paul is the last person we see in Acts, and at 

the end of the book he is having regular meetings with 
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enquirers. He preached and taught, that much we 

know. 

Put all this together and we see again the summary we 

mentioned earlier, quoting Acts 2:42. The first-century church 

continued regularly in the teaching of the apostles (we call this 

the New Testament today), fellowship, breaking of bread, and 

prayer. 

We are left scratching our heads as we seek the formalities of a 

worship service, complete with musicians, incense, rituals, 

vestments… and today, oh so much more. 

Old Testament worship, specifically under David, was very 

musical and exciting. We can assume that much of this was 

carried over into New Testament times. Perhaps that explains 

why there is so little said in the New Testament? Paul enjoins 

Ephesians and Colossians to be singing and making melody in 

their hearts, and (in some translations) to each other, but that 

is hardly evidence for a formalized program followed 

ritualistically every week. Agreed? 

The question is a thorny one for me, for I have seen and been 

part of the “dead” and formalistic groups. I have seen also the 

performance-oriented churches that hire the best in the 

business — and church music is a business these days — to 

come and revamp their “worship” experience. Pastors soon 
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lose control in many of these places, as King Music reigns. What 

can poor Pastor say? The church is growing, and that’s what it’s 

all about, isn’t it? Growth? Why, to go back where we were is 

unthinkable! Right? 

Well, no. 

Oh for pastors/elders who are free! No one’s income, in a free 

church, depends on the changing ways of his flock. The world is 

kept on the outside, and inside is a sense of holiness, awe, love. 

People are living for Jesus throughout the week, and thus come 

to the service ready to share as did the Corinthians, albeit with 

much more order that did they. There’s a psalm. A teaching (by 

a man). A Scripture. Special prayers. True communion! And 

when they sing, they care not if a full-fledged rock-style band is 

blaring behind them. They can worship without instruments at 

all if they desire. 

But alas, I know of no such place. Do you? Why must I only look 

back to a New Testament church to find what pleased God so 

much? And when true worship is present, must it always evolve 

into the sensual and demonic?  

Lots of great questions, I think. Not as many great answes.  

Now let me tell you a little of my story so you can understand 

more of what I am saying, and why.  
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2. MY STORY 

My early days in the Lord were spent in a nearby church of 

Christ. Great folks, I honor them still for teaching me the Word, 

and to live by only the things recorded therein.  

So when I thought I had found something in that Word that did 

not seem to be in accord with the training I had received, I felt 

compelled to leave all behind and follow that truth. 

I did not have to leave them, actually. As far as the ministry was 

concerned —and I had trained for it for four years — I was 

given the left foot of fellowship.  

The “truth” I had found was in the whole realm of the gifts of 

the Spirit, the “baptism” of the Holy Spirit, the availability today 

of the same power that was present at Pentecost. Spiritual gifts 

in particular. 

That was what I believed. I had been troubled by it for years, 

seeing high school friends and neighbors who seemed to have 

something I did not have, regarding spiritual things. They spoke 

of Jesus confidently and with joy. My own expression had 

centered on the more cerebral side of the Bible. I wanted to get 

the facts right and proclaim those facts. A teacher was being 

born in me, and I wanted to teach people perfect truth. 
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All of that was shattered when I saw those other passages in 

the Word. Of course, they had been there all along, but we 

were taught that they were for the first century. And I believed 

it.  

But not now. I found the critical turning-point verse in 1 

Corinthians 13:8. For me, everything hinged on the proper 

interpretation of that verse about gifts passing away. Paul 

spoke of something “perfect” coming along that would replace 

that which was partial. I became confident that the “perfect” 

thing that Paul spoke of was the state of affairs that will prevail 

when Jesus comes again. Therefore, since Jesus had not 

returned,  the gifts would have to  continue to  survive until He 

did. 

A bit shaky a foundation, just that one verse. But it had to do. It 

seemed to answer so much. 

When booted from the church of Christ ministry I sought refuge 

in a standard Pentecostal church, the Assemblies of God 

denomination. This was a group whose umbrella was broad 

enough to take in charismatics like me and old-style 

Pentecostals too.  

I became a part of that church and others like it over the years.  
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After living a while in the city where I had studied, and had 

even started a church, circumstances brought me back to my 

home town. By this time, I had “matured” in these new 

teachings to the point where I had to concede that, if the 

Spirit’s presence in a person was the basis for fellowship with 

them, then anyone who claimed to be “filled with the Spirit” 

must be my brother or sister. What a leap of understanding!  

I met such a “Spirit-filled” sister in a Christian home created by 

Teen Challenge for persons who had no other place to go. I was 

in that category at the time, and was glad to find a place to live. 

This was Columbus, Ohio.  

She was Roman Catholic. Anathema to me at one time, 

suddenly it was all OK. Within months, we were married. Only 

three years had passed before my monumental change had 

overtaken me. But it would get worse. 

Not long into our marriage, we visited a Christian drive-in 

movie. The film of the night was Billy Graham’s Shadow of the 

Boomerang. Over the months I had been seeking God for an 

experience. I wanted to have assurance of my salvation, but I 

also wanted to speak in tongues and therefore know that I was 

truly filled with the Spirit. Like millions before and after me, my 

heart was sincere. I believed this gift was out there, and 

necessary. 
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So, on this night, you will understand why I believed my prayers 

had come before God and gotten a positive response. Billy 

preached a message at the end of the movie. He preached 

about sin and our need to be forgiven. For the first time of 

hearing a Graham message — and I had heard many, even 

memorized some — I really heard it. It went deep inside of me. 

I was a sinner. A great sinner. Tears flowed. Something was 

happening. A real spirit of repentance, not something I had 

cooked up. 

There followed a huge joy, overwhelming, unspeakable. I 

became obnoxious, I am sure, to my wife and anyone who 

might have heard me. I was fairly glowing with the joy of the 

Lord. 

Then I did something that had repercussions for many, many 

years to come. Since I had been trained that believers can be 

baptized “the same hour of the night”, as the Philippian jailer, 

and since I believed that now at last my other “baptism” would 

come, I took over the scene that was unfolding. I would call our 

new preacher friend, I would have him baptize me, and I would 

be filled that very night! 

My plan was carried out without a hitch. Except… When I came 

up out of the waters of the Scioto River, thinking how this must 

be the moment, there was some serious hesitation within me. I 
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had some syllables rattling around my brain, but there was no 

“outpouring”, no Heavenly visitation. I actually stopped the 

proceedings and asked the preacher if I should just say out loud 

what was in my head! Of course, he agreed.  

And from that moment until, well, I am ashamed to put in print 

how many years passed, I lived with doubt about my 

experience. The first part gave me no trouble. I knew sin was 

being dealt with on that night. But the tongues part. Not so 

sure. I knew that I wanted a Pentecostal experience in the 

worst way, and that I was not above helping things along. Any 

of my readers done something like this?  

But God was not seconding my motion on that evening. And 

thankfully so, I can now say. I have always wanted to walk in 

truth. I have wanted never to be deceived, or as a teacher, to 

deceive others. No, it was good I lived in doubt. For the fact is, I 

taught myself to “speak in tongues.” 

And my experience is that of so many! I’ve seen special 

teachers come to a congregation, to invite those who do not 

have their “prayer language” to come forward. The teachers 

then proceed to instruct them in the tongues method. Move 

your tongue. Say whatever comes naturally. God won’t do this 

for you. You open your mouth, He will fill it. And so on… 
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Some methods are worse than others, but the bottom line is: 

no one in the New Testament had to learn how to speak in 

tongues! No one! 

I’m guessing here, but my estimate is that ninety percent of the 

“tongues” audible in our generation are a learned behavior. 

And once you’ve learned it, you are forced to pass on your 

knowledge to others who are curious. Hence the indescribable 

growth of the phenomenon. 

I will speak more of tongues later. 

Though I lived in doubt over the next years, I did not want to 

take a chance that I would “quench the Spirit”. So, in my 

private prayer time I would allow just any syllable that wanted 

to come out, to do so. Sometimes it felt good. Especially if I was 

out of English things to say. Just change gears, and your prayer 

time is filled up. 

My wife left after seven years with me. Let me bear the blame 

for that as a non-nourishing immature husband. But the desire 

for tongues and fellowship with all the Body of Christ had led 

me to an unequal yoking. True Protestants and true Catholics 

will have a strained marriage at best. 

Anyway, I had asked God to fill me with His Spirit. And to give 

me a gift. Over the years it became obvious that I was to teach 
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and write. My very first book exposed Rome. I remember the 

deep burnings of my heart as I examined the history of this 

religio-political system headquartered on the Tiber. The Spirit 

was teaching me things, in spite of the things I was going after. 

I delved deep into prophecy in those days. Bible prophecy. Not 

the “prophecy” of our generation, most of which is not true, 

but comes out of human spirits. I discovered things about the 

future, from the Word, that gave me great satisfaction and joy. 

The Spirit was still working in me. 

But my conclusions expressed in those books always put me on 

the outside of the Pentecostal/charismatic people with whom I 

was fellowshipping. It was lonely being “one of them” but being 

true to the Scriptures too. Seriously. 

When I got into the “doctrines of grace,” I certainly slammed 

the door to any meaningful fellowship with modern “Spirit-

filled” folks. I truly believed in the election of God. Most 

Pentecostals do not. None in my circle were with me on this. 

Narrow is the way. 

Then life came full circle. A simple John Macarthur teaching 

made it so obvious to me. Tongues will cease, said Paul. But 

when? Early, says history. Before the apostolic age was even 

finished, they had all but quit, not to mention other miraculous 
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giftings. Do the study yourself. Until 1900, all “tongue” 

speaking was by heretics and pagans.  

One thousand eight hundred years with no tongues in the 

church! And now God resurrects a gift that was originally 

placed in the church as a negative sign to Jews? Probably not. 

I decided that I would have to leave Pentecostal churches 

altogether, though this could cause unimaginable pain to 

friends and family, nearly all of whom are Pentecostal/ 

charismatic/NAR.  I would maintain a love and respect for the 

many good and holy people I knew. But I could no longer 

promote tongues.  

How ironic. When I entered the tongues movement, I left all 

behind. Now I was being called on to do it again, for the 

opposite reason.  

And it wasn’t just tongues. Carried to a greater degree there 

are further issues that developed over the years. Like the NAR 

(New Apostolic Reformation). Before I knew all the New Age 

trappings that many NAR folks are a part of, which I will discuss 

in more detail later, I listened with great interest to men like 

Bill Johnson and Randy Clark. I went to a Randy Clark meeting 

and had him pray over me. I went To Rick Joyner’s operation in 

what used to be Jim Bakker’s headquarters. I traveled to 

Toronto to sit under the Arnott’s and his fellow pastors. Bill 
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Johnson actually became my favorite online preacher. I loved 

listening to Furtick and Jakes and Todd White, all connected in 

one way or another to NAR.  

If you don’t know the names, that’s alright. Few do. But these 

names are becoming legendary among a growing number of 

charismatics. I was really into this thing. 

Much of my acceptance of these men and their teachings 

happened during a serious mental/nervous breakdown. In 2009 

I had heart problems, a super stressful job, and I took a trip to 

Korea to write the stories of North Korean defectors. 

Somewhere along the line, I lost it. I ran out of adrenalin. I was 

a very sick man. 

I was desperate for answers, and for a healing. My wife took 

me all over Seoul looking for charismatic-like places that might 

be able to solve my problem. I cannot tell you how awful all of 

that was. Some were after my money, others displayed 

manifestations that are so beyond description I will not try. But 

none produced healing. None. 

When I came home after seven grueling weeks, the problem 

persisted and was not healed for months, when l God 

graciously got me on the right medication. 
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Yes, God refused to grant a simple — for Him — healing  

through any of  the Korean meetings or my favorite TV 

preachers. I was even prayed for during this time  by Heidi 

Baker, for by now the concept of “women preachers” had 

become a possibility. Nothing “worked” until my medicine 

kicked in. I give God praise for healing me in this medical way, 

but no credit goes to the so-called apostles of our day 

Thing is, even in the midst of it all, their teachings made sense. 

And they hit me at a time when I needed help. I grasped for 

them as a dying man will do. I was so wanting to be whole like 

them, and I thought I was in the pathway to that wholeness by 

hanging on to them.  

But as I grew strong again, I began to examine the men who 

were making these inroads into the established church, 

upsetting ecclesial governments, dividing churches into the 

haves and have-nots.  

Years later came quadruple bypass surgery, and another 

breakdown due, they tell me, to the medicines used to put me 

out during the operation. There followed more hopeless days 

and nights, calling on God, getting prayed for here and there. 

Again, nothing until medication kicked in again.  

I am well again. The message is now clear. God is a great healer 

and will answer our prayers when given in faith. But He will do 
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it His own way, in His own  time. I am to trust no man — or 

woman — for anything.  

There is so much fakery going on in the church. As I continued 

to research the entire movement after my first sickness, I ran 

across the fakes regularly. 

One such man was/is James Maloney. I went to one of his 

meetings near where I live, and began to dig into his teachings 

and claims. I made phone calls and wrote letters. The following 

treatise I give you in full as the result of my search.  

I am spending a great deal of time with this man, as the 

learning of his ways and words will paint for you a true picture 

of what is going on today in charismatic — but especially NAR 

— circles.  

This man’s ways are so typical of  what is happening among us. 

We need more and more believers to examine these men, 

expose them, and send them packing. 

Here is James Maloney, through my eyes: 
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3. JAMES MALONEY 

Dancing Hand of God, by James Maloney, (2008) 

a review (2015, with a few corrections 2018) 

THE PARABLE OF THE TARES 

I'm sure you've all read it. I'm sure you have heard it explained. 

Jesus explained it Himself. The question I would put to you 

today is, Can the parable of the tares be used to keep the 

church from exposing false teachers or leaders? Let's examine 

it. Matthew 13:24-30, with Jesus' interpretation of it in the 

same chapter, verses 36-43. 

A farmer sows some good seed in his field, but when it begins 

to grow he notices that someone has sowed some bad seed. He 

concludes it is an enemy. When he is asked if he should uproot 

the young plants, the bad ones, he says that that would be 

dangerous, because the good plants would be uprooted too. 

His advice is to let everything grow until harvest time, when the 

products of those seeds are obvious and easy to distinguish 

from one another. The bad plants will be burned, the good 

gathered into the barn.  
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The disciples didn't understand. Most disciples today would not 

have either. Jesus, knowing this, had it recorded for all time 

what He meant to say: 

Jesus is the farmer. 

The field is the world. Not the church. Very important detail. 

In this parable, seeds equal people. Good people. Bad people.  

That other farmer is the Devil.  

Harvest is the end of this age (not a so-called end-time revival, 

by the way). Reapers are angels, not end-time saints. 

The outcome is then obvious. Angels will remove bad people to 

their eternal judgment or blessedness. 

So, what is the message? There are evil men in the world 

planted next to godly men. The Devil has his plants everywhere, 

sent to deceive, to discourage, to block, to hurt, the children of 

God. That should be very plain. 

The uncertainty comes via the question of the "servants" in the 

parable, who, by the way, are not identified by Jesus. Their role 

is simply to bring up that question, and to let us know Jesus' 

answer to it for our own time.  The question: what should our 

response be to evil men, even evil men right next to us in the 
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church? Should we send them to their judgment, that is, kill 

them? 

This was the response of the Roman "Church" of the dark 

times. They felt it was their personal responsibility to do away 

with all evil men. Kill them. Burn their bodies. Take their 

property. Send them to God, as it were. 

But if we understand Jesus properly, His own response is 

depicted in His explanation. No. Wait. By sending them to 

death, you could offend those who are still alive. My angels will 

take care of judgment later. Vengeance after all belongs to the 

Lord. He will repay, in His time.  

We have to ask, how many souls were turned away from the 

Lord by Rome's actions during those awful years of the 

Inquisition and Imperial conquests of nations? How many came 

to understand that Christianity is a brutal religion that conquers 

in the flesh and treats lightly the promises of the Spirit, and the 

true power of God, the Gospel of Jesus? How many still despise 

Christianity in our own day because of their mental association 

of Christianity with Catholicism, Crusades, Inquisition, as 

though they were all one and the same? Does not Islam and the 

world media consider Rome and the Vatican as the very heart 

of Christian practice?  
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Heads up to Rome and all other vengeance-now believers: We 

don't kill in the Christian Church. We simply do not.  

That is not to say that God Himself has not judged people 

"before the time". Consider Ananias and Sapphira, upstanding 

church members, carried away by greed and deception, then 

carried out the back door of the church, dead. But that is God's 

business, not ours. Peter, who was there, was only the 

messenger on that fateful day. I repeat, we do not kill. That is 

what the parable of the tares teaches us. 

It does not tell us to keep our mouths quiet when apostasy is in 

the church. It does not tell us to withhold the names and 

teachings of offending brothers from a flock that will be 

devoured if silence becomes the new golden rule. Silence in 

this case is not golden, but yellow. Evil teachers and 

practitioners must be exposed and excommunicated. But again, 

God takes it from there, not us. 

Jesus exposed Judas. And the Pharisees. And the Sadducees. 

And the lawyers. The High Priest. These were the false people 

of His day. He did not attempt to kill them, only to expose 

them. He is our model. 

Peter exposed Simon, the sorcerer who tried to join the church. 

Didn't cut his head off. Just rebuked him in the presence of 

other believers.  
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Paul exposed Demas as a deserter, who loved the world more 

than Jesus, and Alexander, a coppersmith who tried to harm 

Paul.   

John exposed Diotrephes, a self-styled guardian of the church, 

lifted up with pride. 

Paul gave instructions to the younger Timothy to be careful 

about his handling of older men. They were not to be rebuked. 

But if two or three people accused them, Timothy would have 

to respond. Not by blood, but by discernment and if necessary, 

cutting them off from fellowship. 

No one was to get a free pass in Christ's church. Sinning 

members who would not repent were to be delivered out from 

the protection of the Spirit of God into enemy territory. 

Excommunication was not a Catholic invention but is supposed 

to be practiced among the godly to this day. Seen it lately? 

Rome abused it by sending the separated brothers into the 

swords of the secular power, which the church controlled. 

Divisive men were to be warned, then rejected, per Paul's 

message to Titus.  

There was to be absolutely no fellowship with the unfruitful 

works of darkness. On the contrary, says Paul, those works 

were to be exposed. Rather difficult to expose a work without 
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exposing the worker of that work. If I preach against alcoholism 

in the church, and there is a man still given to his bottle, it 

becomes obvious that this man's sin as well as this man - unless 

he repents - is to be judged. Cast out. That the church 

continues to be holy.  

Have you been to a holy church recently? A church that has not 

lowered its standards so as to make worldly visitors 

comfortable? A place where holy people and the Holy Spirit 

Himself feel at home? Hard to find. 

But I think the point is made. It is appropriate and even 

necessary for those who know God and know His Word, and 

who are armed with humility, and love for the church, to speak 

against certain men who have been brought in, or as Jude puts 

it, "crept in" unnoticed at first. This is no violation of the 

parable of the tares, and follows a long-standing practice 

initiated by Jesus and His apostles. 

Having said that, I wish to suggest that I shall try not to make 

the final decision about this man and his writings and works. I 

want you to do that, led by the Holy Spirit. Defamation is not 

what I am after. As I approach this man's story, I have told the 

Lord that if he is truly a man of God, I'll follow him. If he is 

deceiving the people, I want to expose him. He has a very 

familiar message and way of operation in our day. To affirm or 
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expose him is to affirm or expose many hundreds or thousands 

of men and women just like him.  

I will share his teachings first. Then as much of his 

autobiography as I was able to piece together, for the 

information about him is scant. Then the miracles that have 

happened to him. And the miracles he says have been 

performed through him.  

Then you be the judge. Should such a man be permitted to 

circulate among the churches and sell his "wares"? Or should 

there be an outcry made against him? Some will of course ask 

that all important third question, Who really cares? It is, I'm 

afraid, the question of the day. Is the Bible really God's Word? 

Is Jesus really God? Should we take a stand against this or that 

sin? Who really cares? Ho hum. Let's just love each other and 

move on.  

I will not belabor that point. I have shown the Scriptures about 

our responsibility to expose darkness... if it really is darkness. I 

will be interested in your responses.   

THE EMPEROR'S NEW CLOTHES 

Another familiar story. Hans Christian Andersen. A little boy 

sees what no one else can see, or at least what no one else is 

willing to say that he sees. I have had the privilege of visiting 
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many of the meetings of the modern miracle workers. I have 

watched their videos. I have listened to their teachings and 

seen their methodology. I have studied them.  

I have seen audiences in total frenzy over what is happening, 

when essentially nothing is happening. How often have I 

wanted to rise up and say, symbolically, "But he doesn't have 

any clothes!  He's twisting the Scriptures! He's manipulating 

people's minds! He is making them think they feel better! 

When they go home, the aura will pass!" 

Gotta stop here. There is the genuine to deal with. Real 

answered prayers.  Real supernatural interventions. People 

healed by the simple prayer of the elders of the church, as in 

James. Real praise.  

And there are tons of people who because of the workings of 

the human mind do indeed receive a "touch" in their inner 

person somewhere. For some, this awareness of something 

else can turn into faith, and healings can come later. 

What I have not seen is anything that vaguely resembles the 

things I read of in the Gospels and the Book of Acts. Verifiable 

miracles. Documented miracles. And especially, the one 

hundred percent track record that Jesus and the apostles had. 

Whatever they tried to do, they did. With Jesus there were 

times when people's faith failed, and so they did not come 
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asking for His help. But those who did finally come, wherever 

He was, were never sent home disappointed. Never. Same with 

Peter and Paul.  Faith reached out, the power of God 

responded, and voila! the miracle. 

Today, one of the best of the faith healers will tell you he 

expects no more than 10% of his crowd to receive anything. 

And should you stand at the back door and allow the "healed" 

to walk by you, you might be saddened to find that most of the 

healings were not true healings after all.  

AN UNHERALDED APOSTLE? 

Now I bring you the stories of the man who is the subject of 

this study.  

Our man is well respected, getting more and more well known. 

Educated. Likable. Fun speaker. Fairly knowledgeable in the 

Scriptures. And announcing a claim to miracles that, if true, 

would help fulfill the statement of Jesus that "greater works 

than these shall you do." If true, his recorded miracles would 

surpass the number accorded to any of the prophets or 

apostles we read of in Holy Writ.  

Now, no one knows exactly how many miracles Jesus and His 

students performed, all told. Ditto with Elijah, Elisha, Moses. 

We assume there are more than were actually recorded. With 
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the brother in question, no less than twelve major breath-

taking supernatural encounters have been a part of his own 

personal history. And he relates in the book thirty or more 

knock-down-drag-out miracles that he confidently affirms 

happened at his hands or the hands of someone he was 

watching in the same meeting. Oh my! 

When I wrote to his organization, my eyes were made to pop 

even more by an associate who with coolness informed me 

that, indeed, the team of this man has witnessed thousands of 

miraculous events.  

If he is telling us the absolute truth, the miracles that have 

been done by his hands and those around him should have by 

now been heralded in all the news media, regardless of anti-

Christian bias. Let the media put whatever spin they want on 

his teachings, and the source of his powers, but the miracles 

themselves would create a news frenzy that could not be 

handled. 

If the word of his miracles circulates from eyewitnesses to ear-

witnesses, then surely every place he goes will not only be well-

attended, but he will not be able to find a safe place to rest, as 

was the case with His Master.  

Is that how it is with this man, and, yes, all the other men who 

are making such claims? Is there a media frenzy when this man 
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comes to town, or to church? The claims he makes demand it! 

Is it there?  

I do not wish to deny or affirm anything I have read or heard of 

this man. I've learned that only the cold-hearted deny 

everything and only the gullible affirm everything. I simply wish 

to lay out for you the "facts" as he sees them in his popular 

book, and ask you, what do you think? 

I will also present to you doctrine and other material from his 

teachings, strange-sounding (to me) statements he makes, and 

ask you to be the judge (in the discernment sense, not the 

condemning sense), and ask again, Is this man to be believed? 

We will talk about things he has re-defined from Scripture, re-

named. And then there is the autobiographical portion with 

which we must deal. 

Then you will be in a position to ask, What shall we do about it? 

About him, and about claims being made all over the church by 

others these days? Merely ignore them, and hope they go away 

(if indeed they are false)? Let many others know about them?  

Of course, if he can truly produce witnesses, documents, or 

even some sorrow, if he has embellished a bit? Though he is 

adamant about not having done that. 
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I want to emphasize once more that I am not an unbeliever. I 

have served the Lord many years. I happen to believe that our 

God is very much alive, and can do anything He wants, that we 

are willing to believe Him for. Anything. Even the fantastic 

claims of this book. 

But could it be they are just claims? Are certain men taking 

advantage of an admittedly low-energy Western church to 

restructure that church, and make room for themselves as the 

new leaders of it? No question that miracles, or even the talk of 

them, will draw a crowd. And when you see his emphasis on 

the new wave of apostolic leaders coming to the fore, you will 

understand that restructuring is on the way, if these men have 

their way. 

You may one day have to make a decision of your own about 

men like this who seem to be popping up everywhere. I offer 

this investigation to help your thinking process stay Word-

founded.   

With no further introduction, I bring to you 
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James Maloney,  and The Dancing Hand of God    

I would like you, if you will, to page through Mr. Maloney's 

book with me and see for yourself the hesitations that 

confronted my thinking. I will not quote him exactly, at least 

very much, due to copyright laws. Rather I will give you a sense 

of what was said, and then place Scriptural thought or words 

next to it. Here we go... 

Page 9. As will become evident to some, Maloney's ideas are 

not only his own. Teachings like his have become almost 

commonplace in some circles of the church. Not sure why. Take 

Zephaniah 3. Not a major theological point. Maloney says that 

this chapter tells us that Jesus dances over His children. I 

scoured my NKJV to see if indeed this were the case. "Singing" 

and "rejoicing" are mentioned, but not dancing. I checked out 

all the other translations to which I have access. Nada. No 

dancing. Whether it is dancing or singing or just making a fuss 

over us, can we look at the context? 

Context has become the "c" word among us. Charismatic-

leaning people in particular have been guilty of stretching Old 

Testament prophecies to say whatever they want them to say. 

Sad hermeneutics prevail in some churches. But it is very 

important to know 1) who is speaking, 2) to whom is that 
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person speaking, and 3) what time period is in view. Very 

important. 

God is speaking, no question about that. Or at the very least, a 

Spirit-filled prophet named Zephaniah. And He is speaking to 

Israel, says verse 14. Telling them to be glad and rejoice! 

Why so happy? Because of that third identifier, the time period. 

It is the time of the very end. All of Israel's judgments are 

finished! No more holocausts, not because Israel says so, but 

because God says so. "You shall see disaster no more."  

Has this happened? Why, Israel sees disaster nearly every day 

of the week, and her greatest one is still ahead.  It is "in that 

day" that it will be said that the Lord is in their midst, that is, 

physically here, reigning in Jerusalem as King of the Earth! In 

that day the Lord Jesus Christ will rejoice over His remnant 

people, and all His followers in song, and who knows? perhaps 

in dance too. 

What made us think He is doing that now? Perhaps He is, but 

this passage in no way points that direction. 

Page 11. Maloney says he tries to be a man of God's Word. 

Let's keep looking. 
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Pages 18 and 342. Mr. Maloney has picked up the cry of "down 

with religion" so prevalent in the church today. I have never 

figured out how people have gotten around the passage in 

James that speaks of pure and holy religion vs. vain religion. 

Maloney speaks of religious leaven, using the word religion as 

though it were a bad thing. He speaks of "religious spirits" of 

which the Bible is silent, and how a religious spirit brings 

intimidation, mediocrity. 

In charismatic thought, most evil things are "spirits" or demons. 

There is the demon of pride, the spirit of religion, and on and 

on. Let's just set the record straight on the basis of the record: 

There is no such thing as a religious spirit. There are people 

who have external religion, people who have vain religion, and 

many people also who have pure and undefiled religion. 

Though demons can tempt in most any area, we give them no 

credit for possessing the qualities with which they are 

attributed. 

Page 36, I will let you conclude what I must say about a 

"poverty spirit" here mentioned. 

Page 36. Here is an example of strange interpretation, recorded 

mostly for attention-getting rather than edification. John 6:53 

speaks of eating the flesh and drinking the blood of Jesus. 

According to Maloney, "eat" here means, to "Devour in a noisy 
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crunching manner. Lick the plate clean. Drink His blood. By 

gulping, slurping, sloshing. " He says he actually heard this 

somewhere else and thought it was "neat." So much for serious 

theology on this page.  

Page 36. With no documentation, a characteristic of the entire 

book, he states that the Bible location "Gilead" means a place 

of worship for God's people. In fact it means what the text says 

it means, a "heap of witness." Again, not a serious matter, but 

Maloney's low view of the integrity of Scripture keeps 

surfacing. 

Page 53. Habakkuk 2:14. Maloney's interpretation of this 

famous prediction of the Millennium is, We are the glory of the 

Lord that covers the sea. We also are the ark of His presence, 

referring to the ark that carried the Commandments and is 

meant to stand for Christ. In charismatic thought, Kingdom now 

is a major component. Maloney will later admit that that is his 

philosophy. It is a method of interpretation that plays havoc 

with prophecy. 

Page 55-56. Ministers need to have a transcendent experience 

of God (which usually happens early in their ministry). No text 

is given. But authoritatively he demands that a burning bush or 

a Damascus Road is the norm for all the saints, if they are to 

serve Christ properly. 
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Page 60.  Chebar means "river of captivity," says Dr. Maloney. 

No, it simply means "length", says Strong's Concordance. Why 

the change? 

Page 62. False apostles (Rev 2:2) says the Doctor, are those 

without a transcendent experience.  He will conveniently list a 

dozen or so experiences of his own, proving who he is. So, let's 

have an experience, is his conclusion. The truth is, there have 

been many false prophets who have claimed transcendent 

experiences. Joseph Smith and Muhammad come to mind 

quickly. “Angels of light” is the title given them by the apostle 

Paul. The fact that a miracle happened to me is not enough. 

What about the fruit of my life, and the words that come from 

my mouth? Do they line up with what the true apostles have 

already said and lived? 

Page 75.  He practically complains that people say it is "nice" 

that God forgives sins, but what does he do for me now? Valid 

question, he says. His answer is that we need the miraculous 

now to show that this thing is real. Not "just" forgiveness.  This 

comment shows that, at least in his experience, forgiveness 

was not being preached properly and received properly. Sin 

forgiven lifts the weight of years, and sometimes healings can 

follow just from being forgiven. The awful load of sin being 

taken off a man's shoulders forever, there is the true power of 

God being manifested. What healing can top it?  
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Page 76-77.   James realizes that Jesus healed instantaneously, 

totally, and everyone. No more excuses, he says. It must be this 

way today too. Yes. I agree. I was in one of Mr. Maloney's 

meetings. To my knowledge, no one was healed. Perhaps some 

healings came later, but to my knowledge nothing of a 

permanent nature took place that night. I grow sad inside 

thinking of the little guy in a chair at that event, who has come 

to meeting after meeting with his parents, seeking relief from 

what seems to be a painful and oh so difficult illness. Nothing 

instantaneous, total or in part, was done for him that night. Can 

God do it? Yes of course. Will He? Why not!? But did Dr. 

Maloney have a part in healing that boy, that most obvious 

case of need in that meeting? I believe not. I say it not to 

criticize or even find fault. I say it to offer Maloney's words to 

his actions, and with him the actions of an entire new school of 

faith healers with similar results. 

Page 78.  " Christian means little Christ", little anointed one, 

attempting to equate God's people with God. "Little gods", said 

another famous preacher.  

No. Freudian does not mean "little Freud." Mexican does not 

mean "little Mexico".  That suffix simply means: 

1)  belonging to or relating to; a person belonging to or coming  

from: Mexican  
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2) typical of or resembling; a person typical of: 

adhering to or following; Elizabethan 

3) an adherent of: Christian  

4)  a person who specializes or is expert in. dietician 

 

Page 79. Refreshingly  honest often in the book, Dr. Maloney 

confesses, through a Dr. Macarthur (not John) that most 

"miracles" in our day have been in the realm of  the functional 

or psychogenic diseases. In other words, invisible! Has anyone 

seen a miracle that was "organic", where creation took place 

before their eyes, or some other visible change occurred? 

Maloney says he has seen this often, and he writes of it in his 

book, but offers not one shred of evidence, in my opinion.   

Page 79. Maloney believes that " keys of the kingdom" refers to 

the miraculous. But the way things unfold in the Book of Acts, it 

would seem that Peter's preaching, not his miracle-working, is 

what opened the door of the Gospel to the Pentecost crowd 

and the family of Cornelius. Others might argue, "the thing 

preached." Only in charismatic circles will you hear that Peter's 

miracle-working power is what brought Jews and Gentiles into 

fellowship with God.  

Page 80. "His stripes heal us" = "His stripes bring us to a state of 

euphoria!" (translation  of  David Alsobrook, a fellow 

charismatic writer).  
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Page 84. Isaiah 10:27,   "The yoke will be destroyed because of 

the anointing oil", per Maloney's paraphrase, becomes, "the  

neck will become so spiritually fat that the yoke will not be able 

to go around it."  Oh my!  

Page 114. He  quotes (apostle) David Cannistraci, in The Gift of 

the Apostle. "We must see that anyone sent by God is 

apostolic."  "Makes sense to me," adds Maloney. Makes no 

sense to me. God determines who was and was not apostolic. 

The church has nothing to do with it.  

Page 117. As is typical in the charismatic way, we hear God 

speak in the vernacular often in this book. In response to an 

idea from James to the Lord, the Lord supposedly responds, 

"Yeah, I'll take you up on that." Jokes James, “God doesn't 

always speak KJV.” 

Page 145. The Key to the miraculous is having an "open 

heavens", and "angels ascending & descending on us."  So says 

James Maloney. No documentation for this declaration. But 

you’ll hear it a lot today. 

Page 146.  Revelation 21:3. "The Tabernacle of God is with 

men". Clearly this is a Millennial thought letting us know just 

how Earth-centric is God's plan for our future, at least the first 

1000 years of it. But charismatic thought brings this concept  

into our present age!  Yes, God lives among His people and in 
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individual Christians. But the establishment of a world-wide 

Kingdom and a center for Christ in the midst of it is definitely 

not here. To announce such a notion to the world is to have 

them looking in vain for its reality. 

Page 150. Maloney believes that if someone claims apostolic 

authority but has no serious power to back it up, he is of 

questionable authority! Yes, exactly! That is the point of this 

investigation.  We call upon James Maloney to back up by 

eyewitness and medical documentation the claims published of 

God's power being released. 

Page 150. "It has been taught" that there are four categories of 

miracles.  He proceeds to define each category as though there 

really were such a division in Scripture, or accepted by the 

church worldwide. This is one of several times when Dr. 

Maloney speaks with an authority not given to him.  

Page 154, 357. Here is the classic definition of "rhema" vs. 

"logos" parroted by many even in evangelical circles. Maloney 

claims that the very  breath of God is behind the  prophetic 

word, which to him  is rhema. If indeed he equates the rhema 

of today with the rhema of Scripture, we do indeed have a 

problem.  

Fact is that the division between the two Greek words is 

artificial to begin with. Rhema and logos are used 
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interchangeably in Scripture.  The one means "an utterance", 

the other "something said". Identical. Secondary meaning of 

both, "a topic." Many definitions follow in both entries. Where 

the current division came from seems to be the same source as 

all the chaotic teachings of this chaotic generation.  It is glibly 

repeated that the "logos" is the written word, and the "rhema" 

is the spoken word. If you buy that, you can take it one step 

further: we still have "rhema" today. Next step, that rhema is 

on a par with what the apostles said.  

All wrong. John 1:1, In the beginning was the Word. (Logos). 

Not written! Galatians 5:14. All the law is fulfilled in one word. 

(Rhema). Written! See how easy it is to debunk modern 

theory? To burst bubbles? Every believer needs a concordance 

with which to be strong against these strange new waves of 

thought. God's Word does not change! (Written or spoken!) 

Page 154.  Mr. Maloney tends to be very agreeable to most any 

church practice. Then he comes against it, but gently. For 

example, first he says that the practice called "prayer mapping" 

along with prayer walks,  is needed. In the next breath he says 

that there is not a lot of Scriptural backing for that kind of 

binding. He goes on to define “binding” his way. 

Page 156. He makes the serious claim on this page, that anyone 

who is not into the miraculous in our day, is preaching another 
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Jesus. A quick look at church history throws that idea out the 

window, where it belongs. 

Page 167. The church, says JM, is out of order structurally 

because there are no apostles... Apostles after all are 

foundational (He fails to see that the foundation was already 

laid!). Every teacher must have signs and wonders backing him 

up.  In his eyes, every church, or every generation, or every city, 

must have "foundational" apostles. So we keep laying the 

foundation over and over. Trouble with that is, the book of 

Revelation speaks of only one set of foundational apostles. The 

literature they left behind serves as the ongoing foundation of 

the church. And oh my how that foundation has been attacked. 

But not harmed, thank you Jesus! More, much more, about 

apostles later. 

Page 169. Talks about apostles being first. He then refers 

people, for whom, in this place at least, he seems to have a 

very low opinion, to some "hermeneutics website" to check out 

what is "the law of first things." He doesn't take the time to do 

this himself, because, I believer, there is no such law. Is he 

referring to the "law of first mention", whereby the first time a 

topic is brought up in Scripture, that episode is definitive of 

that topic from then on? Hard to say what the Doctor has in 

mind here. 
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Page 171. Here he implies that apostles are "territorial", i.e. 

they have certain spheres of influence (turf). He says that 

thousands of people are coming into the knowledge that they 

are apostles! An astounding observance. How does he know 

this? And really, is the "coming into knowledge" of such a thing 

consistent with the way apostles were chosen by the Lord, or 

even in a minor, small "a" sense, by the church, through the 

years? Would there have been any doubt in the mind of any 

true apostle of Jesus Christ that that was his office? Would 

someone have to give me a memo, a text, an email, a memory-

jog to wake me up to the fact that I truly am an apostle? Do I 

need another church member saying such to me? 

I have been dubbed "apostolic" by a couple of these folks. 

Sends one spiraling into fantastic ideas about what it could 

mean. But if there is any doubt in my or anyone's mind about 

who the real apostles are, the apostolic reformation (the new 

one, mind you, the NAR) is determined to sort it all out for you. 

Pastors and prophets are even now being "promoted" by these 

self-acclaimed apostles. The promotees are at first dazed, then 

slowly convinced, that, You know, they're right! C'est Moi! I am 

an apostle! Why did I not think of that? 

Muhammad had a similar experience. But we won't go there 

for now. 
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Page 172. More of Maloney's definition of what it means to be 

an apostle. Bottom line: signs, wonders, miracles.  Really? 

Stephen was an apostle? Philip was an apostle? No. Just 

because he establishes churches, has a deliverance ministry, or 

is very aggressive, doesn't make him an apostle. Signs and 

wonders are the key! Again, we are tempted to agree with his 

analysis when we realize how very few— if any— true miracles 

have been done by these men, in comparison to the Biblical 

models, whose record was perfect. 

We should be challenging claims to the miraculous, but never 

acting in disbelief to our God, who certainly is able to do 

whatever we ask Him to do. There's the balance needed. The 

messengers may be fraudulent, but God is not therefore 

impotent. We must look past the show and see the Saviour, 

filled with compassion and so willing to bless His people. 

Page 174. If a church does not have a prophet or an apostle 

somehow connected to it, it is incomplete, not properly 

equipped and activated. Pretty strong statement. Can that be 

proved by Scriptures, that were written in the age of the true 

apostles? How many churches were pastored by or regularly 

attended by or in some way supervised by, an apostle? The 

direction those churches received are the same ones we have 

in our New Testament today! Why do we need new directions? 
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Page 174. Once more using his acquired authority, he says 

categorically that signs etc. fall into three categories. Life, 

creation, conquest. He then proceeds to define them. But 

whence the Bible backing for such definitions? 

Page 186. Salvation is to be a by-product of the miraculous!  

Almost leads one to believe that, if one was not saved via a 

miracle, his salvation is not valid. James would never say this, 

but the implication is there. According to Maloney, Jesus' 

Gospel was signs, wonders, and miracles. He proved everything 

he said by the miraculous. 

Perhaps without knowing it, Dr. Maloney solves his own self-

created dilemma here. Fact is, the Gospel was what He said! 

The miracles backed it up. He and the rest of the charismatic 

world want it the other way around: Miracles first, salvation 

secondary. What miracle was performed when Zacchaeus' life 

was turned around? The rules just won't always work. God 

saves by HIs Word, and His Son. Signs backed up both. And the 

proof was for all time. The truth has been established. 

Page 188. Sheepishly, almost apologetically, he fully endorses 

dominion theology. That is, the full rule of Jesus comes through 

His people! Now. Apart from, or even before, His coming!    

Wrong. The coming of Jesus sets up His rule, when there is 

hardly any faith left on earth!  Knowing there are die-hard pre-
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Millennialists in his reading audience, he quickly appeases this 

crowd too: He says that, ultimately, the literal rule of Christ on 

earth establishes the fullest expression of HIs authority. 

Doublespeak? You bet! 

He adds that entire cities and people groups will come to Jesus 

before His return. I've seen practically entire villages saved, he 

says. I ask, where? I ask it, even knowing that what he says is 

true. When a chieftain in a tribe goes a certain direction, quite 

often the entire tribe goes that way. I do not believe, however, 

that mass conversion, in the Biblical sense, takes place. 

Christianization of a people group is not necessarily because of 

rebirth, but peer pressure exerted by the leader. This happened 

in Latin America when Roman swords forced people to 

"convert" or die. They converted. But not really. To this day, 

whole nations are "Christian" but only in name. 

Meanwhile, though I accept his premise that entire villages 

"turn to Christ" at times, I press him again for specifics, which 

are hard to come by in this volume. Where are these villages? 

Let me write to their government and confirm that what you 

say is true. 

Page 188. Fact check: Many of his facts are true. We can surely 

give him a pass now and then. But let's ask for some integrity 

here. He says that one-sixth of the world lives in India.  True. 
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Then he adds that India is roughly the size of Texas. Very false. 

India is roughly 4 times bigger than Texas.  

Page 214. "We are approaching the best days of church 

history." Are you sure, James? If we are in the end times, will 

things not be going the opposite direction? Hasn't the apostasy 

set in already? Though we live in a religious age, to be sure, is 

the church prospering and set to prosper more? 

Page 241. He believes that apostles have been sent to discern 

the false things and people among us. He has a "Savior" 

mentality that he directs toward these holy men. What he 

forgets is that there were apostles in the first century, real ones 

to be sure, yet there was also confusion and falseness then. 

Apostles did not perfect the church then, nor will they do it 

now. They presented the truth and the church either accepted 

or rejected it. If the apostles of our day were to re-present 

Christian truths everywhere (and so far, they are not!) is there 

any guarantee that the sheep of today will follow any more 

than the sheep of yesteryear? 

Page 242. He deals at length with the subject of defilement, 

becoming spiritually unclean before God. Defilement always 

leads to divination, he says. He somehow puts this together, 

but I was not able to figure how, exactly, except perhaps as 

with the case of Balaam. 
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Anyway, he says that when one gets defiled, it's because of 

what "we" call the law of transference. Don't know who "we" 

are, but this law has no place in Scripture and is therefore a 

made- up law, with a made- up title, as is so much of the 

writing of this book.  

When I share with you his autobiographical sketch and show 

you from whom he received his own initial healing and call (a 

practicing homosexual who died of AIDS), you will wonder how 

he could have forgotten this fact when proclaiming that we 

have defilement transferred to us by giftings of others.  That is, 

an unholy man could conceivably transfer a holy gift, but with 

it, you just might get the unholiness too. Again, the law of 

transference is made up, so we need not be concerned with 

defending or denying it here. 

Page 263. This was a shocker. Because the apostle Peter was 

such a great man of God, God knew he could trust Peter with 

great wealth. What?! Go figure: Silver and gold I have none! 

Surely you are not speaking of the fact that everyone laid their 

belongings at Peter's feet for redistribution? That wealth was 

never Peter's! Where do these things come from, I keep asking. 

Page 263. The author feels that the majority of ministers are 

not paid what they ought to be paid. I couldn't help ask myself, 

as I read this, if he was talking about the Eastern world or the 
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Western world. I began to scan my brain for Scriptural passages 

about ministerial salaries and securities. Hard to come by. "The 

laborer is worthy of his hire," "He that sows sparingly will reap 

sparingly." I wonder what would happen to the Christian image 

in the world if pastors would re-assign all the areas of their 

responsibility that do not pertain to preaching and teaching the 

Word. All the secretarial work, much of the visitation, some of 

the counseling, etc., could go to qualified people in the church. 

That would free the minister to work with his hands a bit, as did 

Paul, and relate more to his sheep. Giving ones' self to the 

Word of God and prayer, as did the apostles, is one thing. 

Giving ones' self to the keeping of a modern business office 

may not fit the Biblical mold, in my opinion. The true shepherd 

is not worried about how much he is paid, or if he is paid at all. 

His heart hungers to feed God's Word to those who need it 

most, to seek and to save the lost, to intercede for the saved. 

Putting a salary discussion on such work seems inappropriate. 

Page 264. The travelling minister -apostles - are likewise 

"underpaid." What must they do, asks Maloney?  Paul worked. 

But the author says we need to restructure! Wonder what that 

would look like? 

Page 288. A spirit of faith can be imparted by the laying on of 

hands, says James Maloney. And, faith comes through "glory 

encounters." Besides yielding to the "spirit of" mentality so 
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pervasive in the movement, he makes a statement that runs 

contrary to the real method God's people are to receive faith: 

Faith comes by hearing, and hearing by the Word of God. The  

Book is under attack in our generation. Has been in every 

generation. Thank God, it stands, and it works. Read the stories 

of God's dealings with man in the past and soon you will have a 

present-day faith of your own, even without an "encounter" or 

"impartation." 

Page 291. Here he equates the virtue of 2 peter 1:5 (add to 

your faith virtue) with miraculous power! First he says what 

Strong's concordance says about the word, then he adds that 

"later" the Greek word came to be known as miraculous. No 

history of the transformation of that word is offered. We must 

just believe the good doctor.   

Anyway, the verse should read, "Add to your faith miraculous 

power!" We need miracles added to our faith. Sorry, I say it as 

gently as I know how, but this is perverting the Scripture.  

Later he even says that faith is a virtue, confusing things even 

more. 

Page 355. He takes the Galatians comment about "bewitching" 

(spoken about the Jewish legalists' effect on the churches of 

Galatia) and compares it to divination, which in his thinking 

"glazes the eyes", substituting "nothings" for God's words. He 
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says that legalism is the curse of limitation and divination and 

yields forgery, all of which points to the necessity for miracles. 

We should ask ourselves, "Am I betwitched?" If so, we should 

pray, "I expect to see signs and wonders and miracles." 

Maloney's world, but not the Bible's, revolves around miracles. 

There is some validity to such thinking, but now he is seeing it 

everywhere in Scripture. The Galatians passage is about Jews 

who wanted God's people to come back under the law, and 

Christians who were starting to yield to it. Period. The passage 

is not about miracles at all. Except for the miraculous change a 

person receives through the forgiveness of sins in Christ. Why 

would a person exchange this new life in Christ, reasons Paul, 

to go back under the law, which he cannot keep anyway? 

I am not fighting against the miraculous. Let the genuine signs 

and wonders follow those who believe, especially as they pray 

for assistance. But let them not lead. You see here how 

"miracles first" theology truly does glaze the eyes, and place 

unreal expectations on the children of God.  

Page 384. Another awful distortion of Scripture, in my opinion, 

is in regard to the word help in Romans 8:26. The Spirit helps 

our infirmities. He explains that God's help can be, yes, soft and 

passive. It also can be a partnership. But then, it could manifest 

itself as aggressive!, violent, angry. He quotes Rick Renner as 
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calling this the insanity of the Holy Spirit. That is, the Spirit 

becomes enraged when he sees us in trouble. He is insanely 

angry for us. 

It troubles me even to copy these words for your perusal; may 

the Spirit of God not be grieved or offended in what I report to 

you. But that is what they said. 

Page 386. "Son of Man". Jesus called Himself that, referring to 

Daniel 7:13, and said that the Son of Man comes with the 

clouds of heaven. Storm clouds of Heaven. Yes, He comes like a 

storm against evil, working all things for our good.  

Here's a case of ripping away from Daniel and Jesus a clear 

prophecy of His coming in the clouds of glory, and making the 

text serve a needy people here and now, who can call on Jesus 

and he will respond. 

Surely Jesus will respond to His people. But why use this 

roundabout way of saying it? To be novel? Exciting? Relevant? 

Surely this leader knows enough Scriptures that will say what 

he is thinking without wresting these to the ground and forcing 

their obedience to his imagination! 

Page 391.Occasionally Mr. Maloney becomes the "seer" or 

"prophet" in his book. For example, "A new authority is arising 

in the midst of God's people to decree what we are seeing and 
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hearing in heaven will be seen and heard on earth. God will be 

made manifest in a tangible way."   

Who are the "we"? The new apostles? The people who are 

influenced by these apostles? How different is this concept 

from the one Jesus told us to pray, "...Thy Kingdom come, Thy 

will be done on earth as it is in Heaven"!   

As for "tangible", is not a 2000-year-old body of believers with 

a history of great faith and power and victories all over the 

earth, not tangible enough? When God saves a man, is that 

man not a tangible evidence of who God is and what God can 

do? What is it more that is being prophesied here? 

Page 392. Here is where Maloney enlarges on his concept of 

"tangible" manifestation, and every believer needs to listen to 

his words and their source of authority. 

He says that, yes, people are blessed who have seen and not 

heard, as Jesus said in John 20:29. But, (and this is James 

Maloney speaking, not me, not Jesus), it stands to reason ... 

Here is an admission by an apostolic leader of our day, that 

modern apostolic reasoning shall be allowed to trump the very 

words of Jesus Himself... it stands to reason that God is big 

enough to manifest His presence tangibly. I don't think... Now 

there is the source of Maloney's authority, not God's Word... I 

don't think God ever intended all people to worship Him 
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without feeling Him in their five senses. Why would he give us 

ability to feel and not expect us to feel Him?   

Folks, this is sensual carnal reasoning. So, when I feel 

something in my hand, it increases my faith. When people 

experience something, that is when their faith is to be 

encouraged. Hmmm… we walk by sight and not by faith after 

all. 

Page 403. The preaching of salvation and forgiveness is not 

enough.  I have heard in other places, and I feel Maloney would 

concur, that there is a difference between the "Gospel" and the 

"Gospel of the Kingdom." It matters not to them when you 

show them both ideas in one passage, their minds are made 

up... There must be something more than "just" forgiveness. 

 Yet in Scripture, signs and wonders followed. These signs shall 

follow those who believe. Believe what? Signs and wonders? 

Miracles? They believed the Gospel, the good news that sins 

can be forgiven, that our names can be written in Heaven. Signs 

and wonders were not preached. Repentance and forgiveness 

were, and God did the rest as He saw fit, and He'll do that 

today, too.  

Page 417. Here he makes a teaching out of the "Benjamin 

Gate", one of the ways into the city of Jerusalem. Benjamin's 

mother, Rachel, died in giving him birth. This was not at some 
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gate, but he moves quickly to Nehemiah for that, and talks of 

the restoration of the gates in Nehemiah 3. He says that that 

restoration can be taken allegorically to represent specific 

releases and moves of God  

He speaks all of this as though it were true, not just as some 

example. We are now coming, he authoritatively states, into 

the days of the Benjamin Gate. "I am firmly persuaded." So we 

should be? 

There is a connection, he says, between the release of the 

prophetic, and the Benjamin Gate in praise and worship. The 

connection is travail.  This new generation are the Benjamins! 

They will host multitudes of young people crowding through 

the Benjamin gate.  This represents the birthing of new life.   

Benjamin, says he, represents a generation that God wants to 

bring forth out of the "agony of the church".. In the Benjamin 

Gate will be the magnetism for Christian youth.  

Of course, this kind of thing was already happening in the day 

of this "prophecy". Music in particular has brought the youth in, 

in spite of the protests of people whose music was godly and 

meaningful.   
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According to Maloney, just as the Beatles reshaped secular 

music, our new generation will reshape what we see as the 

church.  

He claims that there always must be a musical communication 

in a generation. It is progressive, alarming to the old, but it has 

power to pacify them anyway.  

So far I have not been fully pacified by the modern sounds in 

church, though I agree that some beautiful new things have 

come our way. (See my chapter on Music.) 

Page 432. To allow for those who will not accept his book, he 

concedes at the end that one cannot change a cessationist's 

mind. For the curious, a cessationist is one who believes the 

gifts and miraculous have stopped. He assumes that everyone 

who disbelieves him must have some bad theology. In fact, 

there are people in the church today who are quite 

fundamental, who still believe that God can answer prayers 

miraculously, that He can in fact do what He wants to do. 

But Maloney asserts that cessationsists will say he is deceived 

or a charlatan trying to lead into esoteric experiences. “But my 

conviction is that these encounters did happen, though some 

will say I am lying.” 
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I have given no one any reason yet to believe he is lying. I 

haven't shared the stories yet, only his theology. Whatever 

your stand on miracles today, I ask you to listen to this man's 

claims and add to that his documentation of such, and see what 

you think.  

One more thing on this point. I was struck by his use of the 

word "conviction" above. He is convicted these things 

happened. Convinced, I understand. Convicted sounds like he 

has reason to doubt some of these things, but has decided to 

accept them by faith, conviction. Maybe a small point. 

Page 433. Finally, he speaks here of the restoration of 

supernatural signs. Who is to bring about such a restoration? If 

I were to see the need, could I do it? Is God already doing it 

sovereignly? That is the question. And for me nothing in this 

book satisfies the answer to that question. You may have a 

different take. 

NEW WORDS FOR OLD IDEAS, or  

"crack the code, and my book is partially true!" 

Let’s now examine some new words Mr. Maloney has come up 

with, some of which merely describe old ideas, which leads us 

to ask, why the new words? 
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Anyway, here is a mini-glossary of terms Maloney uses, the 

definitions of which might help a person to plow through the 

text. 

The title Dancing Hand of God. Comes in part from Vineyard 

founder John Wimber and supposedly from I Corinthians 12, 

which speaks of the many variations of the Spirit’s gifts. He 

claims that "manifestations," phanerosis in the Greek, speaks of 

the finger of God pointing to specific people. That finger 

"dances" as it were, from person to person. page 9 

Apostle. Thousands of times, on nearly every page, you will 

find this word, or apostolic or some other derivative of the 

word. He wants God's people to know that the apostles have 

arrived, are coming, and are they. That is, many of his readers 

need to recognize that they too may well be apostles. At the 

very least, they are "apostolic". But as one reads his constant 

definitions and descriptions of "apostles" and "apostolic", it 

becomes clear that the lifestyle and characteristics he is 

describing are none other than the definitions of true Spirit-

filled, Bible-believing Christians!  For example, he says, the 

"apostolic spirit provokes people to act," (page 184). No, the 

Holy Spirit and the Holy Word do that. Why redefine and 

rename? 
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His book could really pass for a manual on Spirit -filled living, 

and not a heralding of some new or restored order of 

government to be superimposed on the church of our day.   

Maloney truly believes that the Apostolic Reformation (as 

opposed, I assume, to the Protestant Reformation, and 

continuing in its breakthroughs into new territory) is truly upon 

us. He believes all "apostolic people" (read, “true Christians”) 

must work miracles consistently. True? Do any of the urgings of 

Paul or Peter or John point this direction, or is the emphasis on 

walking in the Spirit and growing up in Christ?  

Breaker Anointing. Hundreds of times. Used second only to 

"apostolic" in the book. The so-called "breaker" anointing of 

God breaks through structures that prohibit the move of God. 

In most cases, though, usage of this term means no more than 

the basic anointing (empowering, filling) of the Holy Spirit that 

every true believer in Jesus can and should have, the indwelling 

presence and power of God to live and perform miraculous 

deeds and live a holy life. Maloney says that the breaker 

anointing separates sheep from sheep.  

True indeed. If you have a "breaker" anointing, and "all I have " 

is the Holy Spirit (pardon me, Lord) then you have divided 

yourself from me. This teaching sounds like the kind of thing 

that Paul was talking about when he said to mark those who 
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cause division... Just sayin'. Also reminds me of Gnostic hidden 

knowledge. (Page 14 and many others.) 

On page 69, he says that the 19th century female evangelist 

Maria Etter had this "breaker" anointing. So, this is not really a 

new phenomenon after all, only one that has been given a new 

name by Maloney. You will note as we go on that he has a 

penchant for re-naming old ideas, thus creating his niche in the 

church edifice. 

Once more, examples: the Householder Anointing pages 40, 

179,  referring to the fact we are in and under the Father's care, 

His House; the Apostolic Anointing, as above; the 

Ambassadorial Anointing, page 179, meaning only that true 

apostles are sent; the military anointing, page 181. Great 

Christian leaders are generals in the faith. The very rule of God 

comes through them. We are in a battle, not just hugging on 

one another; then there is the Embezzled anointing, page 183, 

where you are guilty of copying someone else's gifts; page 315 

tells us that apostles can also work via a friendship anointing. 

Meaning obvious; page 408. Maloney claims that in our day, 

the Spirit is in the process of restoring everything that pertains 

to godliness, i.e., signs and wonders following Christian 

testimonies.  That's why, he says, on his own authority, we 

need apostles. They will bring the unveiling anointing, another 

made-up term.  
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Now I ask you, why could Mr. Maloney have not simply said, 

"God's people are in God's care, sent to the world with the 

Gospel, to fight the good fight of faith. They should never try to 

pretend they are someone else. They must befriend all for 

Christ's sake. God will, as time goes by, reveal Himself and His 

purposes to all His people"? 

A simple paragraph like that wraps up everything that needs to 

be said, and causes no division in the brotherhood, gives him 

no special place as a mystic who hears messages from God... 

Why? 

I hope I do not know the answer to that question, but thoughts 

do come. 

He uses this tactic at least once more in the book, on page 341, 

where he introduces "the Parrhesia principle". That word is 

Greek for boldness. Why not just call it what the apostles called 

it?  Boldness. Why invent a new phrase for which attention will 

be drawn only to the author? Again I answer a question by 

asking it, perhaps. What do you think?   
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THE HIDDEN MIRACLE MAN 

His ministry spans three decades. 

James Maloney assumes that people want to know why he is 

not famous if all these miraculous stories, which you will hear 

later, are true. His response to them is that God simply has not 

allowed him to advertise, (p. 20) and has told him to stay 

hidden. (page 125) .  

Only in the last few years (remember the copyright date is 

2008) does God permit him to speak of his experiences at all.   

So all these episodes have been covered up neatly all these 

years, by Mr. Maloney. But this begs the question, how were 

they covered up by the people who experienced them? He 

even says that he has seen thousands of miracles that no one 

knows about except the people and their families (p. 20). 

Really? They never told anyone else? People certainly have 

changed from the days of Jesus, when He had to strictly charge 

them not to tell what had happened. And they told anyway.  

With several strokes of his computer keyboard he has placed 

himself in the ranks of the most prolific of miracle workers in all 

history, and there's no way we can deny it, because God would 

not let him talk about it until now. Strange, yes? 
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The miracles that Jesus worked were strong events also. Even 

the ones that we know of were enough to get Him crucified, 

they were so powerful. And they advertised themselves! There 

is no way to keep some things secret. 

Maloney has rightly suspected that people like me will be very 

curious and want to investigate him. He even claims on this 

same page (20) that his book opens him up to scrutiny and 

criticism. Jesus, the miracle worker, did not have to be 

scrutinized to discover whether He was working miracles. That 

was never His problem. His miracles were so powerful and real 

and obvious that He shook the religious world. And so hard, 

that it came crashing down on Him. With Maloney we have to 

start with assuming something miraculous happened. That is 

never a good starting point. 

He says he tried not to embellish, that he is trying to be honest. 

Trying? Is this so difficult? 

He then tells us that many of the miracles have written 

documentation and multiple eyewitness testimonies (p. 21). 

But he provides none. The reason: He does not want to open 

these people up to scoffing and crowds of people bothering 

them. All of them, he says, wanted to be referenced 

anonymously.  
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Herein is a marvelous thing. I did not have an arm. Now I do. 

But I don't want to tell anyone about it, nor do I want them to 

know how it happened. Keep this a secret.  

The people healed by Jesus feared no criticism or 

embarrassment. How can I be embarrassed if my eye can see 

now, and before it could not? No, pure joy! Let me tell you 

about it! 

He lets us know on page 21 that he tries to be a person of 

integrity.  Well, that's good to know.  

BIO 

His story, as well as I could glean it from his book, goes like this: 

He was born in the mid-50's. Strangely, he won't give the exact 

date. He was raised in the slums of Kansas City, Missouri.  His 

birth mother was a German immigrant.  His birth father spent 

time incarcerated. Mother has an affair with a preacher. James 

is the illegitimate fruit of their relationship.  

His father comes home from jail and finds him there. An 

unwanted child if ever there was one. He proceeds to smash his 

boots in young James' face, break his nose, disfigure him. He 

picks him up by the ankles and slams him into a wall.   (pages 

27 and following) 
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He was so abused at home that he didn't speak until he was 

four years old. (page 90) Mother tries to sell him. 

Oddly, we are informed that he does not remember any of the 

beatings. All you have read above must have been related to 

him by someone later. He does seem to recall being locked in a 

closet for two days with only a bottle of water.  

Eventually he is adopted by a caring family who knows of his 

situation. With them, he moves to southern California, (page 

28)   the town of Idyllwild.  Idyllwild of the 60's was a 

stronghold for the metaphysical sciences, and the Hippies. Per 

James, one could see the white robed and the long -haired 

along with the Hell's Angel Bikers, New Agers, and more.  

His new mom and dad were out a lot and needed help in raising 

James. He tells of an older gent named "Harry" (from page 67). 

Harry was a friend of Dad.  James claims that Harry was "born 

in the late 1800's", and specifically notes that James was nine 

when Harry was seventy-nine.  

It is hard to come by dates and places in this book, but here is 

one. And it creates a problem. Harry died in 1977, says 

Maloney, at the age of ninety-three. That would make Harry’s 

birth year to be 1864. If James is nine when Harry is seventy-

nine, (which would have been 1943), then Maloney must have 

been born in 1934, not the mid-fifties.  
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There's a clear contradiction there. Not overly important, of 

course, but needing to be cleaned up a bit. 

James Maloney became suicidal at fourteen. It all caught up 

with him. His parenting. His confusion. Rejection. In 1970, on 

New Year's Eve, he reportedly said to God, "God, if you are real, 

reveal Yourself to me (page29)."  (In this passage we find him to 

be fourteen in 1971, so we're back to a birth time of 1956 or 

57, the mid-fifties as claimed originally).  

After that prayer, a light in his room awakens him.  The light 

gets bigger and bigger. James begins to worship Whoever it is. 

In his words, "If it would have been Buddha," he would have 

worshiped him. Or anyone else. But he is sure it is Jesus. 

A Voice says, "I have heard your cry for acceptance... I love you 

as you are" (page 30). 

Soon he buys a Bible and is given a Kathryn Kuhlman book. He 

is given also the plan of salvation (page 30). A new life begins. 

In August of 1973 (page 101), he is on his high school football 

team. He's a receiver. This is in Hemet, California, but the name 

of the High School is not given. He is now seventeen.   

The story goes that he was so valuable to the game of football 

that he received that year the coveted congressional 
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appointment to attend none other than the Naval Academy in 

Annapolis, to play football for the U.S. Navy! Forty-two years 

have passed since this honor was (perhaps) given. Very hard to 

trace either in Annapolis or at one of Hemet's several High 

Schools. We keep being forced into believing stories. 

But alas! Before he can go to Annapolis, he is hit in a football 

maneuver by a defensive tackle from a rival high school (also 

not named). "If memory serves" (and we are dependent a lot 

on his memory) his helmet flew off, he was hit so hard.  

Maloney complains that the refs weren't calling penalties 

against this "animal" from the other school. Maybe they were 

scared, he opines.  Picks him up in midair and slams him to the 

ground (seems to be the victim of a lot of violence), where a 

rock protruded. The rock penetrated his back, hit his spine, 

dislocated his shoulder, and messed up his ankles. He 

"suspected" he had fractured a vertebra.  

A sister in the Lord tells James, now very depressed and very 

confused about his life, and obviously in need of a healing or 

two, about an up and coming evangelist named Brant Baker. He 

decides to give it a try, and attends one of Baker's evangelistic 

healing meetings. It is 1973. 

Brant Baker has been Influenced by Kathryn Kuhlman in his 

ministry. He claims that his first personal encounter with 
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people being slain in the Spirit, etc, was at a Kuhlman meeting. 

She reportedly danced by him on her flamboyant entrance, and 

knocked him out. He did not wake up until the end of the 

service, and therefore missed her entire ministry.  

As for Brant Baker, it will come out later that he is either a 

recovering or practicing homosexual at this time and until his 

death by AIDS in 1985. But Baker (page103) "calls him out" in a 

service, tells of his injuries, and then speaks the healing word.  

Baker taps him on the head, he falls. He is healed.  He awakes, 

gives his testimony, gets tapped again, and falls again. Life is 

now cool once more. 

In this same year, a most exciting one for him evidently, there is 

a second miraculous intervention on his behalf. He meets up 

with one Frances Metcalfe. Her effect in his life was so great 

that this very book is dedicated to her, and her prayer group, 

known as the Golden Candlestick. 

One day a woman (Metcalfe) approaches Maloney, wags her 

finger in his face, and says, "You're the man." He meets in her 

home prayer meeting later. Two dozen people of prayer, 

mostly women, are assembled. They are, in the main, ex -

seminary students. Somewhere along the path, the Lord stops 

them, tells them to intercede, and to worship. Only. They are 
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not to continue their studies and be ministers or pastors. Only 

pray. 

They have been praying, so his story goes, for one person to be 

sent from Idyllwild to inherit all their prayers! After this 

meeting, Maloney knows, Cest moi.  It's he. Himself.  

He collapses in this meeting as under Baker's ministry.  And 

from then on, after he awakens once more, he does what he 

does for the Lord, and for the honor of the Golden Candlestick. 

(pages 126-129) Through the years, he keeps up with them and 

reports to them.   

One last member of the group, Dora, comes to a church in 

California (unnamed, un-dated), pours a vial of oil on him, and 

thereby ruins his suit.  The last word from the Candlestick. She 

is now dead. As are all the rest. So no way to trace this story. Or 

is there? It's not given in the book anyway! Well, not exactly. 

For those who want to trace down that tale, a name is given in 

the book. People from a ministry there in Idyllwild have picked 

up where the "Candlestick" left off (page 153).  

Tracing them, though, leads one to another slippery slope. If 

they existed at all, and Maloney admits that some will think 

they are a legend, their history seems to be largely in the hands 

of Maloney, as are all their purported "revelations", of which 

he has gathered many and assembled into a three- volume set. 
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They never intended to write such books, you see, and their 

writings are scattered here and there. Reminds one of the 

origins of Koran. 

For me, I will stay with the revelations given to the original 

apostles and prophets. Not enough for today's mystics, but 

more than enough for me. 

Anyway, it is Metcalfe through a "word" that sends Maloney to 

Christ For The Nations Institute (hereafter CFNI), where he 

begins his studies in that same wonderful year of 1973. 

As a student at CFNI, he works in a nursing home ministry to 

release his giftings.  Later he becomes a teacher at that Dallas 

school. 

In 1975 (page 201,) this poor seminary student is in his third 

year of training. He fasts a lot during those days, because he 

has no money for food. He spends three hours in prayer before 

his classes.  He even spends up to seven, eight, fourteen days at 

a time fasting. And then he will do these fasts, several in a row! 

But his peace continues to escape him as he has a recurring 

nightmare of rejection. One night that whole "spirit" is torn out 

of him as he hears God speak behind him in his room, " Look 

Up." He is told that the black cloud he sees is that spirit of 

rejection that came from his mother's womb. He is further told 
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to point his finger at it and tell it to leave. Glory fills his 

bathroom. He gets a glimpse of  the Heavenly Throne Room.  

Living colors. Winged creatures. He is asked by God, "What do 

you want of Me?" So, James gives Him a list of his ministry 

desires.  God is quoted as saying, “Yes, Okay, hmmmm,” and a 

casual conversation ensues... 

(Page 288) March 5, 1975. Maloney says he trusts our 

discernment to let us know he is telling the truth. (Which 

means if we do not believe all his stories, our discernment is 

not trustworthy, or we have none. Also worthy of note that he 

says things like this often. He knows we will not believe, 

because…) 

He is nineteen years old, or so.  This incident supposedly 

happens not a long time from the one above. He is praying in 

the Spirit when he is paralyzed by Him.  Through closed eyelids, 

he sees a brilliant light. An angel. He, like Paul, is not allowed to 

tell us everything the angel said. It's personal. About twenty 

minutes. The angel quotes Scriptures. Philemon 6.  

The angel then turns him around from lying on his belly, to his 

back. He sees hell. Rankings of demons. They are devouring one 

another. He is told that His people have authority. Maloney's 

fear leaves. He rebukes the demons. They scatter. The angel 

now tells him that he'll be given the gift of faith.  
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On page 250, he tells another story of his college days. A 

certain (of course, unnamed) traveling evangelist is speaking at 

a church (which is also unnamed). As James walks into the 

building he notices that people are taking information from 

those who enter. According to Maloney, this information is 

used by this "imitator" during the " word of knowledge" session 

later.  

The evangelist is very late for the service, or at least that is 

what the people are led to believe. Actually he is in a room near 

the podium where he can peek out and see who is there, how 

they are dressed, etc.  Obviously a false prophet. 

Strangely, though, Maloney relates that this fake did get some 

revelation, and he did have a genuine gift. We are led to believe 

that that knowledge may have come from an unholy spirit. 

Maloney rebukes the man under his breath and the man senses 

it, calls him out, judges him. Maloney walks out, and the people 

hiss and spit at him! 

Yet another CFNI happening is related on page 229. We are not 

told here whether this incident took place while he was a 

student, or while he was a teacher. Regardless, fifty to sixty 

men decide to meet in the CFNI library all night. At 4 a.m., "the 

room swooned." All of the men are "slain in the Spirit." They lie 

as dead men for about twenty minutes (no witnesses offered).  
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Then, Someone is heard walking up the steps to the room, 

easily distinguishable by a certain flopping of sandals. The 

"Presence" walks past Maloney, still barely conscious on the 

floor. He even feels the "hem of His garment" cover his body. 

The Person goes around the room letting His garment fall on 

various men (they later told him, but still no witnesses). "Jesus" 

then quietly leaves the room.  

In one of the only other dates he gives for his life story, we are 

in 1979. He is a twenty-three-year-old traveling minister now. 

He tells of a service where everyone is healed. Wow. No place 

name or people names given.  Just believe. 

At this time, like the Annapolis thing above, he is handed an 

opportunity that is hard to refuse. A famous evangelist, 

unnamed, sees Maloney's gifts, and says, "Come with us." All 

he has to do is ignore the local church, and focus on "our 

auditorium ministry,". They will support his ministry totally, and 

life will be sweet. But Maloney refuses. He believes in the local 

church. 

At some time, and in some place that he calls generically 

"Backwater USA," he is a Pastor. Not much is said about his 

pastorate. No way to look it up. There’s a pattern here. 
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Somewhere and at some unknown time, he receives a Doctor 

of Divinity degree, a Doctor of Theology degree, and a Doctor 

of Philosophy degree, aka a PhD.  Such a scholar! 

For over twenty years, we are told, he is a teacher in "several" 

Bible schools, including CFNI, and also the Kingdom Faith 

Training Center in Horsham England. 

He ministers in forty countries over the years, though he 

mentions only several ministries in India in this book. Perhaps 

the reason he cannot speak more freely is because those 

"other" countries are closed nations in the Middle East and 

Asia?   250-300 services yearly is the pace he reaches at one 

point, but for how long we are not told. 

He licenses and ordains hundreds of pastors. But under whose 

authority we also have to guess. A list would be impossible to 

produce. 

And oh, in 2000, twenty-five years later, that 1975 angel 

reappears, and the gift of faith that had been promised then, is 

finally ignited (page 297). According to our author this 

particular anointing crawls up his right leg, then his right side. It 

flows out of his right hand. And the angel says that if he can get 

people to believe he had this visitation, the anointing will be 

released.  
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So, the key to receiving from James Maloney is to believe in 

James Maloney. If he can mesmerize a seeker long enough to 

make that person believe in his special powers, something just 

might happen... 

He goes on to say that "It's a rush to feel" this anointing. And 

that people's reactions are often humorous. When the “burst” 

comes out, he has to draw his hand back. The anointing then 

rolls back up his arm. And it only works when people are 

standing in front of him. 

Oh. I see. 

He is presently the President of Acts Group International. That 

we know and can prove. His wife is Joy and as of 2008, they had 

one son and two grandsons. He's written several books 

including the one we peruse now, the Dancing Hand of God, 

2008. 

MORE MIRACLES 

Following are other miraculous personal experiences Maloney 

relates, with no dates or places given. Hence, no way, again, to 

trace their accuracy.  

(Page 245) He has a dream. He sees a famous preacher who has 

an adulterous mind. God speaks audibly to James in this dream, 
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he even sees His lips move, saying he could have this adultery 

also, but he would be defiled and defile others. Of course, 

James refuses such an offer.  

(Pages 267, 269) He claims to have experienced gold dust and 

jewels, another of the phenomena of the day. He personally 

believes it is God "enticing and romancing people." But he is 

quick to add that he believes there are lying signs and wonders 

too.  While ministering at (an unnamed) church, a fifty-carat 

jewel falls from Heaven. He is convinced it is real. He even owns 

one.  

Knowing the response of many to such a story, he immediately 

launches into an explanation of his personal concern about a 

cerebral palsy victim in that same meeting, who was not 

healed.  

What is he saying here? That God did or did not send the 

jewel? That God did or did not heal the disease victim? Was it 

faith that brought the jewel and lack of it that left the person 

unhealed? Why sad about the latter but promoting the former, 

if both were God's choices (Page 268)? 

A prophet (unnamed, in an unknown location) tells his (James') 

social security number. Then he gives an "anointed" word to 

the people. A mixed anointing, he calls it. But again, what is the 

message here? Was it truly a word from God that revealed that 
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number? Then why be critical? If it wasn't from God, where did 

the information come from?  

(Page 371) A  few years back (from 2008) he speaks at a Bible 

school in Germany (CFNI satellite?). They give him a room. He is 

awakened by a powerful wind. The wind is actually in the room.  

It is like being in a tunnel of wind. It is flowing just above him. 

He has the idea that he should just stick his hands up into the 

wind. It is like a thunderstorm, it feels like 10,000 volts of 

electricity, igniting every inch of his body.  From that time, he 

has had "electric boldness." 

All of the above happened to James Maloney. Following, the 

things that James Maloney and company have passed on to 

others... 

MIRACULOUS HEALINGS  

What did a Bible miracle look like? 

1. Bible miracles were obvious. No one had to guess or 

"believe" that something had happened. The believing - in most 

cases - came first, the seeing came afterward.  

2. Though some questioned the motive of the healer, some 

were angry at the result of the healing or miracle, some 

disagreed with the timing, while others argued over the source 
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of the event, no one ever questioned that a miracle had taken 

place.  

3. Location names and people's names (often) were included in 

the telling of the story. Even specific times of day were 

sometimes included. The people in whose vicinity the miracle 

took place had no doubt about the identity of the person 

healed. 

4. Though Jesus often asked the person healed to keep things 

quiet for His sake, seldom could people do that. They were so 

excited. They cared not what people might think or how many 

might challenge them. They had the proof. They had been 

blind. Now they could see. They had been deaf. Now they could 

hear. They had been in the tomb, had experienced the after-

life. But here they were, back on Earth.  They told their story so 

rapidly and to so many people, that often Jesus would have to 

leave the area, or be inundated with unwanted attention. 

Please keep these facts in mind as we examine, or try to 

examine, the claimed miracles of one James Maloney. I do not 

say that these things happened or did not happen. What I know 

for sure is that they do not look like the miracles I have 

described above. I was not there, and will not deny anything. 

But oh! that the Body of Christ would examine, test, demand 

documentation of every man who dares to stand before the 
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people of God! Touch not my anointed, says God! And His 

people are the anointed ones! 

I will approach these miracles as they occurred in the book, and 

not chronologically. As you will soon discover, most are not 

given dates anyway, so a time order is impossible. I will leave 

them in "note" form so as to cover more territory quickly.  

• No date given. In India. No specific place given. With 

Americans. No names of Americans given, except 

"Gary", his friend.  A Village. Hindus on one side, 

Muslims on the other, gathered. Hindus being healed 

instantaneously. Several dozen come to be saved.  

Village elder has physical eyes opened.  Muslims 

jealous. Figures out it is because of "slanderous spirit" 

that they are not being healed. He takes authority over 

it.  Mother then slinks forward with little boy. Throws 

the boy to Gary. "God" tells James to tell Gary to throw 

the boy on the ground. God heals him on the way to the 

ground.  Nearly all the Muslims there get saved that day 

(pages 72-73). 

• "Quite often I have had great successes with Muslims 

because of the revelation of the rejection of Muslims 

(which he labels, "Ishmael syndrome", from the story of 

Ishmael's rejection in Genesis) (Page 73). 
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• A  revival. No time given. A denominational church (not 

identified) in Missouri (no town). The intensity of the 

youth's prayers birth a move that is unlike anything ever 

seen in that denominational setting. (Specifically, we get 

no clue about the setting or even the denomination.) 

(Page 82) 

• (Page  85) No time or date given . A Midwestern US city. 

Unnamed. No church name given.  Healing meeting 

advertised. Man in wheelchair comes into meeting.  Had 

MS. God starts healing people in the meeting. Word of 

knowledge comes: lady has cancer. Cancer disappears. 

Man deaf for 30 years. No ear drum. God creates one 

for him.  Girl has deformity in foot. God fixes her.  Man 

in wheelchair walks.  

• (Page 103) recalls Brant Baker meeting of 1973. Calls 

out person with cancer, hearing problem, leukemia, all 

healed. 

• Page 109. Retirement community, California . Where? 

When? 10-year-old (unnamed) boy, cross-eyed. He 

heals him.  Followed by people throwing walkers and 

canes toward him, as they too are healed.  

• (Page 118) No date. No place, except "Colorado". 

Meeting. Young girl, unnamed, he gets burden for her. 

Has scars on her arms from self-inflicted wounds. they 
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are healed instantaneously as the people watch. (no 

evidence. no pictures. no eyewitnesses.) 

• 1979. (Page 138) Near Idyllwild. invited to (unnamed) 

church.  Small car. Thought it was smoke in the car, 

turns out to be presence of God. Man with him, 

unnamed, senses the same thing. Then sees cloud 

descend on the building where they will minister and a 

voice says that God is going to live there for eight  days 

of meetings. Anyone who showed up got their needs 

met. Muscular dystrophies, missing organs replaced, 

crippling conditions reversed, teeth filled, angelic 

encounters. Fragrance. People knocked out 2-3 hours, 

piled in the corner! Beam of light heals woman with 

deformed feet, mangled limbs made whole, Jesus 

appears to soak in the worship. 

• (Page 142)  "A few years ago" (from 2008 book)  has a 

dream , church of 300. Hears voice behind him, told to 

look at golden pillar of anointing descending on him and 

on a sister he is praying for. He tells woman her illnesses 

etc, pillar vanishes. Comes out of dream  and the Lord is 

still speaking behind him, telling him what the dream 

meant.  

• (Page 218) His daughter is adopted from India. As a 

baby in India, she comes down with dysentery. 13 hours 

intense prayer.  Goes to where wife Joy is interceding. 
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Light is in the room. God speaks to his wife. Child is 

healed. 

• (Page 235) Ministering at church in Colorado. No city or 

church name given. No date, time.  Had to leave for 

plane. Woman asks for prayer. Blind daughter baby. No 

pupil. No iris. He prays. Next morning, baby has blue 

eyes, with irises and pupils.  

• Large city. Where? When? Attends ministers meeting.  

70-80 pastors. Given a word that made him feel dark. 

Discerned that giver of word was operating out of spirit 

of divination and further, was filled with demon of 

defilement. He knew that if he received that word he'd 

also get defiled, so he shook it off. (Recall who first 

ministered to him publicly: Brant Baker, whose moral 

status was in question until his early death.) 

• (Page 283) He sees astounding miracles in his early 70's 

nursing home ministry. Casts out demon from woman 

biting herself.  Bite marks disappear. Another lady 

(almost) dies in her room. Turns blue. No pulse. He feels 

suddenly like hot oil was poured on his head.  Given 

faith. "I rebuke you spirit of death." Her eyes open. 

Color returns. But where is this nursing home? who saw 

miracle? Staff? Who will verify now? 

• (Pages 307-308) No date. CFNI years? Greyhound 

Station. Dallas?  Ministering with a brother. Who? See a 
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man getting sick over railing, 30 steps up. Drunk. Calling, 

"Is there any deliverance from this demon of alcohol?" 

He  and his  friend "enter into a vision". Rare for 2 

people, same vision, he adds. Stairs disappear.  

Replaced by "liquid glory."  Could not see ground, only 

railing.  "Glory" was ankle to knee deep.  Hit the drunk 

also. He repents. Sober immediately.  Delivered. 

Witnesses? Your "friend", maybe? 

• (Pages 311-312) same time period as above. Group of 

CFNI students (no names)  at Dallas State Fair.  Young 

lady on bench. crying, needs help. They pray. Power 

falls. Through his right hand. She collapses, friend falls 

out,  he is blown back 6-7 feet, blanks out.  Can hardly 

stand. Lady is set free.  

• (Pages 313-314)  Several years after last entry. No date 

or place given. No witnesses mentioned. Home meeting 

unnamed. Parents bring little girl, unnamed.  5 yrs.,  

cerebral palsy. Told by God not to pray, but pick her up 

and love on her.  In 15 minutes, healed.  

• (From page 320) Spring 1977 (maybe) banquet 

conference, Kentucky. where? 15 yr old girl in pain. Told 

by God not to minister to her. Enters trance.  Able to 

look through wall and  see light approaching.  Few 

others saw it too. No names given.  Someone was in the 

light, dancing light.  Jesus comes and stands by His side. 
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He is not able to describe how powerful Jesus looked. 

The Lord help me if I embellish an experience of this 

nature.  you must believe I am too afraid to lie.  Lord 

smiled at me. He  found all this humorous.  He was in a 

playful mood.  Said He would minister to this one. His 

demeanor was playful.  Young lady, unnamed, saw Him 

too.  He touched the  top of her forehead.  I heard Him 

laugh.  Gave me a bear hug.  "God is my witness". (But if 

there were human witnesses, name one.) Jesus said, 

you can go ahead and finish your healing service now... 

• (Page  339) Same Greyhound depot as above. Same 

student time, CFNI. Man with tumors. They disappear 

entirely.  200 blacks there were rejoicing too. Leaping 

twirling, hollering. They were actually Pentecostal 

Christians coming back from a conference. Which one? 

Where? One name? 

• In a remote place of India, "somewhere, who knows 

exactly? can't find it on a map." North-central India.  

"Alma" on the team. Saw tremendous miracles. Intense 

ones.  Crippling conditions, crooked bones, blind eyes, 

deaf ears. All healed. Then comes a man with no arm. 

Alma reluctantly prays for man, doesn't even get the 

word Jesus out. Hand attached to shoulder "launches 

out." Perfectly whole. After that Alma was healing 20-30 

every night. With 100% success.  
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• India, somewhere. (page 352) No date. Line of 15-20 

Indians. He goes down line, success. Then man with no 

color or pupils. Assumes that the literal idea of 

"stitching" (Rapha in Hebrew) is how God heals. Says he 

watched God stitch  man's eyes. Like watching a needle 

poke color into his eyes. Still there is film. He prays 

again, the film melts, he can see. 

• (Page 358)  In charismatic church (where?) in Midwest 

(where?).  200 in attendance.  Teenager with no toes.  

God creates toes within 45 minutes.  Says that a year 

later people did not remember the miracle. (His way of 

covering his tracks? Saying people are dull and forgot 

the miracle, if asked?) 

• (Page 359) Central Texas town. Seymour and Parham 

established church there (a clue! Houston? ) No date. 

Week of meetings.  Methodists praying and fasting for 

the meeting.  Boy with stunted growth. Genetic 

dwarfism.  Sick and weakly. Big "bang" after Maloney 

had all but decided to leave the lackluster meeting. One 

third of the Methodists "fell out." The  rest dancing. No 

change in the boy, but they claimed it.  Five months 

later, the boy is growing by leaps and bounds. Pair of 

shoes lasts only a week. etc 

• (Page364) Southern California (where? when?). A  word 

of knowledge comes: woman with incurable blood 
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disease. She is a very rich lady who wants her healing, 

but does not want to "fall".   God jerks her feet from 

under her. She falls headfirst on the carpet. She has so 

much hair, she bounces on the thick  carpet. Ushers 

cannot pick her up, they are also slain. Bobby pins start 

to react to the pressure and fly out. Everybody thought 

the whole thing was so very funny. She is totally healed. 

• (Page 388) After a certain personal experience, 

whenever he lays hands on people, they feel the  

pulsation in his hand. When he feels a "hum" in his 

hand, he is  dealing with a spirit of infirmity. He denies 

being New Age, is merely trying to increase our faith as 

we seek encounters of our own. Holy Spirit will convince 

you of my honesty. (Meaning: If you think I am not 

telling the truth, the Spirit is not speaking to you. 

Reminds one of the secret "Gnostic" knowledge of first 

century, prompting the response of the apostle John.) 

He senses the gift of discernment crawl up his hand, up 

shoulder, hits heart, then dissipates.  Hundreds upon 

hundreds freed  by His power, from demonic oppression 

• (Page 403) "Once again" in Madras/Chennai, India. No 

further place, no date.  Leading evangelists in a series of 

crusades.  Thousands respond to the call for salvation. 

He gets convicted they are not hearing all of Jesus, not 

being presented as Jesus would have.  
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• (Page 409). India. No place, time. Few thousand Indians 

in a pavilion. From back, entrance gate is flung open. He 

sees ugly demon like a bulldog. It charges the stage. It 

reaches children in front of him.  The size of a small 

elephant. As it reaches them they start fighting with 

each other.  A bare-chested warring angel appears, the 

bulldog smashes into him. ("God as my witness.") Angel 

is fourteen feet high. When "dog" hits angel, dog leaves 

the area.  Children's fighting subsides.  People start 

getting saved.  

• (Page 411) CFNI, healing service in his class, "The 

Theology of Healings and Miracles". No date given.  Two 

hundred students in one class.  Pastor friend 

Tommy,???, from Louisiana, joins him.  His son and his 

assistant Carol also . Told by God that thirty students 

have deformities in their bodies.  A club foot shakes, 

then flips into place. A sternum twisted at bad angle: 

whole chest moves into place. End of line is a girl  

deformed in half of her face.  Suffers rejection. Needs 

inner healing, he perceives. Jesus appears. His  hand 

reaches over Maloney's shoulder to the girl, softens her 

bone structure, like putty. Through his hand, Jesus 

changes this woman's face, over a period of  5 minutes.  

Like shaping clay.  All trace of deformity removed. 
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• (Page 435) Sister Mary in southern California. No date 

or specific place. Word of knowledge. You are scheduled 

for heart surgery. God wants to heal your heart.  3rd 

pacemaker inside her disappears.  And no scar. 

Pacemaker is dissolved. 

 

NAMES TO KNOW 

Following are the names of people mentioned by Mr. Maloney 

as - for the most part - "friends of mine." Perhaps a student of 

this research would like to contact these people for further 

referencing of the story being told. In order of their appearance 

in the book. Some are no longer with us. 

Myles Munroe  

Bill Johnson  

Chuck Flynn  

David Alsobrook (brother in law, "quite possibly the best Bible 

teacher I ever heard")  

Kathryn Kuhlman (tells stories of her in his meetings, but not in 

this book. odd.)  

John Wimber  
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Frances Metcalfe 

John Kelly ("ambassadorial apostle for the International 

Coalition of Apostles")   

Reinhard Bonkke ("he might not remember" their conversation) 

Mario Murillo (my favorite preacher) 

Kristine and Wade Bandelin, Shiloh ministries, Idyllwild CA: 

picked up where Candlestick left off. 

 Larry Hill (ambassador anointing).  

apostle/teacher Ralph Mahoney 

"I'm inspired by S Wigglesworth, K Kuhlman, and Brant Baker!"  

Friend and colleague Dr Larry Hill 

Dwayne Vandercock awesome minister, fellow student with 

him. 
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MALONEY & ME 

Let me wrap up this study with some personal notes on my 

attempts to gain a little information from the Maloney ministry, 

CFNI, and another school where he ministered.  

I am thinking of sending a list of Maloney's miracles to those 

called his friends to confirm with them that they saw what he 

claims to have seen.  

First, a few insights from a Maloney meeting I attended here in 

the Chicago area. 

I must say I was turned off by the style of ministry that night. 

The general pattern was, he would talk gently to a person, 

patting them on the head, stroking them, generally calming 

them down, then... a SHOUT. “There it is!” The implication was 

that the Spirit of God had now arrived and was doing things. 

The person inevitably was startled, and I imagine some of them 

did "feel something." 

I felt something too, akin to anger, I think. If I was gently talking 

to you, then suddenly shouted in your ear, you'd feel 

something, too! I felt that people were being manipulated into 

thinking they had experienced a God moment.  
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In the course of the meeting, he mentions to some Japanese 

attendees that he was not permitted to enter their country 

because there was a million-dollar contract on his life. He jokes 

later that he was insulted that people only thought him to be 

worth a million. He would have assumed much more. 

Somehow this struck me as odd and inappropriate. If a man 

had a contract on his life, should he even bring it up in public? If 

all the danger has passed, why not explain to the rest of the 

people there exactly what he was talking about? If not, why 

mention it? Did even the Japanese have any clue what he was 

talking about? Was I the only one in the dark about this cryptic 

message? 

He mentions two more miracles in his talk that night. He claims 

that Albany, Oregon, experienced a shock wave throughout the 

community because of a miracle healing. All the metal in 

someone's arm, totally disappeared. No date given. 

Then there was Kalamazoo, Michigan. No date given.  A girl 

who always had to cover the right side of her head, because 

she had no ear (!) suddenly got one. That created a sensation in 

the High School.  

I jumped right on those two events as soon as I got home, 

looking - in vain - for some internet story about  either of those 
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places. Surely some journalist would have picked up on 

something so incredible! Nada. Not a whisper.  

Are we dealing with the Brian Williams syndrome here? But in 

Williams' case, things did happen. He just wrote himself into 

the story, Forrest Gump style.  In these cases, we search high 

and low for proof that these events even took place.  

         So I used the Maloney website to ask for specifics. Here is my note: 

 
I was at your meeting at (a Korean) church in Illinois, 1-16-15. 

You mentioned a shock wave created by the disappearance of 

metal from an arm, in Albany, Oregon. I was unable to find 

evidence of such on the Internet. Could you point me to the 

documentation and/or witnesses? 

You also mentioned an ear being restored in Kalamazoo. That 

also did not show up on a preliminary search. I'm sure you can 

help me find evidence of that miracle too, including the name of 

the school where she shocked everyone. Thanks. Bob, in Niles. 

The answer came by a member of the Maloney family and 

ministry. He first directed me to a website that does Medical 

Research so that perhaps I could track down a miraculous 

healing. He seemed to think I did not believe in miracles. I do. 
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He suggests it is highly unlikely that I would find evidence of a 

miracle on the Internet. I beg to differ on that one. People who 

get excited, tell someone. Things can go viral pretty quickly in 

our high-tech age.  

He goes on to tell me that he cannot release any 

documentation, "to protect the privacy of the people who have 

given us direct testimony". 

Aha, there is documentation, there are eyewitnesses. But "it is 

our policy not to share them."  He even claims that the vast 

majority of the people healed did not want their information 

released! The response to a spectacular healing would be 

overwhelming. 

Something doesn't ring true with that explanation. But I have 

heard it before. 

Then he shares with me that his team has witnessed 

"hundreds, perhaps thousands, of miracles".  But he will offer 

proof of none, and I am left either believing his word, or not. 

Not a great place to be. 

Here is my reply on January 17, 2015: 

Thank you for this kind reply. I have heard such reasoning from 

Bill Johnson's organization.  
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But it still leaves us in the dark, forced to trust simply the word 

of the speaker. You and I know there are many charlatans out 

there. I do not suggest such for brother Maloney, but how can I 

know, if something isn't visible? 

Jesus worked real miracles with real witnesses and offered no 

protection plan for those healed.  

His witnesses eventually cost him His life.  

I want to believe you, but the facts do not add up. If a girl 

received a new ear, and a school was blown away by it, that 

would be on national news. But not a peep, and nothing 

traceable on the internet. 

All I need is the name of the school, or any avenue to trace 

down even one miracle performed through Dr. Maloney. 

Only one. 

If you cannot produce that I am led to only one conclusion. And 

the distribution of that conclusion would seem to be even worse 

results than the supposed harm to those healed (many of whom 

would love to tell their stories!) 

Why are we saved and healed except to glorify Jesus?  
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Too many people  place undue faith in faith healers. They walk 

out of meetings unhealed and discouraged. I wonder how many 

turn away from God... 

Evidence! We need evidence! 

In his final terse response, the brother Iet me know that he 

appreciated my candor, but "we simply do not release such 

information.” Period. 

After beginning serious research about this man, I decided to at 

least try for some personal information about him. I began with 

the school where so many of his miracles were performed. 

Surely here I would be blown away by support for James 

Maloney. Surely they know of the great success being enjoyed 

by one of their illustrious graduates, not to mention one of 

their former teachers. 

The school librarian did not know him, but she was given my 

initial email, which ran as follows: 

(March 3, 2015) 

I am Bob Faulkner, a podcaster (and believer) in the Chicago 

area. I'm doing a research paper on a Mr. James Maloney.  
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His book of 2008 (Dancing Hand of God) mentions Christ For 

The Nations Institute quite often. Back in the 1970's he was 

evidently a student at CFNI, and he later was a teacher there?  

Could you let me know what degree(s) he received there, and in 

what capacity he served CFNI as a teacher?  

Anyone with firsthand knowledge of miracles he performed or 

experienced would be a blessing to me, also. Thanks 

The librarian quickly got back to me, asking when he taught there?  

That seemed odd. I thought they would know all that. 

But I replied: 

James Maloney claims to have been a student there in the 70's. 

He then claims that he was a teacher there. I am assuming he 

earned a degree or 2 there?  

He also claims that miracles were performed in his class that 

covered such topics, The Theology of Healings and Miracles. 200 

students attended this class at times, he says. He tells the story 

of a time when God told him there were 30 students in the class 

with deformities. All were healed. No date is given. I'm sure that 

an incident like that would have made the headlines, at least at 

your school, if not nationwide. 
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In the library where you work (I presume) another incident 

occurred. 50-60 men met in that library all night. At 4 am the 

room "swooned". all were slain in the Spirit. They lay as dead 

for 20 minutes. Someone is walking up the steps to the room 

(You are not on a ground floor?) Hears the flopping of sandals. 

It is Jesus, and his garments cover various men before He 

leaves. Again, this is an event that must have shaken the 

campus, and been recorded somewhere. 

If it happened.  

He first arrived in 1973, I believe, as a student. That is the only 

date given in his book "The Dancing Hand of God." He mentions 

CFNI multiple times. He now is called Dr. Maloney, but it is not 

plain in the book where the doctorate came from. 

I am not a skeptic or an unbeliever. I am in fact a licensed 

minister and truly believe in miracles for today. But there was 

something about this book that started the red flags flying, if 

you know what I mean. 

Whatever you find will be so very helpful. Thanks! 

 

March 4 

 

The librarian now assures me that her staff will help her look up 

some more info. 
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She was especially interested in the incident about the Holy 

Spirit falling in the library, "especially since I am the librarian." 

I thanked her and waited for the next installment. 

March 5 

Next, she had to let me know that she had had to pass the 

assignment on to the student records officer, since the library 

would not have that sort of information. 

So, the records officer writes, and I am told once more, "It is 

not our policy to release such information..." If you want to 

know about him, just contact him at his website. Which she 

kindly supplied.  

Oh, fine. So now it's back to square one. But not before I send 

her this note: 

One of the reasons I am doing research on James Maloney is 

that he makes such fantastic claims in his book and in public.  

I have contacted his office regarding documentation of miracles 

and was told that he simply does not supply that sort of 

information.  

Now you tell me that you cannot supply information about his 

work at CFNI  
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Where can I go to verify his information if not to the one 

institution that knew him at his beginnings and evidently knows 

him still? 

My curiosity grows about this man, and about why his stories 

simply cannot be verified. 

 

Is there no one there willing to stand behind James Maloney? 

About this time a general note comes from the librarian asking  

if there is anything else they can do.  

I'm not sure she is aware of the records person's response to me,  

so I share my frustration in the following note to her: 
 

Actually I am very disappointed. 

I have had a serious problem with acceptance of some of the 

stories Mr. Maloney tells. I wanted to do a deep research into 

his history, to confirm that the factual information he gives is 

reliable. 

I already wrote to his organization and was informed that he 

supplies no information in terms of documentation of miracles! 

Now his home school cannot confirm when he was a student 

there, and if/when he was a teacher there, and some of the 

miraculous events that surely should have rocked CFNI if they 

truly happened. 
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I am led only to one conclusion so far, and it is not a happy one. 

I do hope that someone will step forward who can speak 

favorably of this man. Not his character or personality, but his 

actual performance of miracles and such. If there is no one, 

what am I to believe? 

I know this is not your fault, but since you asked... 

Then, yet another response from the librarian. She had found 

something after all! Strange. In some old yearbooks, " after 

spending quite some time looking at them, we found a student 

named James Maloney listed in the 1975 CFNI Yearbook."  

And in the 1998 CFNI Yearbook, there was actually an instructor 

named James Maloney. His title was Instructor, Director of 

Prophetic Ministries.  

In the yearbooks in 1999, 2000, 2001, and 2002, he is listed as 

Dr. James Maloney, Instructor, Director of Prophetic Ministries. 

So there it was! Somewhere in there he had received a 

Doctorate. He did teach there. Why such a difficult path to 

finding it out?  And I was still left with the question of where 

those other college degrees originated. All of them, actually. 

I decided to make one more attempt  for release of info from 

the Maloney people. I wrote:  
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I am Bob, the one who requested information about James    

Maloney ' s miracles before. 

 

I read that James has a number of degrees. PhD,  DD, THD, to 

name a few. Could you tell me from what institutions these 

degrees were earned, and when? 

 

Thanks, 

 

Then it was that the Maloney camp lowered the boom on me. 

Nicely, though. 

• I was told first that an organization as busy as they are 

and with such little staff as they have, has no time for 

debating their position on Divine healing. (I asked only 

about his degrees). I was told that there is no purpose in 

trying to convince me of their theological 

interpretations, since no two Christians agree 

completely. (I only asked about his degrees). 

Next, he referred to my last email and said that no proof would 

be sufficient for one such as I. People like us will believe that 

miracle workers are either misinformed or dishonest. (I only 

asked about his degrees). 
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He then mentions the service I was in, at the Korean church 

here. I told him I had seen no miracles, and I did not. He 

insisted, "we have received testimony from other attendees 

claiming to have received a touch from the Lord."  I was not 

questioning that people could have been "touched by the Lord" 

that night. Why not? I was simply stating that I saw no physical 

evidence of a miracle,  but did for sure see the need for at least 

one. (But I still only asked about his degrees this time).  

On the basis of all that, he wants to know, what purpose would 

be served by providing this degree information? He suggests I 

would question the validity of the statements. No, I wouldn't. I 

would contact the institution to verify that these degrees were 

indeed awarded. Then he says, But I don't see the need to 

provide information that would be used only to undermine our 

family's ministry. 

How could that happen, if it were all true? 

He mentions in passing, my blog. I don't remember giving him 

information about that! He says that I disagree with their 

stance about Divine Healing. Not at all. I disagree with 

statements being made that cannot or will not ever be 

documented, giving people false hope and turning them away 

from the faith altogether. That is what I disagree with. 
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He then goes on to list an amazing assortment of miracles he 

has seen with his own eyes. More than a thousand: 

Multiple sclerosis. Cancers "liquifying and burning on the floor", 

metal pins and rods dematerializing, pacemakers disappearing, 

deliverance from demonic oppression, witches silenced and 

running out of the room, blind eyes healed, growth of bodies 

several inches, arthritic fingers and toes straightened, and 

more. 

He suggests that, " my words won't convince you, because you 

desire proof apart from my claims." Indeed I do! That is my 

right as a believer. I cannot trust the words of any man, even 

the greatest of the great believers of all time, unless I know for 

certain the Holy Ghost inspired them. That leaves me only with 

a Bible and a pair of eyes. Show me. Not that He is able, I know 

that! Show me that you have been an instrument in a genuine 

healing. Only one.  

He ends his note on a very kind tone, simply assuming we must 

agree to disagree. He offers me his peace, and that is the end of 

it. 

Oh, and no name was signed to that letter. My only declared 

eyewitness, and he has no name! I imagine it was Andrew, who 

wrote the first letter, but I am not sure. 
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I sent a  similar request (first week of March) to a school in 

England where he taught. There has been no reply from that 

school as yet.   

I have no plans for any further research on this project. It is 

obvious there is no way of breaking through the barriers that 

have been placed in the way of anyone who wants to know 

what's going on.  

Oh. Today, 3-17-2015, this final note from CFNI 

 

 

Good day Mr. Faulkner, 

My name is ______________and I am the current registrar at 

Christ for the Nations Institute.  You have been currently 

speaking to my assistant and requesting some information.   

I am sorry to say that we cannot give out any information about 

current staff/students or past staff/students due to the Family 

Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA). 

Door shut. 
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A FINAL WORD. 

I was thinking the other day about how things have progressed 

through the decades. The Pentecostal movement may have had 

its problems, but Pentecostals, in the main, tried to prove 

everything they did by Scriptures. You could disagree, and of 

course many still do, and some with good reason, but they 

would take their stand on a certain interpretation of Scripture, 

and link that to an experience. 

The charismatic movement moved more into the experiential 

realm. Scripture was not king any longer, though lip service was 

given to it. In the charismatic world, feelings reign, and a Bible 

verse may be sought to back up the feeling. Or not.  

Enter now the apostolic movement. Restructuring is the word 

of the day. A shift from standard elder/pastor run 

congregations to entire zones being run by "the man of God", 

the apostle. And woe to that man who counters the word of 

the apostolic leader, be he male or female.  Up with signs and 

wonders, down with sound teaching. 

As was predicted, the time has come when most will not 

endure the soundness of the Scripture. They crave new ideas, 

new interpretations of Scripture, new experiences, new stories 

to tell. Thrills. Chills. 
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In all of these movements, praise and worship can be a plus 

factor. Oh that all of God's people would learn how to give 

themselves to worship!  It is the coldness in the praise life of the 

church that has helped lead to the downfall of standard 

evangelical Christianity. People were not guarding their spirits, 

not longing to see God. Oh yes, there’s a  void in the 

song/worship service.  

So, enter contemporary praise and the new teachers that 

follow it. 

May God help us to find a way to prepare people's hearts with 

true worship, then, when their hearts are open and receptive, 

to fill them with Sacred Truth from God's only inspired apostles, 

the Scripture writers.  Not from the sometimes-entertaining 

views of "new apostles." 

As for the man before us, I seriously question him, and have as 

yet no reason to believe even one of his claims. I have asked for 

those reasons, and, as you have seen, they have been denied 

me. Perhaps someone who is reading this will be able to take it 

a step further.  I'd appreciate knowing how your search comes 

out.  

I have proved nothing. I have not proved his claims or even his 

teachings are false. But I can hope to have raised, in court 

terminology, a reasonable doubt about what he is saying and 
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doing. For it's a serious matter to stand before God's people 

and say things you can't back up. And even if the miracles are 

valid (highly questionable!), we must deal with the message 

too. Deuteronomy 13 comes to mind. There, a man who works 

a true miracle but speaks a false message is to be killed.  

I'm not advocating violence here! Except that we be violently 

correct in our approach to the Holy of Holies and the Holy 

people of God. Don't mess with  God’s  people!  You do so at 

your own peril! 

3-8-2015 

POST SCRIPT, 2018 

Here is a word about Mr. Maloney from a blogger named 

M’Kayla. She is offering advice to one who was in a Maloney 

meeting, 2011, and who subsequently got very confused about 

it all. Listen to  M’Kayla: (December 15, 2011)  

Erin, is this the same friend we have been talking about? She is 

quite deceived and unwilling to seek the truth, tho she seems to 

have no problems seeking the workings of these wolves. This is 

the deception that has swept over and taken Christianity. While 

it is true we should seek the gifts, we should also be able to 

judge and discern that which is true from that which is false. 

The way we do this is thru reading and searching the word of 
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God to gain an understanding of who Christ is, His reason for 

coming, what He taught while here and the charge He gave to 

His followers.  

I am not afraid to say these healing revival meetings are 

nothing more than meetings of satan himself and for all the 

reasons we have already discussed and the reason why I started 

my blog. A Christian researcher recently spoke with a physician 

regarding these “metal healings” and was told it is impossible. I 

know the first knee jerk reaction is to say that nothing is 

impossible with God and that is biblically true. Christ did not 

come to heal in this way, He came to save the lost. These 

“healers” and “prophets” are liars, they do not have the gift of 

healing and they do not have the gift of prophecy. If people 

were being healed of these things their stories would be all over 

the media, the news, youtube, twitter, etc., there would be no 

holding them back!  

I know of others who came in the name of the Lord with a 

message given from an angel – William Brahman of the latter 

rain was one, another was Joseph Smith, whose angel named 

Moroni established Mormonism, Todd Bentley whose female 

angel’s name was Emma, Bob Jones who has had countless 

visits, and I personally heard Cal Pierce of the healing rooms 

speak of direction given to him by his own angel, and John Lake 

had one presiding over his healing room previous to Pierce’s, or 
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maybe they were the same angel. I am sure there are more. 

Angelic visitation has a great emphasis on these false 

ministries, but the same is said of spirit guides of the new age 

and native American religions. So how is it we decide whether it 

is an angel of God or an angel of the enemy? It is in the 

message they bring. Angels do not bring gifts as claimed by 

Joanne McFadder, gifts are given by God alone and as He wills, 

nor healing, only God can heal – big points right there! I had my 

own spirit messengers who I believed were angels, they spoke 

to me and appeared to me in dreams. I could feel their presence 

and hear the words as tho it was a person right there with me. 

As far as the prophetic, the same applies, but it was nothing 

more than what we see going on with psychics; familiar spirits 

have the ability to know things, intimate things about the 

people they hang around and so are highly accurate in the 

information they provide. I have to wonder about the woman 

who was “going into shock from the healing” – does that sound 

like God? No. But it does sound like some kind of demonic 

possession/oppression.  

Your friend is lost in this unless she is willing to hear the truth. 

There may come a time necessary for you to separate from her 

for your own salvation’s sake. We are not called to put up with 

this, we are called to take a firm stand against it. Erin, it is only 

going to get worse and by that, it will get quite ugly.  
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Remember, the first words of Jesus to His disciples when they 

inquired to His coming again was a warning that no one deceive 

them – Matthew 24. This advice has been thrown out with all 

kinds of false signs and wonders, people seeking after the flesh 

– healing, gifts, manifestations – more than the true word of 

God, which would be given for their benefit, finding that we are 

complete in Christ -Col 2:6-10. Anyone who brings a gospel or 

message different than that of the Lord (not finding it in 

scripture) is accursed – Galatians 1:1-10. We are told to not lay 

hands on another hastily – 1 Timothy 6:22 Walk wisely my 

friend. 

Great advice, yes? 

Enough of James Maloney. His story could be repeated multiple 

times, and is, in the New Apostolic Reformation of which he is a 

part. We’ll talk at length about NAR, but first a word about 

today’s Christian music. 
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4. THE MUSIC OF TODAY 

 
I think that if music makers and sound systems would be 

unplugged, much of the modern charismatic and NAR 

movement would fall.  

 

Even non-charismatic churches of our day that won’t let the 

musical prophets perform are often doomed to fail.  

 

There’s a new hierarchy among us. If the church refuses the 

new music, the new musicians say goodbye church. I say, fine. 

Go on down the road if that is what identifies your faith.  

 

In a church I once attended I sent a note to one of the pastors.  

 

Brother R___________ 

 

I feel I am going to burst if I don’t share some of what’s inside 

me, with someone who can relate. At least I hope you can 

relate.  

 

My underlying question, I guess, is, is it proper for the church to 

be turned over to the young at the expense of the old? 

 

I’m speaking about music at present, but the application can 

surely be made in other areas. 
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Growing up I sang from a hymnal that was multi-generational 

and multi-style. There were simple choruses, and great hymns 

from the Reformation times (and earlier) all the way down to 

Fanny Crosby and even more modern writers. We didn’t just 

sing “our” songs, we were well-versed  in the church’s history of 

music, just by singing from the hymnbooks. 

 

Of course, new people means new music. But we have 

abandoned multi-generational singing and sing almost 

exclusively the contemporary sounds. 

 

Can’t we make a bargain with the youth who have taken over 

the music culture of the church? We’ll sing some of your music if 

you will stop ignoring the many generations of music we grew 

to appreciate and love. Add your songs to ours, but don’t 

replace ours with yours. 

 

There is a new “ritual” among us. The youth wanted our ritual 

thrown out. Hymn books. Pianos. Organs. But they have 

adopted a new one, which throws us out. Sound systems. 

Keyboards.  Electric guitars. 

 

[In the present season of prayer and fasting at this church] we 

have forty days to try new things in worship. Like, for example, 

no instruments. Singing from memory songs that most of the 

prayer warriors [the only ones attending these prayer meetings] 

know. I guarantee there will be more noise from the 

congregation (as opposed to the “stage”) if a simple suggestion 

like this is followed.  
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Hasn’t anyone noticed that many seniors just don’t like 

“contemporary” music and yearn for the songs of Zion that 

have been passed to every generation except the present one? 

 

While I’m mentioning the forty days, am I the only one who gets 

distracted from my own prayers when someone is singing, or a 

CD is playing, other words into my ears? Last night I had to give 

up trying to pray, and just listened to the guitarist. I figured at 

least he was having a good time, and I should just join him. 

 

The new let’s-get-rid-of-the-old-routines style has developed 

into an inferior routine, and how I wish it could be broken, and 

that seniors, who make up a sizable portion of the prayer army, 

could rise up and be the church again, instead of being thought 

of as history. 

 

Like ol’ Yogi Berra said, “It ain’t over till it’s over.” And we ain’t 

either. Can someone dream with me that the re-introducing of 

standard Christian music into the church worship will not only 

bless us, but slowly grab the hearts of the young too? I liked 

hymnal music when I was young. Why can’t present young 

people? 
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I find that it’s not just me feeling these things. Many, many 

people are hurting over this. I found some relevant comments 

at truthkeepers.com. This was April 24, 2015, by one C.H. 

Fisher. I strongly suggest you look this one up, but let me share 

some pertinent points: 

 

• Christianity’s music has been almost totally supplanted 

by a secular-inspired genre. This music often “falls into 

the basement of carnality.” 

 

• The words are often shallow, and nearly always 

repetitive. The church has developed an obsession with 

music, nearly an addiction.  

 

• Why the darkness? Why the flashing lights? Why the 

smoke? Straight from the world’s playbook.  

 

• The older generation’s input is often met with scorn. 

 

• Some refer to this style of singing as “adrenalin 

worship.” Singing to get high. Worship from flesh, not 

spirit.  

 

• When a crowd is rocked into frenzy, it is said afterward 

that “God showed up.” But God was there all along. 

Music showed up. The same thing happens in secular 

rock concerts. The flesh is excited before the soul is 

even stirred. 
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• Adopting the world’s music does not bring one to 

repentance.  

 

• Churches filling up because of music are drawing 

nominal Christians. Where is the broken heart? They are 

lifting hands, jumping. Why? The music is cool. Are 

people being converted or entertained? 

 

• The lost feel comfortable in such a setting. The people 

of God often feel alienated. 

 

Something is very wrong. 

 

And those who keep buying Hillsong, Jesus Culture and all the 

others, are unknowingly feeding the coffers of the growing 

NAR.  

 

So we restore the prophets, the apostles, and all the rest. And 

the way we largely do it, is through brainwashing a new 

generation of young people via the world’s music. 

 

Let’s talk now about the gifts of the Spirit as an introduction to 

what has now evolved into a universal movement of 

“restoring” things to God’s church.  
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5. GIFTS OF THE SPIRIT 
 

It all began, I believe,  with a simple belief that is opposed to 

Scripture. “Tongues is for today”. Then all the other gifts 

crowded in, and the various views of the baptism of the Holy 

Spirit. Now apostles and prophets and New Age. 

 

And chaos. Imagine the entire Pentecostal world, and the 

church world it has divided, if only Pentecostals had followed 

Paul’s restrictions on tongues (1 Corinthians 14). Two or three 

at a time. Never at all without an interpreter. Least important. 

For edification only. 

 

Would we have even known or cared? But the proliferation of 

defiance of apostolic rules, making tongues not only important, 

but the most important — as in, you’re not even filled with the 

Holy Ghost, or even saved, without it – has caused worldwide 

confusion in the church.  

 

Better yet, just subtract that gift altogether, as it was 

subtracted in the first century, and what do you have in the 

church world? Oh so much peace. Maybe no charismatics. No 

NAR. But one addition leads to another. 

 

But then, how will the one world ecumenical church come 

into being, if there is not a catalyst such as this? Oh beware! Be 

not deceived! God’s church is holy. God’s Word is true. Every 

word. 
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Friends, tongues have ceased. 

 

There, I said it. I won’t be the last to say it, and I am certainly 

not the first. But I said it, and I am relieved of a great burden in 

so saying. 

 

Paul said the gift of tongues, that is, speaking in a language that 

one has not learned, would cease. And it did. History is clear, if 

Paul’s timing is not. How could Paul know when they would 

cease? He had nothing in mind when he spoke of something 

“perfect” coming to replace miraculous gifts. 

 

Those in the church world today who believe in this and other 

gifts, certainly must allow that the great apostle could 

prophesy. Right? Well, here is his prophecy: 

 

“Tongues will cease.”  And all the people said, Amen! All except 

the tongue-talkers of the last one hundred years.  

 

Tell us when, Paul. He doesn’t need to. He doesn’t even know. 

History picks up from there and tells us all we need to know.  

 

First, there’s the history within the Scriptures themselves. Paul 

spoke these words to the Corinthians in the first letter of that 

name. The Corinthian letter was among the first of the epistles. 

Romans, which is before Corinthians in modern Bibles, actually 

came later. And Romans, though it lists gifts, does not mention 

tongues.  
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Nor does any Bible book that follows. Tongues ceased. 

 

The season of plagues in Egypt were miraculous in nature. 

Caused by God. But when those miracles were not needed 

again, they did not return. Egyptian plagues ceased.  

 

Manna was given to the Israelites during their wilderness 

wanderings, but not after. When the necessity for the miracle 

ceased, the manna ceased. And never came back. 

 

The walls of Jericho fell flat as a pancake by the power of God. 

But never did that miracle repeat itself. It was necessary for the 

moment, but when it was not necessary, the miracle stopped. 

Wall-flattening ceased. And never came back.  

 

The sacrifices of Solomon were lit from Heaven. A miracle. But 

that miracle never repeated itself. The priests had to light their 

own sacrifices from that time. Lighting ceased.  

 

Miraculous seasons, as with Moses, then with Elijah and Elisha, 

and finally with Jesus, came and went, fulfilling a need, but 

never promising to hang around forever. They came and 

ceased. 

 

Paul says tongues would likewise cease. They ceased.  

 

Did not this same Paul tell us that the gift of tongues was given 

as a sign to Israel, unbelieving Israel? (Answer, yes.) Isaiah and 

Paul both make it clear that the truth of God was to be 
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communicated to Israel by way of Gentile languages. What a 

stinging rebuke to proud Israel, trusting in its history for its 

salvation.  

 

Israel would not listen to God in the Hebrew language. So in a 

final warning, yet an invitation too, He would speak to them in 

a multitude of other languages. A few would hear and believe 

but many more would go on to their destiny with destruction. 

 

In A.D. 70, Jerusalem was destroyed. Jewish hopes were 

dashed. It seemed that Israel was finished. The prophecy about 

tongues came to pass: “… yet for all that, they will not hear 

Me.” (Isaiah 28:11-12; 1 Corinthians 14:21.) 

 

If this was indeed the purpose of the sign-gift of speaking in 

other languages, its purpose was ended certainly after A.D. 70. 

God had spoken, they had not listened. But the church, firmly 

established now, will move on.  

 

Was there another purpose, unwritten? I see tongues at the 

tower of Babel, given to divide and keep men from evil 

purposes. Tongues at Pentecost would seem to reverse all that 

and unite the people of God. 

 

But tongues, or their look-alike, today? Have they not divided 

the church into many more splinter groups? 

 

There is no evidence anywhere that the gift of tongues survived 

the destruction of Jerusalem. The rest of the New Testament 
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and the rest of church history is silent about it, except for minor 

usages of it in connection with heretics. 

 

Until the twentieth century, that is. From 1900 until the 

present day, tongues have reappeared. Ah, but we have Israel 

here too, and do they not need that same message they heard 

in the first century? Yes, there is an Israel today. But by and 

large, the modern “gift” has nothing to do with Israel. It’s all in 

the church.  

 

If it is here at all. 

 

Does not cease mean “come to an end”? My most modern 

dictionary says that. It’s stronger than “stop.” Stop can mean 

temporarily halt, then move on, as at a stop sign. Cease means, 

it’s finished. The Greek “pauo” means the same thing: “Come 

to an end.” 

 

That word is used in Hebrews 10:2, speaking of sacrifices of the 

Old Testament. The argument is that, if animal sacrifices were 

sufficient, they would have ceased being offered a long time 

ago. Come to an end. Permanently stopped. 

 

Those sacrifices did cease by the way. Things of God cease 

when they are not needed.  

 

So whenever tongues were to cease, that would be the end of 

them. Scholars on both sides of the tongues issue have fought 

over the next verses in 1 Corinthians (9-12), trying to determine 
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when “that which is perfect” came or will come. But that which 

is perfect is not the issue with tongues. By this time of the 

passage, the gift of tongues is not even being discussed. 

 

Read carefully. Prophecy and the gift of knowledge will be done 

away. Tongues will cease. Prophecy and knowledge are partial. 

Partial (prophecy and knowledge) will give way to complete, or 

perfect. Whether this is the coming of the Bible or the coming 

of the Lord is immaterial for the discussion of tongues. Tongues 

is not being discussed.  

 

The simple fact is, Paul prophesied the ceasing of tongues, and 

the prophecy came to pass not long afterwards. Part of the 

natural reason, in my opinion for the demise of tongues is that 

Paul told the Corinthians, and whoever read this letter, that 

tongues was not a high priority. Go after love. Desire the gifts. 

But desire to build up the church rather than yourself. When 

that message connected to the early church, people, in 

accordance with the appointed plan of God, began to seek 

tongues less. They finally realized its real function, and it slowly 

died out. 

 

Which is what God wanted. Time to move on.  

 

The word unfortunately translated “tongues” in most Bibles could 

just as easily be rendered “languages.”  

 

Following are some Bible translations that do just that (comparing 

the word for tongues used in Acts 2:4): the New Living Translation, 
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the Contemporary English version, the Good News Translation, the 

Holman Christian Standard Bible, the International Standard 

Version, the NET Bible, the New Revised Standard Version, the 

God’s Word Translation, Webster’s Bible Translation, the 

Weymouth New Testament, and the World English Bible. 

 

True, I would not subscribe to many of those translations, nor 

should you, but it is of note that the more modern Bibles have 

used the more modern word: languages.  

 

Because that is what they were. Known languages, but unknown 

to the speaker. It is crystal clear that the purpose of the languages 

was to be understood somehow, not to remain mysterious and 

mystical and an object of pride to the speaker.  

 

But were not tongues also a “private prayer language”? No, that’s 

not in any translation, but was invented to explain a habit that 

forms when one begins to “speak in tongues.” It fills up a lot of 

empty prayer space. And if said aloud at home, it adds a bit of 

flavor to whoever might be listening. A spiritual flavor. An 

advanced flavor. A “Here I am” flavor. You understand. 

 

No, 1 Corinthians 14, the basis for the “devotional tongue” is not a 

basis at all. Do as I did. Circle the word “church” in that chapter. 

You will be forced to the conclusion that Paul is talking only about 

the church, not about the individual. It was to be for edifying, 

period. Not self, but the church. If the church was not edified, be 

quiet. 
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Slowly that gift died out, when that principle was applied.  

 

But didn’t Paul say that he spoke with tongues more than all of 

them, and that therefore he spoke those tongues at home, not at 

church? 

 

He did speak more. Corinth was not the only place he ministered 

in the miraculous. He was constantly in church, and God was using 

him in this and other gifts. I don’t believe he limited himself to five 

words, either, in these places. He knew how the gift was to be 

regulated and used to edify. Even in the restricted usage of that 

gift, he spoke more than any Corinthian did, in the churches.  

 

But wasn’t tongues given as a sign that you had received the 

Spirit? Check it out.  

 

• Day of Pentecost, Peter preaching. The people are convicted, 

want to know what to do. They are told to repent, be 

baptized in water. Then they are promised the Spirit and 

the remission of sins. 3,000 respond. No mention of 

tongues.  

 

• Acts 9. Paul is converted, healed, filled, water baptized. No 

mention of tongues.  

 

• Acts 10. As at Pentecost, tongues were part of the baptism of 

the Spirit for these Gentile believers. Peter wants them all 

baptized in water, to show that repentance has taken 
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place. No mention of tongues being an ongoing necessity 

for them. 

 

• Acts 19. Paul  imparts a gift of tongues to new believers here. 

They had already repented and been baptized. The 

tongues were not automatic in this case, nor required for 

their salvation.  

 

In every case, the Spirit of God was a part of the initial salvation 

experience, not a second work of grace. In these early days of the 

church , tongues was part of some of the initial experiences, but 

no one could demand that it was necessary for all. And as the New 

Testament proceeds, tongues is practically non-existent. 

 

Consider Paul and Silas announcing salvation to the Philippian 

jailer. Consider Paul’s works on the island of Malta and in his own 

house in Rome. No tongues.  

 

The Holy Spirit introduced Himself to the Church in this miraculous 

way, but did not/does not demand this expression as the church 

continues. 

 

We must now fast forward 1800 years and ask, What in the 

world have we here? Was there a genuine “Pentecostal” gift 

being restored to the church, or was something else deposited? 

 

I cannot say that God never ever does this miracle. But as I see 

the gradual unfolding of the movement which is spearheaded 
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by “tongues” it becomes clear what is happening, and what 

needs to be said to the church of our day.  

 

Many years ago, I wrote a seven-part expose of Roman 

Catholicism entitled Scarlet Threads. In part five I told of the 

way the charismatic experience was being approved of by 

Rome. Obviously, Rome was losing many to this new-found 

teaching, and had to either excommunicate or embrace. The 

former was no longer politically acceptable, so the romance 

began. Here are my comments from the book.  

 

Please note that at the time of this writing I was in the 

Pentecostal movement myself. I could see the danger, but 

hadn’t figured out the solution to the problem as yet. I have 

since left “Pentecost”, though not the Spirit of God. 

 

SIXTY-SIX: THE CHARISMATICS 

 I believe that the [so-called Pentecostal] experience gave rise to 

problems, just as the first outpouring of the Holy Ghost did: 

 First there were and are unscrupulous men who take advantage 

of God's people when they are in a heightened state of spiritual 

emotion. Let us put the judgment where it belongs here, on the 

unscrupulous men, and not on the spiritual emotion. 

 Second, the experience God gives to refresh is often interpreted by 

babies to mean an authorization of all personally held credos. The 

big Divine "O.K." 

 Thus, hungry Roman Catholics, suddenly exposed to life-giving 

words from God, and even [perhaps] a surge of Holy Ghost power, 

begin to believe, as they hurriedly seek counsel from a priest, that 
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God is ratifying their doctrine and position. It is God's joy to meet a 

man where he is, after all. The undiscerning, and the clergy-

controlled, will tend to stay put, mouths wide open, waiting for 

more. 

 The charismatic movement among Catholics gains grudging, then 

much wider, approval in Rome's officialdom. Then it even becomes 

a part of the norm in Catholic circles. Finally, the Vatican itself is 

forced to rubber stamp approval for the strange happenings, 

rather than lose hosts of people to the Protestants. Many, of 

course, leave anyway. 

 But many do not leave. And with the full approval of Rome-

Babylon, which has always majored in confusion, they speak in 

tongues and go to Mass. They prophesy and praise Mary. They 

receive revelations but honor the Pope as their grand revealer and 

head of the church. 

 Much has been gained by this particular political move of Rome. 

The Catholic organization is now seen as a safe haven for 

Protestant charismatics too. Sure, a Protestant will still feel ill at 

ease at a May-crowning procession, but he is made to understand 

that there is "something for everyone" in Rome. Maybe you can't 

pray to Mary (yet), maybe Purgatory is still outside your theology, 

but we do have common ground in this tongues thing. Come home 

to Rome, whence we all came. 

 It's a tough argument to overcome for many 

 Vatican II and the charismatic renewal (as used by the 

unscrupulous and unwise) create a new atmosphere in Christianity. 

Pro-Roman (as opposed to the obsolete “anti-Protestant”) 

propaganda has people saying that, due to Vatican II, the 

Reformation is lessened in importance. The breakaway was a 
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phenomenon of that past day from which we can learn, and then 

move on to greater things.  

A "good Lutheran" is heard to say, 

"...joint worship services have been held in which it would be 

difficult for any Christian to find anything false or 

wrong." 

 In the same book he calls Rome, "A mother church in 

Christendom." (He is unquestionably correct, according to John's 

Revelation.) And he says, 

 "The church of Rome undoubtedly has a direct and unbroken 

contact with Jesus Christ, His Word, and His holy 

apostles." And, "The Roman Catholic Church 

administers Christian baptism...She reveres the 

Holy Bible as the inspired and infallible Word of 

God."(Vatican II, Renewal or Reform, Manz) 

 

 Uh, I don't think so… 

 The "Spirit-filled Catholic." Quite a combination of images. And 

what happens if that Catholic just happens to be a priest? 

 Tom Forrest is such a one. I quote him here, speaking at a 

Charismatic Conference in the early 1990's, Indianapolis. 

"Every born again charismatic must join a Catholic parish, for this 

is the church, the true body of Christ...The Catholic 

church is the only body of Christ...Catholics have 

the living Christ every week. They partake of the 

literal body of Christ and the priest partakes of the 

literal blood of Christ...I believe in purgatory; thank 

God for purgatory. If there were no purgatory, I 

would not go to heaven...When we are baptized in 
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the Holy Spirit, we are led into the true church, the 

Roman church...You do not invite folk just to 

become Christians, but to become Catholics...we 

are saved by the sacraments of Consecration and 

become Christians...the priest can still forgive 

sins...no need to go to Christ...the Roman priest can 

forgive sins...Mary is praying for us till she sees us 

in glory..." 

 

 Depressing, isn't it? I mean, assuming you love the Scriptures and 

have a personal relation to Jesus based on His Word. Did the Spirit 

of God speak those things through him? Why then did not that 

same Spirit speak those same things through the foundation-

stones of the church, the apostles? 

 My heart is sick at such statements. The errors are obvious. Oh 

may we stop following everyone who has a glib "Hallelujah" or 

"Praise the Lord" on his lips! And when a man says he is filled with 

the Holy Ghost, let us be discerning enough to examine his fruit, 

both in life and doctrine. 

 

 

What are we saying here? That first intense study of mine has now 

been looked at up close and personal for decades. By me. I admit 

it. What started as spiritual hunger and evolved into personal 

commitments, even that of marriage, placed me in the center of 

the very worst elements, and the best too, of the tongues 

movement. 

 

Since that 1990’s book, the movement has become far more than 
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any could have imagined. It now mixes with the  New Age 

Movement. It is increasingly ecumenical and boundaries-breaking. 

It approves any and all who will follow. Why, it sounds much like 

the Rome of old. Try to cross her and you will see what I mean. 

 

What Rome could not do with force of arms, this movement is 

doing with its strange practices and music. It is taking over 

Christendom, uniting her into one mega church, with which she 

thinks will be the power to take over the world. For Jesus, of 

course. Always for Jesus. 

 

The Scripture does not concur with this assessment. At least, the 

Jesus part. The world, with its professing church, will get worse 

and worse. A revival of evil, not of righteousness, is foreseen, and 

the professing unholy church will be at its forefront. Bible 

believers will be hated and killed.  

 

The prophet Jeremiah, together with the apostle John, are 

instructive here. 

 

Jeremiah 51:7. “Babylon was a golden cup in the Lord’s hand, that 

made all the earth drunk. The nations drank her wine; therefore 

the nations are deranged.” 

 

That’s pagan Babylon, but seen in a last-days scenario having 

control over the whole world. Jeremiah’s Babylon, like John’s, is to 

be destroyed instantly. Pagan Babylon fell only very gradually over 

the centuries. Is there another Babylon? Listen to John: 
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Revelation 17:3-6. “He carried me away in the Spirit into the 

wilderness. And I saw a woman sitting on a scarlet beast [the 

woman is identified as Pagan/Papal Rome at the end of the 

chapter] …arrayed in purple and scarlet, and adorned with gold 

and precious stones and pearls, having in her hand a golden cup 

full of abominations and the filthiness of her fornication. And on 

her head a name was written: Mystery, Babylon the Great, the 

Mother of Harlots and of the Abominations of the Earth. And I saw 

the woman, drunk with the blood of the saints and with the blood 

of the martyrs of Jesus.” 

 

A drink of wine that brings crazed drunkenness to the nations. A 

drink of blood from God’s special people. She covers the earth. 

Prosperous and powerful. An abomination. 

 

So it’s not true that wide-spread popularity is a good thing. It’s not 

true that the prosperity message, quite often a by-product of the 

tongues movement, is a good thing. The mysterious and the 

mystical are not necessarily a good thing.  

 

And if you want to see actual drunkenness in today’s church 

experiences, it’s easy to find online. These folks have twisted a 

simple comment of Peter about what was going on to a call to act 

like drunks on public media, giving the world the idea that this is 

Christianity at its best. 

 

I leave you to take it from here… we cannot judge and separate all 

lest we hurt true believers in the midst of all this. As for me, I have 

heard the call out of the Grand Mixture, out of the broad way that 
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leads to eternal loss. 

 

Two works I found while doing some serious surfing will be of 

benefit, I am sure. The first is the how-to of tongues. It is what I 

suspected and alluded to above. If you want to speak in tongues, 

there is a tried and true method — several methods actually — for 

bringing it into your life.  

 

HOW TO SPEAK IN TONGUES 

 

A guy named Max Pool is a guest  on the “Praying Medic” blog. He 

details his search for the “gift”, with its attendant frustrations, 

then refers you to others as to the pros and cons of speaking in 

tongues. But if you’re already “all in”, he will show you how to 

manifest this gift. 

 

Before I begin his sure-fire remedy, may I remind you that no one, 

yea no one, in Scripture ever “learned” how to speak in tongues. 

Nor are the other gifts, when they are truly miraculous, a learned 

process. Take away all the disciples of tongue-speaking methods, 

and how many charismatics are left? You, maybe, would you still 

be in the movement? 

 

Anyway, first you’ve got to get “distraction free.”  Find a quiet 

place. (Like maybe the upper room prayer meeting on the day of 

Pentecost? Quiet like that? Hmmm.)  Got to be totally isolated.  

 

Next step. Open your mouth. (Oh my goodness, thanks Max). No 

really. Open your mouth and start making syllables and word 
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sounds. (There it is. The deception has set in.)  He says, “Many 

people incorrectly believe that gifts from God are bestowed upon 

us all at once and in full…” (Really? That is exactly my belief, Max, 

based on Scripture example. And your Scripture, please?)   

 

He uses the example of a baby learning languages. He forgets that 

the disciples gathered in the Upper Room were far from babies in 

Christ. They knew Him, walked with Him, saw His glory. This is not 

a baby crowd. C’mon, Max, anything better than that? 

 

Okay, so I won’t be fluent at first. I’ll keep saying the same 

syllables and words. That’s okay. It’ll get better. And the next step: 

 

Listen for hints. Hmm? Listen to what you are saying, and look at 

words you are “seeing” in your mind. Like a billboard or a sign. 

There’ll be new words. Your vocabulary will slowly grow. 

 

And then? Ask God for more faith if you start to doubt or run dry 

in your experience. God will do that, and the flow will continue. 

 

Next, don’t worry. Don’t think about it too much. Just let it 

happen. Whatever comes out, comes out.  It’s a spirit thing, not a 

brain thing. 

 

And that’s how you speak in tongues. 

 

Yep, and that’s why little children can now be taught the same 

method. And it’s happening, oh it’s happening. Children, taught 

properly, know how to “prophesy” now also, and even work 
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“miracles.” A new generation of Pentecostals is on the way. Fully 

taught, but experiencing only themselves. 

 

Maybe even more telling than this article is the response to it in 

the comments section that follows: 

 

A reader wants to know why, for many years, she has not 

progressed beyond three words. (Really.) Max comforts her in her 

plateau and calls her a saint because of her will power, the fact 

that she keeps on, even with no progress. Then this awful, awful 

advice: 

 

“Let’s say one of your basic sounds is ‘ma’. Then simply practice by 

going through the alphabet in order: ba, ca, da, fa, ga, etc…” 

 

Help us, Lord.  

 

Another reader: “I pray in tongues and I say about nine syllables 

over and over again. Once I prayed about seven to nine hours 

straight with break for eating and I got an interpretation… I think 

that praying in tongues not only edifies us but also edifies God. We 

actually minister to Him!!! So awesome!!!” 

 

You see where “tongues” talk leads an individual to a brand new 

revelation, one which even the apostles knew nothing of? Not 

awesome. Again I say, Help us, Lord! Bring your people back to 

your Word! 
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THE REAL TONGUES 

 

Have you ever tried to imagine how tongues — the Biblical 

tongues, languages — actually occurred? It was miraculous, but as 

normal as a teaching gift. It just appeared. The gift belonged to the 

recipient and he knew he could use it at any time. So he did. Not 

everyone had this gift. Paul makes that certain. And those who did 

often were magnifying it, wanting the church to look at them. 

 

That’s where Paul’s Corinthian instructions came in and put a curb 

on its use, making the Corinthians hungry for better things. 

Tongues ceased from starvation. After a while, no one was asking 

for it, no one was receiving it. 

 

I contend again, that most tongues today is a learned behavior 

that anyone can do. But even if it could be proved to be  

“supernatural”, remember that pagan religions have the 

counterpart.  

 

Could a missionary to a new tribe suddenly be given a word from 

God in that tribe’s language? Perhaps. This would be a miracle. 

God can work miracles. But I can guarantee that that missionary 

would soon be learning the language of his people the old-

fashioned way. If the gift is anywhere today, it is a minor 

temporary manifestation, not the normal practice of the present-

day church, and not a significant practice in even the first-century 

church. 
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THE OTHER GIFTS 

 

What about the other gifts? I believe that if it could be proved that 

tongues have ceased, proved beyond the shadow of a doubt, the 

Pentecostal/charismatic movement would fold. People would stop 

deceiving themselves. They would examine critically all the other 

claims being made by gift-mongers and conclude that Paul was 

right again: “Now,” as in now — at this present time — “abides 

faith, hope, and love.” The rest is gone.  

 

There are many who believe that tongues have ceased who do not 

follow up that faith with the belief that all gifts have gone. John 

Macarthur, from whom I have drawn so much wisdom in these 

matters, is one of those persons. 

 

The way he and others try to hang on to the miraculous giftings of 

the first century is to re-define them. Prophecy for them is 

“preaching.” Knowledge for them is, well, “knowledge.” And 

according to that 1 Corinthians 13 text, say they, these will be 

around until that which is perfect comes. And that which is perfect 

is that state of affairs that will attend the coming of Jesus.  

 

I tend to be more extreme. To me, prophecy is a miraculous 

receiving of and giving out of God’s revelations, necessary until a 

complete revelation would come, as it eventually did. The gift of 

knowledge, by the way,  is more than reading someone’s mail, 

psychic utterances about your address and bank account. I believe 

it too was a miraculous way of knowing spiritual truths. Through 

this knowledge and prophecy, the Word of God was 
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communicated to apostles who gave us eventually the writings we 

call the New Testament.  

 

Follow his line of reasoning. All these gifts are around us, he says, 

but even with them all, we only know in part. Our vision is dim. 

But there will come a time when it will be like we are seeing face 

to face, as opposed to one of our dark first-century metal mirrors. 

There will come a time when I will get to know Him in the ways he 

knows me, that is, fully.  

 

And are not the Scriptures said to be the way that a man can be 

fully instructed in the ways of righteousness, complete in them 

alone?  Why did we downplay the Scriptures in our rush to move 

on to something better? Could not the Scriptures be exactly what 

Paul referred to, though he did not know it, speaking under the 

inspiration of the Spirit? 

 

Ephesians 2:20 says that the church is actually built on the 

foundation that apostles and prophets laid. Doctrines were given 

to prophets, passed on to apostles, written, and passed down to 

us.  

 

But I mentioned other gifts. We tend to think of the list in 

Corinthians as exhaustive, ignoring the list in Romans. I counted 

nineteen gifts given by God for His church. Some were temporary, 

some have lingered. How do we know which are which? Read the 

rest of the Scriptures, then take a quick look at church history.  

 

Here are the nineteen, for those interested. 
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1. Apostles 

2. Prophets 

3. Evangelists 

4. Pastors 

5. Teachers 

6. Ministry 

7. Exhorter 

8. Miracles 

9. Healings 

10. Givers 

11. Leaders 

12. Helpers 

13. Administrators 

14. Words of Wisdom 

15. Words of Knowledge 

16. Faith 

17. Discernment of Spirits 

18. Tongues 

19. Interpretation of Tongues. 

 

And is that all? Not necessarily. But this topic takes us way off the 

course of this book. I want to look at gifts that Scripture and 

history tell us have ceased, then try to figure out what we must 

be looking at in the church today if they seem to have 

reappeared over the last hundred or so years. 

 

I ask, if you were the enemy, would you want to infiltrate the vast 

organism called the church, your sworn foe? How would you do 

it? Wouldn’t you start with a lot of teachings that are just like 
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what the church teaches, so as to obtain a hearing from the 

faithful? Then wouldn’t you veer off from there until you had 

brought many of those faithful to be unfaithful? Sounds logical to 

me. Has it not happened? 

 

And would you not look, as animals of prey will do, for the 

weakest of the number, the ones lagging behind? Those who 

have been taught that experience is more important than 

doctrine, perhaps? Would you not then give them the experience 

they cry for, even if they must bypass doctrines they once held 

dear? 

 

Oh my. I think I’m describing the New Apostolic Reformation. 
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6. THE NAR 

 
FROM TONGUES TO THE  NAR 

 

Does the term “false apostle” ring a bell? I mean, do you truly 

believe that there can be such a thing as a false apostle in our 

day? What would he or she look like? 

 

Paul opens the possibility of a false apostle preaching another 

Jesus in 1 Corinthians 11. Look at verses 12 and 13. There were 

men in Paul’s day who desired “an opportunity to be regarded 

just as we are in the things of which they boast. Such are false 

apostles, deceitful workers, transforming themselves into 

apostles of Christ.” 

 

It’s possible, then. Someone could come along in our day, with 

no true miracles, no commission from Christ, not even an 

appearance by Christ, no heavenly appointment, and just say 

he or she is an apostle of Christ, because someone voted them 

in. Right? 

 

That is exactly what has happened! En masse. Worldwide. That 

is the NAR, and it grows exponentially around us. Some believe 

that the NAR is charismatic doctrine taken to its logical 

conclusion. At least we hope this is the conclusion. Goodness, is 

there more that the church will have to be confronting? 
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NAR BASICS 

 

The NAR wants to bring back a “five-fold” ministry to the 

church. Pastors, teachers, evangelists are here. In the 1980’s, 

say NAR leaders, the prophets were restored. In the 1990’s 

came the apostles.  

 

In 2001 was a new church age, a new apostolic age.  

 

NAR wants the Kingdom of Christ to be in full bloom before 

Christ returns. (That’s Dominion or “Kingdom Now” theology). 

The NAR is connected to the prosperity Gospel and is expecting 

a huge transfer of secular wealth to the church.  

 

NAR teaches that 1-2 billion souls will come to the Lord in the 

last great revival, headed up by “Joel’s army,” a fictitious 

rendering of a prophecy of the prophet Joel.  

 

NAR will produce greater miracles than Jesus. They are the 

long-awaited manifest sons of God. More and more 

supernatural power will abound.  

 

And that’s not all. 

 

I alluded to the NAR above, in my testimony, and indirectly in 

my depiction of one of the false prophets/apostles out there. 

Speaking of the NAR reminds me of the very first books I wrote, 

describing the invasion of the Roman Catholic teachings into 
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every aspect of life. Here comes another hierarchy with similar 

aims. Will they clash? 

 

THE NAR AND ROME 

 

Well maybe not. Maybe they will join together? Come with me 

to a meeting at the Vatican, June 2016. Who is that I see? Well 

of course Papa is there, but look at his visitors, and look 

carefully. See who has obtained an audience with the top man 

of false religion. Why, it’s none other than Mike Bickle! What? 

And Che Ahn! And Kris Vallotton of Bethel! Really! 

 

Kris was pumped up for a long time, claiming that this was “one 

of the highlights of my life!” He shares with us that Papa is 

funny, warm, and very spiritual. He has a deep passion for unity 

among believers.  

 

Oh yes, you better believe he does. Think Middle Ages, pre-

Reformation, persecution of true saints of God. Popes have 

been longing for Protestant return for centuries. Now he may 

have found another avenue into the Protestant revolt, the 

charismatic renewal of the sixties being another way in. 

 

The Pope is quoted as saying at this meeting, “We must invite 

prophets back into the church and welcome them with open 

arms.” Prophets? Like Kris? That’s how Kris took it, being a 

prophet himself, allegedly. The church? You mean the Roman 

church? Invite charismatic prophets (what about apostles? 
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Oops. We have a succession problem there!) and all 

charismatics of course. That’s been going on for decades. 

 

But do NAR and POR (Pope of Rome) have the same vision? Will 

they be able to form an amalgamation? Based on the New Age 

tendencies of NAR, it looks like they may be open to most 

anything! 

 

Far-fetched? You should have been at that 100,000-in-

attendance meeting in L.A. not long ago. Host Lou Engle (NAR 

head of the “Call” Ministry) invited a Catholic leader to the 

meeting. Among other events of the meeting was a foot-kissing 

ceremony. (I tell you, I’m not making this up.) Lou and his 

Catholic counterpart actually took turns kissing one another’s 

feet! 

 

Reconciliation is in the air. Papa is smiling. After all, his church 

knows all about miracles and those who work them. It’s not a 

bad match. It’s called strong delusion. It’s called “if it were 

possible the very elect would be deceived.” Watch out church! 

In 1517 we came out of Rome. In 2017, we took another huge 

step back. 

 

Did I say “we”? Not me.  I like the direction Luther and Calvin 

went. Out. Out of her. 
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NAR DECEPTIVE 

 

When I was a part of NAR, it was totally by accident. I was 

invited to hear guest preachers. The messages were enticing, 

sometimes even entertaining. I was drawn in, not knowing I 

had touched base with a world force.  

 

They say that the greatest argument against modern day 

apostles is modern day apostles. You have probably heard of 

Todd Bentley, authorized as an apostle after his dynamic 

performances in the so-called Lakeland “revival.” The miracles 

being performed were questionable at best, never verified at 

worst. Yet the discerning spirits of the apostolic movement 

with one accord called brother Bentley to share their office. 

Within weeks after their united approval of apostle Todd, it was 

found that Todd Bentley was often drunk, had left his wife and 

children, and married his mistress. No worries. Within months 

after these revelations he was reinstated as an equal member 

of the team.  

 

But not all the men are Todd Bentleys. Some have very good 

teachings — to a point. You swallow what you can and spit the 

rest out. I finally got weary of spitting and wanted to be away 

from all of it. It’s a natural reaction, except for the desperate 

and gullible. 

 

So many years, I believed that the man who raised me was my 

father. Only in my upper 60’s was I let in on the secret: it wasn’t 

so. I had wondered all those years why I felt so uncomfortable 
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at my home, why our home was not like that of other people 

my age.  

So it has been in my association with charismatics and NAR 

folks. I believed what I was told, that these people had 

anointings I needed, that they were superior to me, and could 

father me in the things of God. When I found the truth as an 

elderly man, I finally understood, but realized that much of my 

life was now wasted. 

 

GEIVETT AND PIVEC 

 

In my recent studies I have come across some resources that 

explain this NAR in depth. One of the best of these is the 2014 

book by Douglas Geivett and Holly Pivec. It is in-depth, loving in 

tone, professional.  

 

But a warning. Though I encourage you to find and buy this 

book, you need to know that the authors have a certain bent 

toward the doctrine of the gifts of the Spirit being available in 

our day. I still want to use their material with you, to make a 

point. The point is, if these charismatic leaning authors are 

sounding the alarm about NAR, the rest of us ought to take 

notice, for sure. NAR has an agenda. They have been working 

on it for years. Much of it has been accomplished. Men of God 

need to call their people to pray against them finishing what 

they have started. 
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I suppose, if anything, the book’s tone, which I call loving 

above, may be a bit too nice. It’s possible, you know. Paul’s 

tone was not too nice when false apostles appeared.  

 

One other note about charismatics who have serious problems 

with NAR. People of the tongues persuasion can’t complain 

about NAR’s unneeded apostles as long as they are willing to 

help resurrect unneeded tongues, the gift that started this 

entire run decades ago.  

 

All of that said, let’s take a look at their work, in summary 

fashion, and therefore at the New Apostolic Reformation, 

which we will simply call “NAR” from this point. 

 

Chapter One. Some definitions and explanations. The term NAR 

comes from one of the chief architects of the movement, C. 

Peter Wagner. He totally believes that since 2001 we have been 

in the “Second Apostolic Age.”  

 

That says a whole lot already. Stand by. It does not get better. 

 

The leaders of NAR believe they are “restoring the lost office of 

apostle to the church.” In the process, the way we do church 

will eventually change. Forever. And usher in the return of 

Christ. 

 

NAR believes that apostles and prophets were somehow 

suppressed in the early centuries, thus keeping the work of 

Christ from being done. We need the apostles back.  
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The apostles, when they have full reign over the church (that’s 

your church and mine, and all churches), will be able to raise 

the end-time army spoken of in Joel [really?]. It will be an 

invincible army, and combined with the huge transfer of wealth 

that is coming around the same time, Christians will finally have 

the resources and people to take over the world. For Jesus. 

 

They also believe that it is Christians who will actually be calling 

down the plagues of Revelation, before Jesus comes.  

 

Don’t believe all this? You’re being controlled by the “spirit of 

religion” and better get out of the way soon! 

 

The authors point out that this is not the first movement that 

has surfaced to restore apostles to the church. The Irvingites of 

the 1830’s, not to mention the Mormons and Jehovah’s 

Witnesses who came a little later, did the same. And Rome has 

had bishops all along that are supposedly successors to the 

apostles. A very popular doctrine. 

 

The Latter Rain folks came into view just after World War II. 

William Branham, George Warnock. They taught the 

“manifested sons of God” doctrine loosely based on some 

words of Paul in Romans. These people and their successors 

today have taught that some Christians will reach immortality 

before the return of the Lord.  
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But never has there been something of the scope of NAR. It has 

Latter Rain in its DNA but a lot more. It all resurfaced in the 

1980’s. “Prophets” appeared and began their messages to 

unsuspecting charismatics. Bob Jones. Paul Cain. Both 

discredited from the ministry on moral grounds, but both 

hailed by NAR as heroes to this day. These were the so-called 

Kansas City Prophets. Add Mike Bickle, John Wimber to the 

growing list of men associated with the movement. 

 

Just for the record, true apostles never left people unhealed, 

once they prayed. True apostles never even had healing 

meetings. They worked clearly identifiable miracles, not as 

showmen but as God’s men. And they were relentlessly 

persecuted to the death.  

 

Chapter 2. Unimaginable growth. We must quickly come to the 

present (2014). Soon, they say, the size of this movement of 

NAR or Independent churches will overtake the Protestant 

Church’s numbers.  

 

They have their own music, which your church may be buying 

and singing, helping to support the movement indirectly. They 

have their own Bible, the Passion Translation. They connect 

with denominational churches, sometimes taking them over. 

My own home church suffered this fate. Their books are 

everywhere. A wild but informed guess as to the number of 

adherents, one way or another, to this movement is 66 million.  
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This is not a fringe group. They even have begun to have 

political power, albeit choosing the wrong candidates at times. 

Men like Charles Colson, James Dobson, and Mike Huckabee 

have participated in their events. 

 

Chapter 3. Mainstreaming. These people are serious. They want 

to infiltrate every aspect of society. They’re all over the media. 

Read about them regularly in Charisma magazine. Publishers 

grow rich over selling (and you buying) NAR books. Think, Bill 

Johnson. The Elijah List promotes NAR on the Internet. They 

have their own educational institutions and have classes in 

universities already established. They invite well-known non-

NAR preachers to speak at their functions. And the preachers 

agree to do it! Think Francis Chan, Jack Hayford, Josh 

McDowell. Thousands upon thousands of young people and 

little children are being taught the ways of NAR.  

 

Chapters 4-9. Apostles.This is the central teaching. The 

movement rises or falls on this one item. Are there apostles 

today? These authors divide Biblical apostles into “apostles of 

Christ” and “apostles of the church.” They clearly prove that 

there are no apostles of Christ alive on earth today. Those men 

would have undeniably miraculous powers, they would have 

seen and been commissioned by Jesus Himself, not voted into 

office. NAR has nothing of this sort. 

 

And they were foundation-layers. Once the foundation is laid, 

the apostle and the prophet too are finished. As tongues were 
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first century phenomena, so apostles (of Christ). They’re gone. 

And we must deal with their replacement! 

 

Gone, did I say? Not really. Their teachings are with us 

constantly. And their names, do you see them, they are on the 

foundations of the New Jerusalem. Oh, they live! We will not 

replace them. Ever. 

 

Apostles of the churches, that is, men unlike the 12 and Paul, 

who simply were “sent” here and there to do God’s work. We 

have such men everywhere today, and don’t need another 

class of them to arise. The church has been sending out 

apostles/missionaries from its inception and will continue to do 

so.  

 

These lesser apostles do not lay a new foundation for the 

church, but they preach the same Jesus, they teach the original 

apostles’ doctrines. They cause people to have faith in what 

was already done. Miracles do occur, demons are cast out, all 

of this by simple faith that anyone can have. 

 

If the NAR apostles are anything, they are of this latter kind. But 

they will not accept this fact. They believe that they are to have 

the same authority and respect and obedience that the original 

twelve had.  

 

They claim not to have Scripture-writing power, that there are 

no new doctrines coming through them, but it is clear that the 

entire doctrine of apostles for today, and the various methods 
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of evangelizing that they insist upon, are teachings well beyond 

Scriptural boundaries.  

 

NAR apostles lack one other quality of the first century breed: 

persecution, torture, death. These are ordinary men with 

thousands of “fans” everywhere they go.  

 

As the authors describe the hierarchy of apostles being called 

for, one can only think of the Papacy of Rome.  

 

My own quick observation on apostles, and the next section, 

prophets: The argument for their cessation is as clear as the 

argument for the cessation of tongues, namely, they ceased. 

They passed their work on to elders/pastors and were not 

needed any longer. The foundation was laid. 

 

Chapters 10-14. Prophets. NAR prophets and those of the Bible 

are worlds apart. First, their prophecies quite often do not 

come to pass. They try to make excuses for their failure, but in 

fact there can be none. Something is either from God or it is 

not. 

 

Second, the prophet had no “office”, only a function. The 

function was to work with the apostles in the putting together 

of doctrines that came from the Holy Spirit. With apostles, 

prophets are called foundational. 

 

Again, the foundation being laid, the office of prophet ceased. 

What more needs to be said?  
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Chapters 15-16. Methods of evangelism. Here the NAR takes a 

turn that is so dangerous. The standard approaches, they say, 

do not work any longer. We must go behind the natural world, 

and take authority over the spirit world. Demons. Demons 

control areas, nations. They must be cast out, and when cast 

out, evangelism will be a breeze.  

 

Of course, we know that failure to bring people to Christ, when 

not because of our lazy ways, is because men’s hearts are 

growing colder. But the Gospel is always going out somewhere. 

The “old ways” of preaching Christ do work. The invasion of 

demon territory is not taught anywhere in Scripture. 

 

But that doesn’t stop NAR.  

 

One evangelistic model I began hearing over and over during 

my days in the movement, is the so-called “Seven Mountain 

Mandate.” NAR has world conquest in mind, not the preaching 

of the cross. We must conquer the seven “mountains” of 

society, they say, namely: government, media, family, business, 

education, church, and the arts. 

 

Telling, yes, that “church” is a mountain to be conquered by 

NAR? 

 

Now, this may be God’s program, but ours is simply to be led of 

the Spirit. The Book of Acts is clear enough about how that 

works. I remember reading old Catholic literature that 
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proposed the very same things. Infiltrate. As though we are 

secret spies.  

 

No. Follow Jesus. And wherever you happen to be, be a light. 

Not complicated. No generals needed. No “mapping”, no 

strategy. Let your light shine. Pick up your cross. Follow Jesus.  

 

Chapter 17. Unity. Also Catholic-like, the call is being made to 

downplay doctrine and have church members go after the 

“fathers.” (Their very word.)  In Rome’s case, it was “Papa”. 

Believe what you must, but be sure to follow Papa. In the NAR’s 

case, it is the local apostle. Perfect obedience to him, and the 

church will be united. 

 

Well, Rome was united. Is that what we want? Some big 

worldwide movement to belong to? Identity? Or does truth still 

matter? 

 

Chapter 18-19. Miracles. They’ll be bigger and better than 

Jesus’ miracles! And the apostles’ miracles! Didn’t Jesus say 

they would be greater?  

 

So, all through church history, nothing was done to fulfill Jesus’ 

words, but now the great end-time apostles will make it all 

come true? Please! 

 

We have done greater things than Jesus. And I speak 

respectfully here. We have preached to infinitely more people 

than Jesus did. We have witnessed the power of God in 
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countless lives, through simple faith and answered prayer. We 

have explained all the truths of God’s Word to people all over 

the world.  

 

NAR, the burden of proof is on you! Show us a real miracle that 

you performed, not one that was a simple answer to prayer.  

Show us a video of one apostle-generated miracle that looks 

like one that Jesus did. Let us see the transformation with our 

very eyes, not just hear about it from an excited church-goer. 

 

We all can pray. We all can believe. Show us your miracle 

power! Even the Pharisees had to admit that Jesus was working 

real miracles. Those who criticize you may not be as spiritual as 

you would like, but show them some reality. They might 

change. Why, the video would go viral. They’ll line up even 

more at your doorstep when you work your first real miracle. 

 

So there is a taste of one of the definitive books on the NAR, 

with my comments thrown in too. I do hope you will follow up 

and read it all. And books like it. 
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WAGNER AND THE (unholy) SPIRIT WORLD 

 

As I said though, Geivett and Pivec may have been a little too 

nice, and may have omitted some things that believers should 

know. 

 

One thing might be regarding C. Peter Wagner himself, and a 

more in-depth research into his many writings. One thing you 

will find is his encouraging of Christians to explore and learn 

from the kingdom of darkness:  

 

From the website inplainsite.org, August of 2001, Chris 

Carmichael writes: 

 

He [Wagner]  states in Confronting the Powers that "certain 

people such as shamans, witch doctors, practitioners of Eastern 

religions, New Age gurus or professors of the occult on 

university faculties are examples of the kind of people who may 

have much more extensive knowledge of the spirit world than 

most Christians have." He goes so far as to advocate that 

Christians attempt "first-hand research into the world of 

darkness" and chides those who are unwilling to listen to 

"independent expertise in demonology." (Powers, Wagner. p. 

147.) This, however, is a direct contradiction of God's command 

not to attempt contact with the spirit world. 
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THE NEW AGE MOVEMENT 

 

Another thing I could wish the above book would have spent 

more time on is the connection between NAR and the New Age 

Movement (NAM). First it is probably best to show you what 

NAM really means. 

 

Let’s start with a basic Wikipedia definition: 

 

New Age is a term applied to a range of spiritual or religious 

beliefs and practices that developed in Western nations during 

the 1970s. Precise scholarly definitions of the New Age differ in 

their emphasis, largely as a result of its highly eclectic structure. 

Although analytically often considered to be religious, those 

involved in it typically prefer the designation of spiritual or 

Mind, Body, Spirit and rarely use the term "New Age" 

themselves... 

 

First thing that stands out to you is the word “spiritual”, right? 

New Agers use that term differently than do Bible-believing 

Christians. I say “Bible-believing” because many “Christians” 

have an overlapping definition that includes many New Age 

ideas. They might be OK with the NAM definition of spiritual.  

 

At best, the “spirit” of the New Age is the human spirit. For the 

Christian, we speak of the Holy Spirit in connection with our 

own. You can readily see how things get confused, and why we 

need to have discernment meters turned up on high. 
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More of the definition: 

 

As a form of Western esotericism, the New Age drew heavily 

upon a number of older esoteric traditions, in particular those 

that emerged from the occultist current that developed in the 

eighteenth century. Such prominent occult influences include 

the work of Emanuel Swedenborg and Franz Mesmer, as well as 

the ideas of Spiritualism, New Thought, and Theosophy. A 

number of mid-twentieth century influences, such as the UFO 

religions of the 1950s, the Counterculture of the 1960s, and the 

Human Potential Movement, also exerted a strong influence on 

the early development of the New Age. 

 

Human Potential. Heard of this in church? 

 

Although the exact origins of the phenomenon remain 

contested, it is agreed that it developed in the 1970s, at which 

time it was centered largely in the United Kingdom. It expanded 

and grew largely in the 1980s and 1990s, in particular within 

the United States. By the start of the 21st century, the term 

"New Age" was increasingly rejected within this milieu, with 

some scholars arguing that the New Age phenomenon had 

ended. 

 

Au contraire, Wikipedia. It didn’t end at all. Much of it was 

deposited into Christendom and lives on. Like the paganism of 

the Roman Empire supposedly ended? Oh no, Roman 

Catholicism imbibed much of it to keep it alive. Satan’s lies are 
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long-lasting, but thankfully not eternal, and not undiscoverable, 

with those whose eyes will remain open. 

 

One more quote from Wikipedia: 

 

Despite its highly eclectic nature, a number of beliefs commonly 

found within the New Age have been identified. Theologically, 

the New Age typically adopts a belief in a holistic form of 

divinity which imbues all of the universe, including human 

beings themselves. There is thus a strong emphasis on the 

spiritual authority of the self. This is accompanied by a common 

belief in a wide variety of semi-divine non-human entities, such 

as angels and masters, with whom humans can communicate, 

particularly through the form of channeling... There is also a 

strong focus on healing, particularly using forms of alternative 

medicine, and an emphasis on a "New Age science" which seeks 

to unite science and spirituality. 

 

A holistic form of divinity. Spiritual authority of the self. Semi-

divine non-human entities, as angels and masters, with whom 

humans can communicate via channeling. Strong focus on 

healing. Unite science and spirituality. Hello? 
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NAR AND NAM CONNECTIONS 

 

How does the NAR match with this? 

 

Let’s begin with a blog at  fanaticsforjesus.blogspot.com, 

August 11, 2010. And you will notice some other names and 

blogs within this one which it would be wise for you to check 

out on your own. So much information is being amassed! Don’t 

be deceived! God has raised up caring people within the Body 

of Christ to warn us of serious danger. 

 

Here is the blog:  

In an eye-opening post on the Herescope blog, the author writes 

about the parallels between the Latter Rain cult teachings 

(which were adopted by the New Apostolic Reformation), and 

the teachings which flow from the New Age movement. It was 

through the writings of Rev. Ernest Ramsey, an associate pastor 

of a New Age church, that Constance Cumbey learned of the 

connection between the New Apostolic Reformation's Manifest 

Sons of God and the New Age. 

 

To recap: Latter Rain doctrine is a modern version of the classic 

heresy of  Gnosticism, which taught that a spiritual elite 

possessed “hidden knowledge” of the divine realm which placed 

their personal revelations, spiritual experiences, and private 

interpretation of Scripture above the ordinary revelation of 

God’s Word. In Latter Rain doctrine, Pentecost was the “former 

rain” or outpouring of the Holy Spirit and the Church must yet 

receive a second Holy Spirit visitation. At this time, the Sons of 
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God will be glorified and manifested to all as they establish the 

Kingdom on earth before Jesus Christ returns. Latter Rain 

prophets are now preparing multitudes for this transformation.  

 

The blogger writes: 

 

In the old Latter Rain cult heresies about a great endtime 

"harvest," there was an aberrant teaching about the Jewish 

Feast of Tabernacles which has since become very popular in 

some segments of the evangelical world. According to Pastor 

Bill Randles in his book critiquing the Toronto Blessing (laughing 

movement) Weighed and Found Wanting . . . Putting the 

Toronto Blessing in Context, 

In 1951, [George Warnock] wrote his book, The Feast of 

Tabernacles, in which he laid out a specific doctrine for the 

Latter Rain Movement. He taught that the Church was about to 

usher in the completion of God's feasts through perfection of 

the saints and their dominion over the earth. Essentially, this 

Latter Rain teaching implies that the three great annual feasts 

of the Lord in Israel's worship (Passover, Pentecost, and 

Tabernacles) typify the whole Church Age, beginning with the 

death of Jesus on the cross, and consummating in 'the 

manifestations of the Sons of God' - the 'overcomers' who will 

become perfected and step into immortality in order to 

establish the Kingdom of God on earth. According to Warnock, 

this will be accomplished through the restoration of the Church 

in unity.... (p. 57) 

This quotation was cited by Ed Tarkowski, a noted discernment 

researcher, in his 2000 paper titled "Prophecies Announcing The 
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Birthing Of The Corporate Child: Part Four." He described the 

new doctrines that arose during the "Toronto Blessing" of the 

mid-1990s, a manic group phenomenon of uncontrollable 

laughing and other wild behaviors which quickly spread to 

Pensacola, Florida. These "revivals" were supported by the 

leaders of the present-day NAR. One particularly bizarre feature 

of the Toronto "blessing" was women writhing on the floor, 

acting out a mystical portrayal of the prophesied birth of a 

corporate "manchild" that would fulfill old Latter Rain 

prophecies. Why was it so necessary to do this? The answer 

may shed some light on the current prophecies about a great 

outpouring of wealth. 

 

In his article, Tarkowski noticed that Constance Cumbey, 

renowned attorney and researcher of the New Age movement, 

had written that the Feast of Tabernacles had specific New Age 

significance, and was connected to a coming Year of Jubilee, in 

which the wealth of the world would be redistributed. He wrote: 

 

POINT 5: THE TRUTH IS THAT THE LATTER RAIN FEAST OF 

TABERNACLES PARALLELS THE NEW AGE AGE OF AQUARIUS - In 

her 1985 book, A Planned Deception: The Staging of a New Age 

'Messiah', Christian writer Constance Cumbey writes about Rev. 

Ernest Ramsey, an enthusiastic follower of the Alice Bailey and 

Benjamin Creme teachings. She says that his major report was 

entitled "An Evolutionary Basis For The Reappearance of the 

Christ and his Executives, the Masters of Wisdom." Cumbey 

writes, 
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"In his Research Report #2, he tells of something he was led to 

by a spirit guide - what he terms 'Neo-Pentecostalism.' An 

aberrant branch of Pentecostalism, this is more commonly 

known as the 'Manifest Sons of God.' . . . Ramsey concludes . . . 

that this is part of the New Age Movement." 

Cumbey continues, 

 

"The most interesting section of Ramsey's report dealt with 

'Neo-pentecostalism.' Ramsey spent a semester at one of the 

Neo-Pentecostal or Manifest Sons of God seminaries . . . . 

Already familiar with the Alice Bailey writings, he was amazed 

to see that there was a branch of Pentecostalism that embraced 

the same teachings - albeit using sometimes different 

terminology. 

 

"Like those seeking the 'Age of Aquarius' these people too were 

seeking a 'New Age.' Like the other New Agers, these people 

taught that 'The Christ' was an anointing - not necessarily one 

man. They taught that Jesus was a pattern son who was to be a 

sign of something even greater to come - the 'Manifestation of 

the Sons of God.' They too believed the earth was to be 

cleansed of evil. And chillingly, like the other New Agers, they 

believed they were to be 'God's' instruments to do such 

cleansing. The New Agers believed they were gods. The 

Manifest Sons of God likewise taught that if one accepted their 

'new revelation' that they themselves would actually become 

Christ at the time of the unveiling or manifestation of the Sons 

of God." 
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Cumbey continues her eye-opener with this revelation: 

 

"Ernest Ramsey excitedly pointed out in his report that [the 

Manifest Sons] had a teaching which indeed did parallel the 

Aquarian teaching of the Age of Aquarius - the Old Testament 

'Year of Jubilee' as well as the 'Feast of Tabernacles.' The Year 

of Jubilee paralleled the redistribution of the world's wealth. 

The Feast of Tabernacles was the equivalent of the coming 

together of the world's peoples and varied religions under one 

tent or tabernacle - the equivalent of the New Agers' long-

awaited 'New World Religion.' . . . ." 

 

We must not miss this point: the Replacement Theology of the 

Manifest Sons of the Latter Rain has brought the Age of 

Aquarius into the Church under the guise of the Feast of 

Tabernacles and the Year of Jubilee. 

 

Constance Cumbey's book A Planned Deception: The Staging of 

a New Age 'Messiah', which Tarkowski was quoting from, 

examined the concept of a Year of Jubilee from the writings of 

New Ager Jeremy Rifkin, who in the early 1980s had been 

promoted by Pat Robertson on his 700 Club. She wrote that 

"Robertson praised Rifkin's Entropy unpublished manuscript," 

which was part of the Bantam New Age book series."( p. 157) 

She quoted from Rifkin's book, which called for a "fundamental 

redistribution of wealth," observing, "One way Rifkin says we 

will have the moral courage to make this changeover or 

voluntary redistribution of wealth is through a new 

metaphysical orientation - a new world view."(p. 159) 
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Rifkin's metaphysical worldview, however, unlike that promoted 

by the modern NAR Dominionists, called for voluntary poverty, 

simplicity, communal sharing, a reduction in the world's 

population, etc. Clearly this austere worldview didn't appeal to 

the CBN or TBN crowd, which were by then gorging on a daily 

banquet of "name it and claim it" health, wealth and prosperity 

delicacies. Rifkin's less popular voluntary poverty message 

remained submerged in the evangelical world until the rise of 

the recent mystical contemplative and emergent movements, 

where this teaching is now gaining a new life. 

 

There is much more that could be said on the linkages between 

the New Age dominionists and the leaders of the NAR, but the 

simple fact is that they share a common goal of changing the 

world's economic system to facilitate their coming "kingdom." 
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MORE WAGNER QUOTES 

 

Founder Wagner is on record as advocating much that the New 

Age was after: Says he, in a number of different publications: 

 

“If you check back through human history, you will find that 

three things, more than any others, have produced social 

transformation: violence, knowledge and wealth — and the 

greatest of these is wealth!” 

 

“My sense is that we are looking at unbelievable quantities of 

wealth moving from the control of the kingdom of darkness, to 

the control of the Kingdom of God.” 

 

“All nine of the components of GAN {Global Apostolic Network} 

are on my heart, but especially those related to wealth and 

wealth transfer. I am in touch with 17 potential wealth transfer 

brokers, some of them expecting release momentarily. It is 

hard to comprehend, but some of them go to multiple millions, 

billions, and more. My task is to prepare a high integrity 

infrastructure for distributing these funds when they begin to 

flow. Zion Apostolic Network and The Hamilton Group are in 

place as agencies to carry this out. Our motto is ‘Sophisticated 

Philanthropy for Apostolic Distribution’.” 

 

“Our theological bedrock is what has been known as Dominion 

Theology. This means that our divine mandate is to do 

whatever is necessary, by the power of the Holy Spirit, to 

retake the dominion of God's creation which Adam forfeited to 
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Satan in the Garden of Eden. It is nothing less than seeing God's 

kingdom coming and His will being done here on earth as it is in 

heaven.” 

 

“Because it takes a government to overthrow a government. ... 

In war the victors plunder the enemies' camp, and God will 

cause this to happen as never before.” 

 

“The New Apostolic Reformation is an extraordinary work of 

the Holy Spirit that is changing the shape of Christianity 

globally. It is truly a new day! The Church is changing. New 

names! New methods! New worship expressions! The Lord is 

establishing the foundations of the Church for the new 

millennium. This foundation is built upon apostles and 

prophets. Apostles execute and establish God's plan on the 

earth.” 

 

So my friends, read carefully the Latter Rain ideas. Read the 

New Age ideas. Then read Wagner’s ideas. Are they not one? 

And do any of them have anything to do with the commission 

Jesus gave us? Do they herald the coming of Jesus to judge and 

then set up His Kingdom on His own? Not at all!  

 

Now you know a little of what “New Age” really means. The 

term was never meant to describe the here and now, but what, 

in the thinking of New Agers,  is soon coming. And that event, 

to them,  is not the coming again of Jesus. Horrible deception! 

Robbery of the promises of God to His people! Jesus! 
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KUNDALINI 

 

Another clear connection to New Age thinking and practices is 

the whole concept of Kundalini. I do not want to go deep into 

this, lest someone be unnecessarily exposed to evil,  but the 

truth is that there are “other spirits” out there. Right? Are we in 

agreement that “another spirit” is possible within the circles of 

Christendom? 

 

Deceiving spirits can be placed in the mouths of false prophets, 

to entice them to their final demise (2 Chronicles 18:21). 

 

2 Corinthians 11:4 speaks of the possibility of another Jesus, 

another Gospel, and another spirit! The Corinthians were told 

that such a spirit could come among them, and they would 

gladly put up with it! Such was their gullibility. Such was their 

carnality, and their immaturity. 

 

And such is some of ours. Yes? Gullible Christians? Carnal 

Christians looking for an experience, people with itching ears, 

tired of the same old Bible stuff? Sound familiar? Sound 

possible? 

 

Let’s talk about the Kundalini spirit that has deceived many 

over the ages, and now seems to have invaded the church.  
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Wikipedia: 

 

Numerous accounts describe the experience of Kundalini 

awakening. When awakened, Kundalini is said to rise up from 

the muladhara chakra, through the central nadi (called 

sushumna) inside or alongside the spine reaching the top of the 

head. The progress of Kundalini through the different chakras 

leads to different levels of awakening and a mystical 

experience, until Kundalini finally reaches the top of the head, 

Sahasrara or crown chakra, producing an extremely profound 

transformation of consciousness. Energy is said to accumulate 

in the muladhara, and the yogi seeks to send it up to the brain 

transforming it into 'Ojas', the highest form of energy. 

 

Some physical effects are believed to be a sign of Kundalini 

awakening by some, and others are believed to be unwanted 

side effects pointing to a problem rather than progress by 

others. 

 

 The following are either common signs of an awakened 

Kundalini or symptoms of a problem associated with an 

awakening Kundalini: 

*Involuntary jerks, tremors, shaking, itching, tingling, and 

crawling sensations, especially in the arms and legs 

*Energy rushes or feelings of electricity circulating the body 

*Intense heat (sweating) or cold, especially as energy is 

experienced passing through the chakras 

Spontaneous pranayama, asanas, mudras and bandhas 

*Visions or sounds at times associated with a particular chakra 
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Diminished or conversely extreme sexual desire sometimes 

leading to a state of constant or whole-body orgasm 

Emotional upheavals or surfacing of unwanted and repressed 

feelings or thoughts with certain repressed emotions becoming 

dominant in the conscious mind for short or long periods of 

time. 

Headache, migraine, or pressure inside the skull 

Increased blood pressure and irregular heartbeat 

Emotional numbness 

Antisocial tendencies 

Mood swings with periods of depression or mania 

Pains in different areas of the body, especially back and neck 

Sensitivity to light, sound, and touch 

*Trance-like and altered states of consciousness 

Disrupted sleep pattern (periods of insomnia or oversleeping) 

Loss of appetite or overeating 

*Bliss, feelings of infinite love and universal connectivity, 

transcendent awareness 

 

Reports about the Sahaja Yoga technique of Kundalini 

awakening state that the practice can result in a cool breeze felt 

on the fingertips as well as the fontanel bone area. One study 

has measured a drop in temperature on the palms of the hands. 

 

In his article on Kundalini in the Yoga Journal, David Eastman 

narrates two personal experiences. One man said that he felt an 

activity at the base of his spine starting to flow, so he relaxed 

and allowed it to happen. A feeling of surging energy began 

traveling up his back. At each chakra, he felt an orgasmic 
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electric feeling like every nerve trunk on his spine beginning to 

fire. A second man describes a similar experience but 

accompanied by a wave of euphoria and happiness softly 

permeating his being. He described the surging energy as being 

like electricity but hot, traveling from the base of his spine to 

the top of his head. He said the more he analyzed the 

experience, the less it occurred. 

 

I have put an asterisk by items that we all know to have 

occurred in NAR (and other charismatic) meetings. Perhaps you 

would add your own asterisks. 

 

Those who pursue an experience, those who listen to every 

man standing before them as a guru with hidden knowledge, 

those who are not satisfied with church as usual, could they not 

receive a false spirit? Is there any protection for a carnal 

believer, or worse, for the many unbelievers that are among us 

in the huge events the church is now sponsoring? And if that 

spirit of Kundalini manifests, who among us is wise enough to 

cast it out? Do our people not rather rejoice in it, that someone 

has gotten “blessed”? 
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MORE NEW AGE TENDENCIES 

 

There’s more. Much more.  

 

Heard about grave-sucking? It’s an NAR practice. Think, Beni 

Johnson (wife of Bill). You find a grave of a real “general” of 

God, a real saint. You lie on the gravestone. You soak in the 

spirit of the deceased, in hopes his/her power will manifest in 

you. 

 

No, I didn’t make that up. I wish. 

 

Heard of “portals”? Biblical idea? How about open heavens? 

Ah, that one you’ve heard. It’s all tied together. There are 

certain places on earth where spirit power is more evident, and 

you should find those places.  

 

Here’s Sandy Simpson of deceptioninthechurch.com: (2005) 

 

What are these "portals" they are talking about?  Where can 

they be found in the Bible?  The answer is nowhere.  But the 

idea of portals to heaven is very much a New Age concept.  The 

concepts of "portals" is to be found in the heretical 

Pseudopygrapha book called the Book of Enoch, which is 

obviously not the original writings of Enoch.   

 

The Catholics believe that Mary, whom they call the 

"Immaculate Virgin Mary", "Queen Of Heaven" and "Mother Of 

God", is endowed with the keys to "open to us the portals of 
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heaven" 

(http://santuariodivinoamore.it/g/prayers/o_bella.htm).  

 

On a New Age site a deluded New Ager claims that "I have 

ascended through the Portals of Heaven where I established my 

rebirth in the earth itself, and now have taken my rightful place 

in the Kingdom of Heaven."  

(http://www.meta-

religion.com/Psychiatry/Religious_problems/mystical_experien

ce.htm)  

 

Even John Paul Jackson, a false prophet from the Kansas City 

Prophets who we will mention later, has admitted that the New 

Age teaches about "portals".  

Sadly, while many in the New Age movement recognize the 

existence of portals, the portals they recognize are those of the 

second Heaven. Many erroneously think they are hearing from 

God when actually they are being deceived by the counterfeit. 

(Heavenly Portals by John Paul Jackson, 

http://www.streamsministries.com/PI-HeavenlyPortals.html) 

 

Read the above article to see that it is John Paul Jackson who is 

more deceived than New Agers!  The Bible says nothing about 

portals to heaven.  The only portal to heaven for human beings 

is through the blood of Jesus Christ, not some New Age 

technique like driving stakes in the ground that have had oil 

spilled on them. 
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THE PHYSICS OF HEAVEN 

 

If you are looking for a no-doubt link between NAR and the 

New Age Movement, I offer to you, The Physics of Heaven, co-

authored by a personal assistant to Bill Johnson of Redding’s 

Bethel Church, Judy Franklin.  

 

Bill and several other NAR leaders (a virtual “who’s who” in that 

group, we are told) are featured in the book. It is definitely a 

prized possession of NAR. And a serious warning to the faithful 

about things to come in the “movement.” 

 

The Physics of Heaven (TPOH from here) has as its thesis the 

coming of another Pentecost. Oh my. Well, we have tongues, 

we have prophets, we have miracles galore, we even have 

authoritative apostles. Why not another Pentecost? (I speak as 

a fool.) 

 

But this Pentecost will be different. It will tap into Quantum 

energy. Really? What in the world is that? Quantum physics is a 

new — and chaotic — way of looking at physics. Now I never 

took that subject, but I have been assured that Isaac Newton 

and company certainly did discover some of the rules of the 

universe. The original physics is nothing more than a serious 

confirmation of an orderly, mighty, and beautiful God. 

 

Not so, Quantum. Quantum physics is part science, part false 

science, part medicine, part spirituality (metaphysics). And all, 

confusion. But what would you expect, now that you have seen 
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what these folks have been offering for these decades, splitting 

or even destroying churches, and offering bedlam in their 

place. 

 

We are promised in this book “new perspectives never before 

thought of…” and Kris Vallotton of Bethel adds, “… a foretaste 

of things to come.”  

 

The book simply describes New Age methodology. Spirit guides. 

Trances. Auras. Clairvoyances. It encourages God’s people to be 

open-minded as they leaf through the book and are confronted 

with sound, light, and energy vibrations as an aid to knowing 

and worshiping God. 

 

Lord Jesus, how long, how long!? 

 

And if you dare, as I do now, to suggest that NAR has entered 

New Age thinking, the retort will be: “Hey, the New Age people 

have simply counterfeited, then stolen, our gifts, our ways. We 

simply need to take them all back.” 

 

Oh fine. Why not just stick to the Scriptures, that all NAR 

leaders give lip-service to? If our ways overlap theirs, fine. But if 

their ways go beyond what is written, damnation if we follow 

them. 

 

Where are wise pastors and leaders who will call this book 

what it is, a manual for inviting Satan into the church? 
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TPOH intentionally or otherwise is illustrating for us how the 

false church is forming. More and more of Satan’s light, which 

is darkness, added to the Christian mix. Eventually Babylon 

forms from it all. And we are called to come out and bring 

others with us! 

 

Oh by the way. This New Pentecost should be here by 2033.  

 

While you are waiting, please go online and read or order a 

little booklet written by a brother named John Lanagan: The 

New Age Propensities of Bethel Church’s Bill Johnson. It’s only 

eighteen pages, but will certainly help you along the road out. 

 

THE PASSION TRANSLATION 

 

Still not convinced? You’re a tough one. But let me give it one 

more shot.  

 

Every new movement must have its own identifying literature. 

Islam needed to let people know that the Bible was out of date. 

It was handily updated by the angel Gabriel and Muhammad. 

We call this update the Koran.  

 

The Mormons needed an angelic intervention to confirm their 

new findings. Enter Joseph Smith, an angel, and the Book of 

Mormon. The Bible and the Book would now go hand in hand. 

 

Then came the Jehovah’s Witnesses. The Old King James 

proved a problem for them as it kept saying things that they 
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weren’t saying. So a group of  men, with no angel, produced a 

book that looks a lot like the Bible, but says what the Witness 

founders were saying, and attacked the Divinity of Christ 

thereby at every opportunity. Hello, New World Translation. 

 

NAR has been having trouble with these old Bibles too. Even 

some of the newer ones. No problem, we kick it up a notch and 

proclaim that Jesus Himself has commissioned a new set of 

Scriptures. They’ll follow the original sixty-six books, but with a 

seriously charismatic twist.  

 

The translation is being rolled out bit by bit as I write. Allow me 

to share with you some comments about this new wonder. 

 

First from the bereancall.org, “One More Translation, One 

More Step Away From the Truth”  August 1, 2013 Newby, Ed 

 

…Former missionary and now New Apostolic Reformation (NAR) 

pastor Brian Simmons is producing the Passion Translation (PT). 

It wrests the Scriptures as blatantly as Eugene Peterson’s The 

Message. The portions translated so far furnish ample evidence 

of his need to alter Scripture in order to support NAR doctrinal 

teaching. 

 

Not surprisingly, his translation has been endorsed by NAR 

leaders such as Dr. Che Ahn, Senior Pastor Harvest Rock Church, 

Pasadena, CA: “Brian Simmons is a brilliant man that has been 

given fresh revelation and insight into the deeper meaning of 

the Scriptures....”  
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Or Katherine Ruonala, Senior Minister, Glory City Church, 

Brisbane, Australia: “I pray that as you read these sacred works, 

the fire of God will awaken you to a fresh hunger. It was 

through a life-changing encounter with God that Brian was 

commissioned to do this translation and I believe that an 

impartation for Holy Spirit encounters is released through his 

ministry” [our emphasis]. 

 

Simmons was “commissioned” to do this translation? Professing 

“the anointing” of the Lord, Simmons forsook the manuscripts 

that previous translators have used and opted for Aramaic 

versions no earlier than the fifth century. As a consequence, the 

wording of many verses runs quite contrary to those derived 

from the Greek. 

 

Simmons writes, “For centuries, it has been believed that the 

New Testament was first written in Greek. [But,] some scholars 

now lean increasingly towards the thought that Aramaic and 

Hebrew texts of the New Testament are the original 

manuscripts, and that many of the Greek texts are copies, and a 

second generation from the originals! This is radically changing 

translation concepts, and will result in many new translations of 

the New Testament based on Aramaic”  

 

[Excerpt taken from the “Translator’s Introduction” to Letters 

from Heaven by the Apostle Paul, Simmon’s fourth release 

of The Passion Translation.] Mind you, he doesn’t tell us who 

those scholars are. 
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Further, Simmons seems to echo the opinion of some Hebrew 

Roots teachers—an opinion without proof. Fragments of New 

Testament manuscripts from the second century written in 

Greek exist. And, more recently a first century Greek fragment 

of Mark’s Gospel has been found. 

 

Simmons relies upon the Aramaic translation. But the readers of 

Paul’s letters were not Aramaic speakers. Rome, Greece, and 

western Asia Minor were Greek speaking. Paul would naturally 

have written to them in Greek. 

 

The oldest Aramaic bible manuscripts are written in a different 

dialect than the Aramaic spoken by Jesus and his disciples in 

Galilee. 

 

Also, the synoptic gospels have long been said to have “large 

overlaps in Greek” (for example, similarities between Matthew 

and Mark). This simply means that some writers of the Gospels 

were familiar with other gospels already written in Greek. 

 

Concerning the PT, it is instructive that another commentator 

notes, “I must mention that even those verses he claims to 

translate from the Greek are still drastically different” 

(http://www.spiritoferror.org/2013/05/a-new-nar-bible-part-3-

wheres-the-manuscript-evidence/3153). They are different 

because the human bias of Simmons drives this work. 

 

For example, consider his translation of Galatians:6:6 . 
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The KJV reads, “Let him that is taught in the word communicate 

unto him that teacheth in all good things.” To “communicate” 

means to “share” (as translated in other English translations) 

material things with those whose full time job is to teach the 

Word of God. Compare it to the Passion Translation: 

 

And those who are taught the Word will receive an 

impartation from their teacher; a transference of 

anointing takes place between them. 

 

The meaning given by Simmons is supportive of NAR teaching 

regarding the “anointing” but has nothing to do with what the 

verse says. Again we see the NAR bias imposing itself upon 

Simmon’s translation. 

 

Even Paul’s greeting to the Philippians is corrupted by Simmons. 

The KJV reads, “Grace be unto you, and peace, from God our 

Father, and from the Lord Jesus Christ” (Philippians:1:2) in 

the PT Paul’s greeting becomes, 

 

We decree over your lives the blessings of divine grace 

and supernatural peace that flow from God our 

wonderful Father, and our Anointed Messiah, the Lord 

Jesus. 

 

Inspired by positive confession, NAR folks are not afraid to make 

“decrees,” believing that they are speaking for or in the place of 

God. Simmons is adding to and departing from the Scriptures 
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and most of all distorting God’s Word for the sake of his 

movement. As noted, so do the LDS and other groups. 

 

In the KJV the exhortation of 2 Timothy 4:2-4 is to “Preach the 

word; be instant in season, out of season; reprove, rebuke, 

exhort with all longsuffering and doctrine. For the time will 

come when they will not endure sound doctrine; but after their 

own lusts shall they heap to themselves teachers, having itching 

ears; And they shall turn away their ears from the truth, and 

shall be turned unto fables.” Doctrine is specifically mentioned 

twice in this passage. 

 

The point of the passage and the protection for the sheep is 

removed by the PT: 

Proclaim the Word of God and never give up! Rise to the 

occasion and preach when it is convenient and when it is 

not, with all the outpouring of the Spirit—with wisdom 

and patience as you instruct and teach the people. For 

the time is coming when they will no longer listen and 

respond to the healing words, but because they are 

selfish and proud they will seek out teachers with 

soothing words that line up with their desires, saying just 

what they wanted to hear. They will close their ears to 

the truth and believe nothing but fables and myths. [our 

emphasis] 

 

Finally, the book of Proverbs is a book of wisdom. The PT does 

much to subtract from that wisdom. Consider just one verse—

Proverbs:1:7 
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How then does a man gain the essence of wisdom? It 

starts with God, For the first rays of revelation-light come 

from Him. So trust Him and live in awe and adoration of 

Him! Careless ones will never stop to do this, For they 

scorn true wisdom and knowledge. 

 

In truth, Proverbs:1:7 tells us that, “The fear of the LORD is the 

beginning of knowledge: but fools despise wisdom and 

instruction.” As A.W. Tozer points out, “No one can know the 

true grace of God who has not first known the fear of God.” 

 

In Psalm:119:105the inspired writer of Scripture tells us, “Thy 

word is a lamp unto my feet, and a light unto my path.” 

The Passion Translation does much to obscure and turn off that 

light. 

 

Amen. Now hear from “Pulpit & Pen”, Jeff Maples, as he 

describes the New Apostate Reformation Version (their 

description). September, 2017: 

 

There is a new bible translation interpretation … let’s just cut to 

the chase, it’s not even a bible. It’s a collection of fiction stories 

that have a somewhat similar theme to the Scriptures but adds 

a whole lot of personal imagination to it. 

 

I warn everyone who hears the words of the prophecy of this 

book: if anyone adds to them, God will add to him the plagues 

described in this book… – Revelation 22:18 (ESV (an actual 

translation)) 
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This new storybook is called The Passion Translation. It’s 

popular among the New Apostolic Apostate Reformation (NAR) 

crowd and quoted regularly by hyper-charismatic false teachers 

like Bill Johnson and Mike Bickle. The book was translated 

(embellished) by “Apostle” Brian Simmons, a former missionary 

in Panama. Brian Simmons claims that God gave him a direct 

divine revelation to create this embellished and highly 

interpreted creation that he refers to as The Passion 

Translation. 

 

The Passion Translation is not a completed work, only a handful 

of books have been re-written and of these, they are replete 

with serious errors. The interpretations and imaginations that 

Simmons inserts into these texts, of course, support the NAR’s 

modern-day apostle theology. For example, in Philippians 1:1, a 

true translation will read as follows: 

 

Paul and Timothy, servants of Christ Jesus, To all the saints in 

Christ Jesus who are at Philippi, with the overseers and deacons 

– Philippians 1:1 (ESV) 

Paul and Timotheus, the servants of Jesus Christ, to all the 

saints in Christ Jesus which are at Philippi, with the bishops and 

deacons – Philippians 1:1 (KJV) 

Even the less accurate translation, the NIV, reads: 

Paul and Timothy, servants of Christ Jesus, To all God’s holy 

people in Christ Jesus at Philippi, together with the overseers 

and deacons – Philippians 1:1 (NIV) 
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This simple verse is translated almost identically in all of these 

versions because the meaning is simple enough. There is no 

hidden text that has been recently discovered in the ancient 

manuscripts (that Simmons claims to have translated from). But 

let’s look at how Brian Simmons embellishes this verse, then 

let’s see why. 

 

My name is Paul and I’m joined by my spiritual son, Timothy, 

both of us passionate servants of Jesus, the Anointed One. We 

write this letter to all his devoted followers in your city, 

including your pastors, and to all the servant-leaders of the 

church. 

 

Notice that Simmons is adding things to the text that simply are 

not found there. This is his own interpretation of the meaning of 

these texts. Is Jesus the anointed one? Yes, but that’s not what 

this text says. Were Timothy and Paul passionate servants of 

Jesus? Yes, but that isn’t what this text says. Further, the 

concept of “spiritual son” is found nowhere in this text 

translated here. It doesn’t exist. 

 

But there is an ulterior motive behind this. Brian Simmons is 

closely tied to Bill Johnson of Bethel Church. Bill Johnson is an 

NAR Apostle and believes in the idea of apostolic fathering–a 

false teaching endorsed by Michael Brown. According to Bill 

Johnson, in a book edited by Dr. Bruce Cook, Aligning With The 

Apostolic, the concept of “apostolic fathering” is part of the 

core of the New Apostolic Reformation. 
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One of the core values of the New Apostolic Reformation 

movement is the principle of apostolic fathering — raising up 

spiritual sons and daughters. And we see that principle here 

with David. In [Psalm 34] verse 11 he is addressing the 400 as 

his spiritual children — his spiritual sons. The Hebrew word here 

is “ben” meaning son — one who is a builder of the family 

name. This is a relational term, not just a biological one.  

 

The Passion Translation consists of a number of these 

interpretations and additions to the text. The sole purpose of 

this work by Simmons is to promote the false ideology of the 

New Apostolic Reformation. It’s a movement that has its 

strongholds in the younger generation. It’s appealing because 

it’s accompanied by signs and wonders, ecstatic music, and 

mystical experiences that draw attention away from the 

jejuneness of sound theology normally suffered by 

unregenerate seekers. Empty promises of unity and love tend to 

be the general theme NAR gatherings and what better way to 

promote their false ideology than to create a crackpot version 

of Scripture that falsely alleges that their “apostolic authority” 

and theology is true. 

 

Avoid this piece of work, and Brian Simmons, like the plague. 

 

For the time is coming when people will not endure sound 

teaching, but having itching ears they will accumulate for 

themselves teachers to suit their own passions, and will turn 

away from listening to the truth and wander off into myths. — 

2 Tim 4:3-5 (ESV) 
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Finally on this topic, Bereanresearch.org, “The New NAR 

Passsion Bible, a dangerous heresy.” Amy Spreeman, 2013. 

 

Have you heard about the latest Bible “translation?” This one 

comes from the New Apostolic Reformation (NAR) camp, from 

the brain of one man, a human-appointed “Apostle.” It’s called 

“The Passion Translation,” written by Brian Simmons of 

Stairway Ministries.  

Simmons has actually released four installments of his new 

translation: 

Psalms: Poetry on Fire 

Song of Solomon: Most Amazing Song of All 

Luke: To the Lovers of God 

Letters From Heaven by the Apostle Paul 

Coming this fall he is releasing Proverbs, Wisdom From Above. 

 

Simmons says our standard translations of the Bible, 

transcribed by hundreds of scholars from the original scrolls, are 

just head knowledge and don’t adequately capture God’s 

passion. (He apparently missed the part in 2 Timothy 3:16 that 

says that every word is breathed-out by the Holy Spirit.) From 

his website: 

 

The Passion Translation Project is a groundbreaking attempt to 

re-introduce the passion and fire of the Bible to the English 

reader. God longs to have His Word expressed in every 

language in a way that would unlock the ‘passion’ of His heart. 

The goal of this work is to trigger inside of every English speaker 

an overwhelming response to the truth of the Bible as it is 
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unfiltered by religious jargon – unfolding the deep mysteries of 

the Scriptures in the language of love, the language of the 

heart. Accurate to the Hebrew, Aramaic, and Greek texts, but 

passionately powerful in a contemporary form. 

 

Holly Pivec over at Spirit of Error blog points out that Simmons 

is manipulating Scriptures to make it appear that heretical NAR 

teachings and practices such as “prophetic singing,” the 

“transference of an anointing,” and the issuing of “apostolic 

decrees,” are actually supported by the Bible – which of course 

is false. But to the biblically illiterate, it will sound so right: 

 

This translation is potentially one of the most disturbing 

developments in the NAR movement. Simmons is following in 

the footsteps of the major cults of Christianity who have 

released their own translations of the Bible, including the New 

World Translation used by the Jehovah’s Witnesses and the 

Joseph Smith Translation used by some groups of Mormons. 

 

By creating a new NAR translation of the Bible, Simmons is 

shaping the way a generation of NAR followers will read and 

understand Scripture–and also creating a divide between those 

who use the NAR translation and those who don’t. 

 

It remains to be seen how many NAR people will make the 

switch to this NAR translation of the Bible. If a lot of them do 

switch Bibles, then The Passion Translation could truly–as its 

advertisements say–”impact the Church for years to come.”  
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LEAVING NAR 

 

NAR may be around for a while. Your church may be a target 

soon. Let your pastor know what’s going on. Name names. Oh, 

and if he already is involved, expect some real problems when 

you name those names. NAR may or may not be considered a 

cult (I think it is, the more I delve into it), but it has at least one 

cult-like characteristic. When you leave, you are blacklisted. 

People are told to avoid you. Sounds like Mormons and 

Jehovah’s Witnesses, yes?  

 

One man called this the largest Christian cult you’ve never 

heard of. I was a part of it. And didn’t know. It’s growing faster 

than Islam, and Islam is really speeding.  

 

The paradigm shift is really on the way. Church will never be 

the same if these people have their way. The apostolic 

networks will replace denominations. Apostles will be in 

charge. At least, that’s what we’re told. The emphasis will be, 

not on winning individual souls, but on transforming society. 

 

A new Communism? A new Romanism? 

 

And you? NAR leader Bill Hamon says you are not in the Divine 

order unless you are an apostle or under one. So what will they 

do with people like you and me?  

 

Not that people are not leaving. Let’s go over to the 

narrowingpath.com and read some exit stories: 
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Eight years ago, Dina left the church she was a member of.  This 

is her story in her own words: 

 

Where do I start when it comes to a movement that is so widely 

accepted, yet so demonically inspired? A movement that talks 

about Jesus, sings about Jesus and is growing at a phenomenal 

rate? This movement is moving at light speed and is infiltrating 

churches and denominations worldwide and becoming wholly 

accepted among Christians as biblical truth. 

 

I spent 15 years under the NAR/Dominionism movement and 

didn’t even know what I was sitting under. In fact, I would bet 

that 95 percent of pastors that teach it, don’t understand the 

depth of heresy that they are spewing from the pulpit into their 

congregations. How do I know this? Because 95 percent of 

pastors that I personally know, have never had any 

formal/seminary training.  They are simply passing on to their 

congregations what those before them taught to them, what 

they read in a book or what they see on popular Christian TV.  

It’s easy to get caught up in all the “good” words that we see 

and hear, what’s popular, what tickles the ear. 

 

In 1997 I had just left a Word of Faith Church that I had been 

saved in. The Pastors had bled the people dry of all of their 

finances and suddenly “God” spoke to them to move their 

ministry to another state.  A woman that my husband and I 

were friends with was a secretary at another church in town 

and invited us to visit. We had quite a few friends who attended 

her church so we found ourselves quite comfortable and 
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familiar. We spent many years there laboring in the church, me 

mostly. I was very involved in everything I could get my hands 

into.  I was on the praise team, I headed up the cleaning team, 

worked our conferences and some office work. Let’s just say I 

had a key to the church.  I always had good intentions and my 

heart was to serve God and for Him to be glorified, but I was 

always left wanting, lacking and tormented. 

 

Our leadership was another story. I had never seen such division 

in a church. The fighting and constant bickering was an 

understatement. There was never cohesiveness among the 

leaders and there was a constant revolving door of pastors and 

positions. I survived my share of worship leaders who berated 

and beat the sheep until they completely ran them out of the 

church.  Homosexuality was prevalent, yet hidden among them. 

Sin was covered up as “shortcomings or mistakes” and 

perverted grace ran rampant among them. 

 

There was never any discipline in the church or talk of 

repentance and the entire pulpit was infected with sinful 

lifestyles. When I would confront leadership about things that 

were going on in the church, I would be told that it was being 

taken care of or that it wasn’t what I thought is to be.  Titles 

were fought for among leadership and they would “spiritually” 

kill you for them. It was a sickening display of a power struggle 

among them. I would watch them elevate each other from 

position to position as they would parade each other up to the 

pulpit and sit them in Kings chairs for all to see.  They would 

prophecy to each other, “pass mantles” to each other, re-name 
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each other, ordain each other and promote from one title to the 

next. It was sickening and all done in the name of “The Lord told 

me to promote you.” Man was always elevated in these circles 

and worshiped above God. It was just one big circus side show 

with many, many acts. 

 

The teachings in this church were focused entirely on the 

Kingdom of God and extra biblical revelation. These teachings 

were so “deep” that when you left, you questioned what you 

had just been taught, but it sounded so good, you accepted it. 

Prophecy was a norm and expected at every service. We were 

taught that we were the Kingdom of God here on earth and 

that we would be the ones ushering Christ back. His return was 

all in our lap and depended on us as we took over the world and 

its systems.  The worse thing about all of these teachings was 

that every 6 months “God” would speak to one of the pastors a 

new word for the season and then there would be a new way of 

doing things.  We were constantly chasing new words and new 

revelations that kept you spinning in circles and chasing your 

tail. It became very wearisome. 

 

 Our worship services were so long that visitors would leave in 

the middle. They were so full of emotion and hype that I once 

saw my Pastor under such an influence (demonic) that he 

literally bent over backwards and nearly touched his head to 

the floor. He would be so caught up in worship that he would 

shoot invisible arrows into the air, speak in unknown tongues 

and enter realms no one else dared to go. 
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These worship services were purely dedicated to the flesh and 

we would always have to tap into the supernatural. We would 

sing, prophecy, dance, shout, cry, run and lay on our faces 

seeking an experience with God. There was always so much 

effort put into chasing Him and having encounters. It was such 

a show of theatrics and emotion that visiting preachers would 

praise us on how great and one of a kind our worship services 

were. We ate that kind of praise up and pursued it even more.  I 

was so addicted to the experience that I was always on the hunt 

for more. 

 

One day as I was watching GOD TV, I came across Kimberly and 

Alberto Rivera singing at The Toronto Airport Conference. It was 

so beautiful that I was hooked immediately. I had always been 

somewhat attracted to the supernatural, so this was right up 

my alley. I ordered their CD’s and information on soaking and 

began my own Soaking Ministry.  I continued to introduce the 

church to any and all supernatural music that I could get my 

hands on. The deeper, the better when it came to worship.  I 

loved what I thought was “His” presence, it was addicting and I 

could never get enough.  Our church thrived on deep, spiritual 

music and it was always encouraged and welcomed.  

 

I eventually mixed prayer with the soaking and loved having 

spiritual experiences. I prophetically sang words of the Lord 

over people and I loved the high that I got by doing so.  I loved 

these deep spiritual experiences so much that I wanted others 

to have the same encounters. I thought that if only someone 

could experience His presence then they would become a true 
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believer that God exists and want to follow Him. I always 

thought that one moment in His presence and you’ll never be 

the same. But I soon found out that it was not the case and no 

matter how many of these “experiences” we had, no one was 

changed and lifestyles remained the same. The worship in that 

church had become the “GOD” in that church. It was worshiped 

above the Word.  There was no substance or foundation to 

stand on, it was shallow sand. 

 

This church was so chaotic that it was anything goes. I 

remember asking the church secretary if they believed in the 

rapture of the church and all she told me was that they believed 

in the return of Christ, but that they believed just a little 

differently. I personally didn’t know enough of the bible to 

challenge anything I was being taught and I naively believed 

anything they said.  It all sounded too good to question; the 

words, the prophecies, the teachings of taking over the world.  

We held all the power, we spoke it, we prophesied it, we 

commanded it, we prayed it, we were little gods and we 

believed it…. 

 

My world came crashing down in 2009. Everything that I 

thought I believed was unraveling at the seams. I started 

questioning everything after my pastor's own “Bishop” grabbed 

me one night after he had just got done preaching and kissed 

me. He grabbed me by the back of my neck and kissed me on 

the lips, I was mortified. As if I wasn’t already disgusted by the 

sex act that he emulated from the pulpit of him and his wife, 

this was the cherry on the cake for me. I was already 
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questioning everything I had been taught due to the lack of 

evidence or fruit thereof. 

 

I was sick of the words, sick of the titles, sick of the abuse and 

sick of the lies coming from that pulpit. I eventually questioned 

the pastor about him “covering” other ministries led by 

homosexual pastors and was told that in no way shape or form 

that any of them were homosexuals.  Three years later after I 

left, I found out that the female pastors in question had run off 

to be married. Thankfully, I knew at the time I questioned him 

that he was lying and that most of the other church leaders that 

he affiliated himself with were homosexual as well as him. 

 

I left that church in fear. I was taught by them that you don’t 

question those in leadership or “touch God’s anointed.” I was 

also “without a covering” which was a big no-no since I was 

now left wide open for the devil to wipe me out. Covenant was 

stressed and a main focus within this circle.  My pastor who was 

promoted to Apostle, then Bishop, had linked up with a man 

named Bishop David Huskins who was the head of the ICCC.  

Huskins “father in the Lord” (all NAR terms and teachings), was 

the famous Dominionist Earl Paulk. Earl Paulk was a huge 

promoter of Dominionism and was involved in a sex scandal 

near the time of his death.  

 

David Huskins was a perpetrator of Paulk’s teachings and 

passed them on to my pastor.  Huskins wrote two books on 

covenant and even hinted at David and Jonathon’s relationship 

in the bible as possibly being homosexual.  I remember the last 
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time I saw David Huskins, he seemed so desperate, lost and 

depressed. My heart went out to him but I didn’t know what to 

say to him. In the end, even he didn’t believe what he was 

teaching or writing because the rotten fruit of it took his life as 

he put a gun to his head.  I watched this teaching destroy him 

and many others from my church. 

 

Leaving NAR 

I remember the struggle I went through when deciding to leave 

the church. I literally thought my life was over. Who’s going to 

cover me? Who’s going to be my spiritual father? I questioned 

my covenant with the church and the people. Could I give up my 

titles, my positions and my key to the church?  I would be giving 

up all of my prestige and control.  

 

It was a struggle between my flesh and what I knew I had to do. 

I finally knew that if I wanted to live, I had to leave. I had 

become so spiritually, emotionally and physically sick that I 

didn’t know what I believed anymore.  I went home that day 

and didn’t leave my couch for a year.  I had already been 

depressed and confused the entire time I was at that church, 

but it became worse when I left because of fear.  

 

I literally had a nervous breakdown. I cried all the time and 

would lie in a ball at night begging God to take my life.  I was so 

confused and depressed that I wanted to die.  My body vibrated 

for almost 2 years and I would have the worst migraines.  I was 

so used to someone prophesying to me and relying on those 

words that I didn’t know how to live without them.  I was no 
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longer hearing God, He was silent. I spent the next few years 

digging into what I had been taught. I prayed and asked the 

Lord to show me the truth. 

 

The first thing I did was unfriend every minister that I was 

friends with on Facebook. I didn’t want to hear what any of 

them were saying especially since they were all saying 

something different and proclaiming it to be from God. The next 

thing I did was start reading my Bible. I know it’s easy to say 

that if I would have done that from the beginning, I wouldn’t be 

in this mess, but that’s not true. I was literally saved into this 

mess and I could twist the scriptures with the best of them and 

believe it. 

 

I was taught to spiritualize every scripture and look for the real 

(hidden) meaning behind it. Scriptures were never put into 

context or taken for face value. The next thing I did was to start 

looking up all of the catch phrases and buzz words that I had 

been hearing for 15 years. This opened up a whole new world 

for me. 

 

Everything I had been taught was wrong, and I mean 

EVERYTHING! I couldn’t believe that I had been so deceived.  I 

suddenly found myself in a whole new world of knowledge and 

information. I studied my old teachings every chance that I got 

and eventually learned the truth about it all. The Lord literally 

led me in steps out of that mess. 
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After learning and studying about what I was under, I ran 

across John MacArthur’s “Strange Fire Conference” on YouTube 

and it literally set me free from all of it. I started listening to 

John’s teaching and then ultimately ran across Chris 

Rosebrough’s “Pirate Christian Radio.” I have such a deep 

appreciation for Chris and how he not only exposes these false 

teachers, but how he explains what the scripture really means 

in its proper context. I still listen to every broadcast due to the 

fact of me deprogramming 20 years of bad theology and out 

right heresy. 

 

One of my favorite scriptures is found in John 8:30 "As Jesus 

spoke these things, many believed in Him. So He said to the 

Jews who had believed Him, 'If you continue in My word, you 

are truly My disciples. Then you will know the truth, and the 

truth will set you free.'” I have experienced a freedom in the 

word that I looked for my entire Christian life but could never 

find.   

 

I have become a passionate Berean of the Word and I’m no 

longer chasing winds of doctrines, dreams, visions and the 

supernatural. Now, I am content in my heart about what I 

believe and why I believe it.  I searched the scriptures for truth 

and when I firmly knew what I believed, I went in search for a 

church that taught the same. I now attend a church where the 

real word of God is taught, where people pursue God’s 

righteousness and where Jesus is the focus from the beginning 

to the end. 
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God is back on the throne in my heart where man once placed 

himself and I have never been more content and firm in what I 

believe. I praise God everyday for leaders who rightly divide the 

word of God so that people like me could be set free and walk in 

freedom. Doctrine is EVERYTHING! 

 

One more story from this site… 

 

This is Joshua's story in his own words: 

 

I moved to Dallas, TX in 2001 to work for a new Assemblies of 

God church in Deep Ellum. There was another fellowship that 

met a couple blocks away. I had become familiar with some of 

their people as I was running a coffee shop ministry. 

 

I met a girl who was part of that ministry who is now my wife. 

During our courtship, I was invited to play on their worship 

team, and eventually became the worship leader. The 

leadership was really into Heidi Baker, Bill Johnson, and Kansas 

City IHOP. The pastor had been to the Toronto laughing revival 

and was convinced of apostolic gifts being for all believers. 

 

There were lots of "words of knowledge" and prophesying going 

on. I didn't think much of it at the time. But it was definitely all 

driven by feelings and emotions. I never got too deep into it, but 

it did open the door for other false teachings such as emergent 

types of doctrines to go unchecked with me. 
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There was no solid foundation or assurance of salvation. My 

feelings always dictated whether or not I was "close to God".  

They were really big on preaching about the relationship 

between us and the Holy Spirit. They would teach that it is a 

two-way communication, just like in a marriage. So every 

impression or weird thought we got was probably God speaking 

to us, however we wanted to interpret it. 

 

We would go out on the streets and set up a dream 

interpretation booth, to get people saved, I guess. Or just to 

impress them with our vague cold readings. We would have 

classes on how to interpret dreams. Many of the people in the 

church would claim to see angels quite often. 

 

My wife and I were asked to step down from the worship team 

for no real reason. I wasn't that good, so it was no skin off my 

back. But we had just had our first child, and decided to move 

back to Oklahoma. Over the past few years, after being exposed 

to Chris Rosebrough's podcasts and developing a proper 

hermeneutic in studying Scripture, all these false teachings from 

the past have been disseminated, thankfully. 

 

Since we left, we had stayed in contact with the people there. 

They have become more indoctrinated by the NAR than even 

before. They make pilgrimages to Bethel, Redding. I've listened 

to their sermons, which totally downplay the sufficiency of 

Scripture. They now have many "inner healing" seminars which 

are so steeped in mysticism, it's ridiculous. 
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I've angered a few friends from there by posting articles on 

Facebook exposing Bill Johnson and Bethel Church in Redding, 

California. I've tried to engage them in debate, but they usually 

drop out and can't seem to defend their position. Even if they 

would, it would go endlessly in circles, since Scripture is not 

their final authority. 

 

It's pretty shocking how anyone can stay involved with these 

ministries, as they are such a shallow facade, always looking to 

the new thing that's about to happen, but never comes to 

fruition. I do believe there is some good fruit in this fellowship, 

but it is in spite of what is taught and confessed, not because of 

it. 

 

Are you willing to be like the church of Ephesus that tested 

those who said they were apostles, but were not? Are you 

willing to call false apostles what John called them, liars? Are 

you willing to separate from the spirit who now works in the 

sons of disobedience, whether they be in the world or in 

Christendom? Can you come out of NAR ? 
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CONCLUSION: A PROFESSION AND A PLEA 
 

A profession. 

 

I truly believe the Spirit is still in the church and in me. These 

are givens. He came in power and much excitement. He lives in 

confidence and peace, slowly and surely spreading the Gospel 

of Jesus all over the planet. 

 

The apostles passed on their gift to their generation. Their 

generation had not the power to pass on the miraculous, but 

they did have power to go into all their world. Through the 

passing down of the Word of God to us, we have the same 

message and power that they did. 

 

So if the laying on of the hands of the apostle was the way to 

receive the miraculous gifts, and the Holy Spirit Himself, what is 

the way for us? 

 

Jesus said the Father will give the Holy Spirit to those who ask. 

 

The apostle commands us to be filled with the Spirit. He gives 

no instructions as to how. But we know how. We ask.  

 

And Jesus said we must be born from above. Born again. He 

initiates, even in our day, the coming of the Holy Spirit into our 

lives. 
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We allow Him to do His work. We fight sin. We perfect holiness. 

We obey.  

 

The Spirit is still in us. And with us. He is lifting up Jesus in us 

and through us and around us. He is available. We do not throw 

out a faith in His work because we throw out the work of 

devious humans. All the more we seek Him and find Him. 

 

Be real to us, Oh God. May Your Word find us out. And may we 

find You in Your Word. Show us the narrow, narrow  way that 

leads to life. 

 

A plea 

 

When I go to church, let me see men in front of me. Let me 

hear a congregation singing again! Be sensitive to my 70-year-

old eardrums. Turn the lights on, for goodness’ sake. Stop 

repeating songs and phrases. Sing with me the old songs of Zion 

that centuries have blessed us with. 

 

When I go to church, let a man of God who has prepared his 

heart and his message with much prayer, break the Word of 

Life to me. May my hard heart be continually broken as that 

Word comes. 

 

Let us break that other bread, too, with accompanying 

reminders of Jesus’ sacrifice. No rush. Let us contemplate long 

what He did for us. Five minutes and out won’t do. Do this in 

remembrance.  
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When church is over, let me be in fellowship with those who go 

to the street telling others of Jesus. 

 

Never say to me, “See you next week” after a one-hour service. 

Walk with me all week. May the church doors be open often. 

 

Oh stop parading worldly dress and life-style before my eyes. 

Let my church be different. Holy. May an unbeliever know he 

has come into a holy place. Let us be reminded often that 

without holiness no one will see the Lord. 

 

Challenge me to fast, to pray, to go low, to take up His cross. 

Do not entertain me, or lie to me, or build up my self-esteem. 

Tear me down — in love—and let Jesus build me up with true 

righteousness. 

 

Then I will know I have been to church.  
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RESOURCES 
 

Here are a few places/books you will want to visit. I’m writing 

in early 2018. I have no idea how long these will all be available, 

but they are some great helps at present: 

 

• A New Apostolic Reformation? By R. Douglas Geivett and 

Holly Pivec, 2014 

• Bereancall.org 

• Bereanresaerch.org 

• Counterfeit Miracles by B.B. Warfield, 1918 

• Deceptioninthechurch.com 

• fanaticsforJesus.blogspot.com 

• gty.org    John Macarthur’s site.  

• Herescope.blogspot.com 

• Inplainsite.org 

• mkayla.wordpress.com/ 

• PirateChristian.com, home of the BereanExaminer and 

Steven Kozar’s “Museum of Idolatry” 

• Pulpitandpen.org 

• Spiritoferror.org 

• The Dancing Hand of God by James Maloney, 2008 

• The New Age Propensities of Bethel Church’s Bill Johnson by            

John Lanagan, 2014 

• The Physics of Heaven  by  Ellyn Davis, Judy Franklin, 2012 

• The Scarlet Threads by Bob Faulkner, 1992 

• Thenarrowingpath.com  

• Truthkeepers.com   

 


